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Executive Summary
Self-Study for the Middle States Commission on Higher Education
Submitted by SUNY Buffalo State January 30, 2013.

In the 10 years since Buffalo State’s last Middle States accreditation self-study, the college has
undergone a great deal of change. This new comprehensive self-study chronicles the challenges we face,
outlines how we have dealt with this time of transition, and charts a course for the future.
Section 1 covers Middle States Standards 1, 2, and 3. In this section, we discuss the relationship between
assessment and the college’s mission and goals. We establish the ties between the SUNY and Buffalo
State strategic plans, and show how the self-study is helping to craft the next Buffalo State Strategic
Plan, slated to be in place in January 2014. In Standard 2 (Planning, Resource Allocation, and
Institutional Renewal), the report highlights the new strategic planning process and looks at assessment
and planning from four major areas: SUNY, finance, demographic change, and the Buffalo State campus.
In Standard 3, we review Institutional Resources, including budget assessment and planning, and
transparency in the budget process. We recommend a more streamlined, transparent, collaborative
process through clearly articulated benchmarks, and a more inclusive campus representation in the
budget process. In addition, we recommend moving to an all-funds approach to budgeting.
Section 2 addresses Standards 4 (Leadership and Governance), 5 (Administration), and 6 (Integrity) and
covers Buffalo State’s governance structure, administrative operations, and promotion of integrity and
ethical conduct. In this section, we highlight the turnover of leadership personnel and a restructuring of
the academic schools, and we suggest strengthening the review and assessment of governing and
administrative entities. Finally, we propose appointing an advisory citizens committee to participate in
the development of policy.
Section 3 covers Standard 7 (Institutional Assessment), which reviews the college’s overriding
institutional assessment, highlighting the major areas of operation: Finance and Management, Student
Affairs, Academic Affairs, Equity and Campus Diversity, Information Services and Systems, and
Institutional Advancement. We recommend that all cabinet-level departments develop a comprehensive
planning and assessment dashboard to show clear connections between operations and the Strategic
and Academic plans, and to increase the transparency and flow of information.
Section 4 covers Standards 8 (Student Admissions and Retention), 9 (Student Support Services), and 10
(Faculty). Here, we examine current admissions policies, and we explore recruiting and retention
challenges and look at solutions for the years to come. Next, we review the Student Affairs
Developmental Cluster, including Career Development, Counseling, Disability Services, the Weigel
Health Center, and the offices of the Dean of Students and Student Judicial Affairs. We also look at
Orientation, Financial Aid, the Registrar’s Office, Intercollegiate Athletics, and the Veteran and Military
Services Office. We recommend that the college review student orientation to determine why student
satisfaction has dropped and to address the problems. In Standard 10, we look at policies and
procedures relating to faculty hiring, promotion, and growth. The committee urges that the college
develop concrete strategies for increasing numbers of full-time faculty and review data that suggest
discrepancies between the promotion of white and nonwhite faculty members to the ranks of associate
professor and professor. The committee also suggests that the college monitor data on the hiring and
promotion of female faculty members.
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Section 5 covers Standards 11 (Educational Offerings), 12 (General Education), and 13 (Related
Educational Activities). In this section, we review undergraduate and graduate education and the related
programs and services that serve students’ intellectual, personal, and professional growth. In Standard
12, we examine the revised Intellectual Foundations (IF) general education program and address the
needs of transfer students. We recommend that the college review evaluator recommendations and
assessment data to improve IF programming and to better communicate the mission and purpose of the
IF program to students. Standard 13 looks at student-centered academic support and quality
educational experiences that extend beyond the walls of a traditional classroom, including partnerships,
certificate programs, distance learning, study abroad, experiential learning, service learning, and
volunteer and community activities. We recommend adopting a rigorous standard for the
administration and evaluation of distance education programs. The college will also expand experiential
and service-learning opportunities.
Section 6 examines Standard 14 (Assessment of Student Learning), which looks at the efficacy of
assessment to gauge student learning at every level of the institution. We examine the clarity of
information provided to students, the alignment of SLOs with course and program expectations, and the
usefulness of data gathered through program review and other forms of assessment. Buffalo State
provides training and support for program assessment efforts and is moving to require comprehensive
assessment plans and self-studies from all graduate programs as well. We also recommend that the
college look at the feasibility of acquiring faculty and staff activity-reporting software to streamline the
collection and distribution of information.
In conclusion, Buffalo State, an institution in transition, is moving ahead optimistically and energetically
to recognize our strengths and, through thorough assessment, planning, and action, to grow as the
effective, quality comprehensive regional university that we are.
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ACRONYMS USED IN THE SELF-STUDY REPORT
AAFTE
AASO
ABET
ACHA
AD
AEL
AER
A&H
AMS
AVP-AC
BAM
BCSSE
BSAC
BSEAS
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CDC
CDHS
CDO
CDS
CEP
CEURE
CHAMPS
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CNU
CPC
CPS
CSCC
CSEA
CSO
CSRDE
CSTEP
CSWE
CTS
CUNY
CWP

Average Annual Full-Time Equivalent Enrollment
African American Students Organization
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology Inc.
American College Health Association
Athletics Director
Adelante Estudiantes Latinos
Academic Equipment Replacement
School of Arts and Humanities
Accountability Management System (TaskStream)
Associate Vice President for Assessment and Curriculum
Black Active Minds
Beginning College Survey of Student Engagement
Budget and Staff Allocation Committee
Buffalo State Education Assessment System
Community Academic Center
Campus Academy for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
Career Development Center
Center for Development of Human Services
Chief Diversity Officer
Common Data Set
Critique and Evaluation Period
Center for Excellence in Urban and Rural Education
Challenging Athletes’ Minds for Personal Success
Chief Information Officer
Cooperative Institutional Research Program
Collegiate Learning Assessment
Corporation for National and Community Service
Capital Normal University
College Planning Council
Continuing Professional Studies
College Senate Curriculum Committee
Civil Service Employees Union
Caribbean Students Organization
Consortium for Student Retention Data Exchange
Collegiate Science and Technology Entry Program
Council for Social Work Education
Computing and Technology Services
City University of New York
College Writing Program
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DIFR
DN
DOPS
DSO
EM
EOP
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ESL
FAFSA
FSSE
FTE
FYWOW
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IGPE
IPEDS
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ISAS
ISE
IT
ITEC
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MOU
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NCAA
NCATE
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NCIA
NIA
NSE
NSSE
NYSCOPBA
NYSED
OOC
OTPS
PAC
PBANYS
PDS

Dormitory Income Fund Reimbursable
Degree Navigator
Directory of Policy Statements
Disability Services Office
Enrollment Management
Educational Opportunity Program
Enrollment Steering Committee
English as a Second Language
Free Application for Federal Student Aid
Faculty Survey of Student Engagement
Full-Time Equivalent
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Human Resources
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International Student Exchange
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Information Technology Exchange Center
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Professional Development Schools
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SUCF
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Public Employees Federation
Performance Evaluation and Professional Development System
Professional Staff Caucus
Resource Allocation Model
Resource Allocation Tool
Research Foundation
Student-Athlete Advisory Committee
Small Business Development Center
Student Computer Access Program
Student Information and Campus Administrative Systems
Senate Intellectual Foundations Oversight Committee
SUNY Learning Network
Student Learning Outcomes
School of Natural and Social Sciences
Student Apartment Complex
School of Education
School of the Professions
Student Opinion Survey
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning
Scholarship Support Program
State University Construction Fund
State University of New York
State University Tuition Reimbursable Account
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats
Teacher Education Council
Teacher Education Unit
Temporary Service
University College
University Faculty Senate
University Police Department
United Students Government
United University Professions
Violence Intervention and Victim Advocacy
Voluntary System of Accountability
Volunteer and Service-Learning Center
Writing Across the Curriculum
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Introduction: Striving for Excellence in a Time of Transition: A Culture of
Assessment and Accountability
Founded in 1871 as the Buffalo Normal School, Buffalo State has grown into a multipurpose educational
institution. It is the largest and one of the most diverse colleges in the SUNY system, with 11,000-plus
students enrolled annually. Significant portions of the student body are composed of nontraditional
(adult), first-generation, and disadvantaged students with demonstrated potential. Located in a vibrant
metropolitan neighborhood, Buffalo State offers students a rich cultural, intellectual, recreational, and
social environment. While Buffalo State is a regional college and serves primarily New York State
residents, the college has reached out nationally and internationally to diversify both its student body
and its program offerings. Approximately half of all enrolled students now live outside the Western New
York area. Buffalo State offers 103 undergraduate degree programs (including Honors Programs), 39
master’s degree programs, 19 postbaccalaureate teacher certification programs, 67 minor programs, six
graduate certificate programs, and two certificate of advanced study programs.1
Buffalo State can best be summarized by its Mission, Vision, and Core Values, which guide both
the college and its assessment efforts:
Mission Statement
Buffalo State is committed to the intellectual, personal, and professional growth of its students, faculty,
and staff. The goal of the college is to inspire a lifelong passion for learning and to empower a diverse
population of students to succeed as citizens of a challenging world. Toward this goal, and in order to
enhance the quality of life in Buffalo and the larger community, the college is dedicated to excellence in
teaching and scholarship, cultural enrichment, and service.
Vision Statement
Buffalo State will be a nationally recognized leader in public higher education, known
• for the intellectual and creative accomplishments of its faculty, staff, and students;
• as a caring academic environment where lives are transformed through education and each individual
is valued;
• as an institution that serves to improve our region, our nation, and our world, one student at a time.
Core Values
We, the Buffalo State community, are committed to
• access to quality public higher education;
• quality teaching and learning;
• opportunities for individuals to realize their full potential;
• the rigors, joys, and fulfillment of intellectual discovery;
• supportive and collegial relationships;
• respect for diversity and individual differences;
• service to society.

1

These data are from the College Relations Office and were updated on January 2, 2013. Program numbers shift as
programs are added or phased out. The catalog is sometimes slightly out of sync with these changes because of
the updating and publishing schedule.
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Since the 2003 Middle States team visit, Buffalo State has experienced significant change as a
result of cultural and economic shifts, a change in leadership, and a focused effort to review, renew, and
reaffirm its institutional identity. As the oldest public institution of higher learning in the city of Buffalo,
Buffalo State holds a special responsibility and a unique role in the fabric of its urban surroundings and
Western New York. True to its roots, traditions, and mission, Buffalo State remains a beacon of
excellence in education for Western New York and beyond. The college is a cultural and intellectual
anchor in Buffalo’s urban center, representing the diversity of the community in its faculty, staff, and
student body. In this time of transition, the college acknowledges its rich, shared culture and history
while also embracing change and growth. This blend of the past and future is apparent in the mix of old
and new construction, traditional and virtual classrooms, classical and cutting-edge programming, and
established and new leadership. Buffalo State recognizes and celebrates the traditions of nearly a
century and a half while it strategically positions itself for continued success in today’s dynamic, fastpaced world.
Nature and Scope of Self-Study
Because of the institution’s focus on strategic planning in a time of fiscal restraint, a comprehensive selfstudy was proposed. The last two self-studies (1993, 2003) took a “selected topics” approach and
demonstrated significant results. This comprehensive self-study will allow the institution, which has had
a transition in presidential leadership as well as a number of faculty, staff, and administrative
retirements, to review the entirety of its operations not only to ensure compliance with the 14
standards of excellence but also to provide direction for the future. In the face of projected
demographic changes in Western New York, continuing trends of diminished state support, and
increasing demands for accountability, these efforts will help Buffalo State decide how to best meet
current (and future) needs and set priorities while reinforcing the institution’s accountability to its
constituents.
Intended Outcomes
The self-study occurs at an opportune time, as it will produce an assessment of the institution’s
structure, processes, and planning efforts in a time of transition in leadership. This document includes a
set of recommendations that will help guide the institution’s ongoing planning and development in
support of its mission, goals, and vision for the next five to 10 years. It also demonstrates the degree to
which Buffalo State possesses the characteristics of excellence described in the 14 accreditation
standards and makes recommendations necessary for improvement.
The self-study is primarily an electronic document in PDF format. Extensive supporting materials are
collected in wiki format in the Evidence Room (https://middlestates.buffalostate.edu) and linked as
hypertext throughout the body of this report. Documents are arranged according to research questions,
are numbered in decimal outline form, and can be accessed by clicking on the links. For example, 5.1.3
refers to Standard 5, Research Question 1, Item 3.
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Section 1
Standard #1: Mission and Goals
Standard #2: Planning, Resource Allocation, and Institutional Renewal
Standard #3: Institutional Resources

Standard #1: Mission and Goals
Introduction
The five Strategic Directions set out in the Buffalo State Strategic Plan (1.1.1) directly reflect Buffalo
State’s commitment to its stated Mission, Vision, and Core Values (1.1.2) by focusing heavily on
students’ engagement in rigorous and transformative learning experiences, on the production of
scholarly and creative activities by faculty and students, and on contributions to the broader Western
New York region, the nation, and the world. In sum, the college’s Mission, Vision, and Strategic Plan
emphasize students’ success as scholars, professionals, and citizens. The following sections provide
more detailed explanations of the ways in which Buffalo State has done this, linking each to Standards 1
and 2.
The Strategic Plan is the single most important document in Buffalo State’s operation and
assessment. It lays a path for the college through its Mission and Vision, and establishes a foundation
that remains steady despite political and budgetary fluctuations. The current plan is based firmly in the
Mission and stakeholder involvement that have guided the college for many years. The sound direction
and clear institutional objectives were reaffirmed in the 2009–2013 planning process and have sustained
Buffalo State during a time of institutional change and significant fiscal uncertainty. This steady hand has
been largely due to the culture of assessment and accountability that has developed over the past
decade at Buffalo State.

RQ 1.1: How is the college mission reflected in Buffalo State’s goals?
History and Context of the Mission: The Mission Statement was developed under the leadership of the
former Buffalo State president, Muriel Howard, when the college embarked on a mission review process
in 2003. The 2009 Strategic Plan review and renewal process resulted in reaffirmation of the existing
Mission Statement, Vision Statement, and Core Values, and the resulting comprehensive Strategic Plan.
The process included numerous meetings with campus and community-based stakeholders to ensure
that the plan had wide support. The mission of the college is clear in its dedication “to excellence in
teaching and scholarship, cultural enrichment, and service.” The College Planning Council (CPC) (1.1.3),
composed of roughly 50 members from all constituencies of the campus community, advised and
assisted in the development, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of the college’s Strategic Plan.
The CPC collected and analyzed data, appointed ad hoc task forces, conducted focus groups, shared
results with constituents, invited feedback throughout the process, and prepared drafts and final
reports. During an extensive Stakeholders’ Conference in fall 2007, participants decided that the
Strategic Plan 2003–2008 would be used as the conceptual framework and format for the 2009–2013
strategic planning process. The existing statement of “governing ideas” (i.e., Mission, Vision, and Core
Values) was considered vital and true and reaffirmed for 2009–2013 (College Planning Council Minutes
9/12/08 (1.1.4)). Five Strategic Directions were also reaffirmed. It was decided that the existing
governing bodies of the college would create action steps for Strategic Directions 2, 3, 4, and 5 in the
2009–2013 plan.
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The CPC formed five task force groups to study and prepare recommendations for the 2009–
2013 Strategic Plan. The CPC received recommendations in May 2008 and created a draft plan mapping
the institution’s strategic direction. In addition to faculty, staff, students, and administrators, many
other members of the campus community participated in the process, including the President’s Council
on Equity and Campus Diversity; the Research and Creativity Council; the Innovation, Creativity, and
Efficiency Task Force groups; the College and Community Partnerships Office; the Service Learning
Oversight Committee; Student Affairs; and Institutional Advancement. In spring 2009, the College
Senate Academic Plan Committee (1.1.5) used open forums and other means to solicit input on the draft
Strategic Plan. This led to further modifications of the plan, which the campus community reviewed
again during the final weeks of the spring semester. The College Senate voted (May 15, 2009 (1.1.6)) to
recommend adoption of the Strategic Plan 2009–2013. Along with the development of the Strategic
Plan, operational plans have been updated. These include the Academic Assessment Plan (1.1.7), the
Emergency Response Plan (1.1.8), the Equity and Diversity Plan (1.1.9) and the Technology Plan (1.1.10).
In addition, annual plans are prepared for Affirmative Action (1.1.11), Finance (1.1.12a, b, c),
Development (1.1.13), and Enrollment (1.1.14).
The surveys, stakeholder conferences, and task force reports provided an inventory of
significant items to be addressed in strategic planning and in the creation of strategic directions and
initiatives. As a result of the planning process, the “Strategic Planning Dashboard” (1.1.15) was
established to track Key Performance Indicators (KPI) and to monitor progress on Strategic Plan
initiatives. The College Senate approved the Dashboard KPI in 2009. The data will continue to be
reviewed by the CPC to inform ongoing planning and the current planning cycle. The Buffalo State
Strategic Plan is aligned closely with the SUNY Strategic Plan (1.1.16), which itself is assessed through
the SUNY Report Card (1.1.17).
In line with the Mission, Vision, Core Values, and Strategic Plan, the college embarked on several
significant initiatives designed, first, to support and enhance student success, especially in keeping with
Strategic Directions 1 and 2. The following initiatives are noted in the annual reports (1.1.18):















Reorganizing Academic Affairs to include renaming and realigning the new Schools of Education,
Arts and Humanities, the Professions, and Natural and Social Sciences.
Establishing University College as an administrative structure to provide leadership for academic
efforts that serve students across academic disciplines.
Creating a fund to support new mission-driven initiatives called “Investments in the Future.”
Creating the new general education program, Intellectual Foundations.
Participating in the Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning.
Establishing the Professional Development Office and the Achieving Success through Leadership
and the Emerging College Leaders programs.
Achieving NCATE reaccreditation (see TaskStream).
Redesigning first-year and transfer orientation programs.
Building a new residence hall, the Student Apartment Complex (Residence Life/Facilities).
Redesigning food service areas in the Campbell Student Union (Student Life).
Creating an Information Commons model and the Study and Quiet Quads in E. H. Butler Library.
Reorganizing the library and technology units into Information Services and Systems (ISAS).
Fostering campuswide commitment to accreditation, with the goal of 100 percent accreditation
of eligible programs.
Funding 30 new full-time tenure-track faculty lines.
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Enhancing Quality Learning Experiences: The 2009–2013 Strategic Plan identified five Strategic
Directions to guide the college through the implementation period:







Strategic Direction 1: Engage students in rigorous and transforming learning
experiences, both in and out of the classroom, heightening their aspirations and
empowering them to succeed as citizens in a challenging world.
Strategic Direction 2: Expand student, faculty, and staff engagement in research,
scholarship, and creative activities.
Strategic Direction 3: Contribute to the improvement of the vitality of the community,
region, and state.
Strategic Direction 4: Strengthen programs and activities that distinguish the college.
Strategic Direction 5: Promote representative and inclusive governance and superior
service to the campus community.

Stakeholders’ Conference participants agreed that the plan’s primary focus should be on
strategic quality learning experiences, and they determined that the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) Benchmarks of Effective Educational Practices (1.1.19) would form the framework
for initiatives under Strategic Direction 1. NSSE is a nationally recognized survey designed to measure
student engagement as it relates to student success and the college’s commitment to that success. NSSE
is built around five clusters linked to successful college outcomes: (1) level of academic challenge, (2)
active and collaborative learning, (3) student-faculty interaction, (4) enriching educational experiences,
and (5) supportive campus environment. Buffalo State’s emphasis on NSSE demonstrates the college’s
engagement in the national conversation about best practices in higher education. It also demonstrates
an institutional commitment to documenting, assessing, and improving on measures of excellence in
teaching, learning, and engagement. The college set a number of significant yet achievable goals:
increased academic challenge; increased active, inquiry-based, and collaborative learning; enhanced
student-faculty interaction; enriched and varied learning opportunities and experiences; a
complementary academic and social environment; effective support for students from various
backgrounds and cultures; an enhanced graduate presence; and quality full- and part-time faculty.
Results of the 2012 NSSE and other metric (on Strategic Planning Dashboard) indicate that, although
Buffalo State has not yet achieved the targeted goals, mean scores are higher across the board. The
college’s efforts appear to be making a difference.
Strategic Direction 2 complements and adds to Direction 1, aiming to expand student, faculty,
and staff engagement in research, scholarship, and creative activities. Student research is a priority at
Buffalo State, both in creating and applying new knowledge. The two-day Student Research and
Creativity Celebration, one of the highlights the academic year, allows students to present their research
to the campus community and guests with papers, poster sessions, original art work, and performances.
The 13th annual Student Research and Creativity Celebration (1.1.20), in 2011, featured nearly 400
student scholars and 130 faculty members who served as mentors and co-mentors. Forty-two awards
were made in the Small Grants Program (1.1.21) (fall and spring rounds of the program), and three small
grants projects were funded for the summer. Twenty-two students and nine mentors were supported to
attend conferences through the Undergraduate Travel Program (1.1.22). Thirty-two applications were
submitted to the Undergraduate Summer Research Fellowship Program (1.1.23), and 24 fellowships
were awarded. As in previous years, the programs operated through the nationally recognized
Undergraduate Research Office (1.1.24) attract an excellent mix of students and faculty mentors
representing disciplines from across the campus, as well as both newly hired and experienced midcareer and senior faculty members. About 30 percent of the awards made in 2011 had early career (pre-
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tenure) faculty members serving as mentors. In addition, Buffalo State faculty members serve as models
for scholarship and creative work and have consistently generated considerable sponsored research. For
example, in fiscal year 2010–2011, faculty members were granted 53 awards totaling $7,424,918
(1.1.25).
Strategic Directions 3, 4, and 5 also reflect the broad goals noted in the Mission Statement,
appealing directly to the student and college connections to community and world, to inclusion, and to
those qualities and programs that distinguish Buffalo State. As a result, the college has begun to
recognize and cultivate relationships that create synergies between disciplines, schools, institutions,
government agencies, and community stakeholders. The college demonstrates its commitment to these
goals through the programs and initiatives outlined in the following sections.
Buffalo State takes great pride in its role in the local community, striving to serve the needs
of the city of Buffalo and the greater Western New York region. Many institutional initiatives stand as
evidence of Buffalo State’s fulfilling its commitment to “enhance the quality of life in Buffalo and the
larger community.” Buffalo State has formal memorandums of understanding with local cultural
institutions including the Burchfield Penney Art Center, the Buffalo History Museum (formerly called
the Buffalo and Erie County Historical Society), the Buffalo Museum of Science, and the Buffalo Zoo.
Buffalo State students complete internships and engage in formal service-learning courses with
organizations in the community such as the International Institute, Journey’s End Refugee Center,
and Asarese-Matters Community Center. A recent $500,000 grant enabled Buffalo State to establish
the Community Academic Center (1.1.26) on Buffalo’s West Side.
Additionally, Buffalo State has formal international collaborations with China and Southeast
Asia, and through the International Graduate Programs for Educators (IGPE) (1.1.27), the college
serves approximately 1,000 students in 43 programs around the globe. Buffalo State professors
conduct research in many other international venues, and many departments are working with
international partners to develop student exchanges.
The construction and renovation of many campus buildings is evidence of commitment to the
college’s mission and institutional improvement. These include a new Technology Building, an expanded
Science and Mathematics Complex, a retrofitted visual arts building, a renovated Houston Gymnasium, a
new Student Apartment Complex, and the new Burchfield Penney Art Center. These developments are
consistent with strategic goals at the college, school, and department levels. The Facilities Master Plan
(1.1.28) also documents the ongoing commitment to reshape the campus so that the educational
experience represents innovations that foster a world-class education, easier access by members of the
local community, and greater sustainability. The goals pertaining to Buffalo State’s learning, living, and
business environments reflect its institutional commitment to foster excellence in teaching, scholarship,
cultural enrichment, and service.
Buffalo State’s overarching Strategic Plan directly informs those activities focused on student
learning and improvement and related institutional improvement at all levels. The Strategic Plan serves
as a touchstone, inspiring and guiding strategic and annual goal setting in academic and support units
across the institution. For example, the Strategic Plan guides each of the Arts and Humanities
departments’ designated goals (1.1.29), and these, in turn, guide faculty and staff goals and
expectations. Schools, programs, and faculty and staff members are assessed annually with an emphasis
on faculty teaching, scholarship, and service. Because of additional accreditation requirements for
NCATE, School of Education department data are gathered and disseminated through TaskStream
surveys and reports. For all areas, the goal of this careful planning and implementation is to enhance
student success in every facet of the institution.
The college is currently working to develop its next Strategic Plan. The CPC began the process in
fall 2012 with a retreat; a series of internal and external stakeholder meetings will follow. The college
Mission and Vision Statements will be reviewed. An integral part of this planning process is to ensure
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that the institutional goals are consistent with the mission of Buffalo State and that stakeholders
understand this relationship in view of new financial realities with respect to changes in SUNY
budgeting, shared services, and what SUNY calls “systemness.” The campus constituency will depend
largely on the Strategic Plan Dashboard to form connections, measure the college’s progress, and
remain informed of that progress. In addition to the Dashboard, constituents will encounter Buffalo
State’s Mission Statement, Vision Statement, and Core Values in a variety of places (1.1.30a, b, c, d).
Further, public presentations and ceremonies such as convocations, commencements, and the annual
State of the College presidential address regularly integrate the mission and goals of the institution.
Public displays of the mission and goals also include the annual Faculty and Staff Research and Creativity
Fall Forum and the spring Student Research and Creativity Celebration.
The college expects to have a new Strategic Plan in place by January 2014. Buffalo State will use
this final year of the current Strategic Plan to redefine its institutional identity and to demonstrate that
Buffalo State is a college that offers not only a unique urban experience but also a university-level
education. As Buffalo State reviews the accomplishments of the past and looks ahead, it will craft
Mission and Vision Statements that reflect the challenges to come while holding fast to the values that
ensure student growth and success.

Standard #2: Planning, Resource Allocation, and Institutional Renewal
Introduction
Buffalo State uses a range of tools to prepare for change, to remain viable and robust, and above all, to
serve students effectively. To this end, the college is about to embark on a SWOT analysis as it looks to
develop its next Strategic Plan. The college is undergoing a significant transition physically,
administratively, structurally, and in its awareness of what it represents and how it serves its students.
For example, only recently has Buffalo State begun to recognize and assert its true university-level
education. The college also embraces its diversity, its global connections, and its remarkable urban
location. This self-awareness and public positioning are key elements in Buffalo State’s planning,
resource allocation, and institutional renewal.

RQ 2.1: What is the environment for which Buffalo State should be planning?
2.1.1 Planning
SUNY: Planning begins at the SUNY level. Buffalo State’s Strategic Plan (2.1.1) is linked to the SUNY
Strategic Plan, “2010 & Beyond: The Power of SUNY” (2.1.2). In her 2012 “State of the University”
address (2.1.3), Chancellor Nancy Zimpher touted the power of “systemness” to create a more coherent,
collaborative state system. According to Chancellor Zimpher, “Systemness is the coordination of
multiple components that, when working together, create a network of activity that is more powerful
than any action of individual parts on their own.” In practical terms, that means “bringing together and
orchestrating our system’s stakeholders”—students, faculty, staff, boards, councils, campuses,
institutes, centers—“in such a way as to deliver on our goals and realize our mission beyond what we’ve
ever been able to achieve before.” The chancellor’s initiative is in agreement with Buffalo State’s
internal efforts to create synergies among programs and services through interdisciplinary offerings, allfunds budgeting, external partnerships, and the adoption of institutional dashboards. At the
system level, the college is working toward aligning its curriculum with other SUNY and CUNY
institutions through increasing transfer articulations; the adoption of common practices, such as
adopting a new degree audit system, DegreeWorks; and shared faculty resources and services between
and among institutions. In addition, Buffalo State is committed to SUNY’s “Six Big Ideas”:
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SUNY and the Entrepreneurial Century
SUNY and the Seamless Education Pipeline
SUNY and a Healthier New York
SUNY and an Energy-Smart New York
SUNY and the Vibrant Community
SUNY and the World

The hallmarks of the “Big Ideas” include an emphasis on research, innovation, and collaboration; a
seamless education pipeline; a healthful lifestyle and environment; good citizenship; and global
awareness. These qualities are integral to Buffalo State’s Mission and Vision (2.1.4) and are essential to
the college’s direction and ongoing planning efforts. To that effort, the college is looking closely at the
SUNY Report Card (2.1.5) and systemwide metrics2 as guides in establishing goals for the next Strategic
Plan.
Finance: Buffalo State must plan for a number of fiscal exigencies over the coming decades.
Recent experience suggests further change as state government and SUNY tackle the realities of a
shrinking pool of graduating high school seniors in Western New York, reduced government funding,
and increasing costs. Buffalo State has proved nimble in handling the unexpected fiscal shifts of the past
few years, but it must plan for a number of future scenarios. These almost certainly do not include a
return to a high percentage of funding from the state. As part of the SUNY Strategic Plan and the Six Big
Ideas, Buffalo State is making strides in becoming more financially self-sufficient; however, the new
Strategic Plan must address economic development and sustainability more directly and creatively than
in past years.
Compounding the need for concise resource planning is a new SUNY initiative that targets
increased support to the instructional and student services components of the campus mission. The
SUNY chancellor recently announced that over the next three years, campuses will identify and
reallocate to instruction and direct student services at least 5 percent of funding used most recently to
support administrative spending (2.1.6). This focused initiative aligns well with the goals of the Buffalo
State Strategic Plan and campus mission: a reinvestment of available resources to support core
operations and strategic directions. Given the economic challenges of the last four years, establishing an
appropriate level of core support to operations is paramount. This review for core support will be
performed in conjunction with targeting support for strategic actions that advance instructional
programs and strengthen services to students. Buffalo State anticipates that a parallel SUNY initiative
focused on shared services and campus alliances (reference below), with the express goal of more
efficient use of tuition and taxpayers’ dollars, will be one way in which targeted reallocation can be
supported. This demonstrates that the college is approaching these challenges seriously and proactively
as it moves toward implementing a more coherent, transparent, and accountable all-funds budget and
seeks to ensure fiscal health in a number of ways.
Demographics: Between 2000 and 2010, Erie County lost 3.3 percent of its population (2.1.7).
During the same period, the city of Buffalo lost 10.7 percent of its population (2.1.8). Along with the
overall decline in population, high school graduation rates in Erie and Niagara counties are projected to
fall by slightly more than 10 percent by 2015. With almost 67 percent of Buffalo State’s undergraduate
enrollment coming from these two counties, concern over reaching long-term enrollment goals is
central in positioning the institution for continued success in meeting enrollment targets (2.1.9) and
other performance metrics (2.1.10). With changing demographics, the college’s potential students will
bring even more diverse cultural experiences and expectations to Buffalo State. In effect, Buffalo State is
2

See Standard #7
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poised to both benefit from and endure these changes. The institution’s urban setting, increasingly
diverse faculty and student body, proximity to Canada, and cultural richness create opportunities for
creative, innovative leadership in twenty-first-century higher education. Those same qualities also pose
challenges in the form of competition for resources. The college, in conjunction with SUNY, its sister
institutions, and countless local and regional organizations, must be vigilant in identifying and taking
advantage of such opportunities.
Buffalo State: As noted throughout, the objective of planning for global concerns related to
SUNY, finances, and shifting demographics is to create the most effective plan for Buffalo State and its
constituents. To do this, the college adheres to its mission and vision reflected in the Strategic Plan and
uses a number of tools to measure progress and make adjustments. These include a set of performance
metrics, state and national assessment instruments such as Beginning College Survey of Student
Engagement (BCSSE) (2.1.11), Faculty Survey of Student Engagement (FSSE) (2.1.12), National Survey of
Student Engagement (NSSE) (2.1.13) - 2006, 2008, 2012 Brief, 2012 Report), SUNY Student Opinion
Survey (SOS) (2.1.14) - 2006, 2009, 2012, 2012 Comparison, and the Strategic Planing Dashboard
(2.1.15). Constituents will have even more access to clear, well-organized, and comprehensive
information as more cabinet-level dashboards are completed and populated.
Following several years of financial uncertainty, the state has established a rational tuition
program and maintenance of effort for state support that promises to create a stable fiscal outlook for
SUNY and Buffalo State from one year to the next; however, Buffalo State must remain vigilant and
nimble in the event of new fiscal exigencies. The new vice president for finance and management
(2.1.16), who is committed to assessment and to a more coherent, transparent budget development
and reporting system, has begun to move the college to an all-funds budget. The college must also plan
for inevitable changes in potential student populations. Clearly, Buffalo State must adapt to the new
student profile. Furthermore, it must look beyond local high schools and community colleges to recruit
eligible students and adapt its programs and delivery methods to meet changing needs. SUNY
“systemness” will help in this endeavor as state campuses begin to share physical, digital, and
intellectual resources. As all SUNY institutions look first to the SUNY Strategic Plan, Buffalo State and its
sister institutions begin with a common foundation, which is reinforced by the Six Big Ideas and the
metrics presented in the SUNY Report Card. At the campus level, the college must continue to work with
local schools, businesses, and cultural institutions to develop and cultivate relationships in the
community. The college must also continue to focus on recruiting and retaining a diverse faculty of
scholars and teachers as well as assessing and modifying programs. It must prepare for further
advancements in learning technologies, and it must be ready for the unexpected.
In one sense, planning for this upcoming cycle began with the 2009–2013 Strategic Plan, and the
five years since it was adopted have given the college ample experience in working within that plan.
Certain events have required Buffalo State to approach its strategic goals in creative ways. But while the
president (2.1.17) has made difficult choices to cut expenditures, these cuts have never come at the
expense of academics or student success. It is crucial that ongoing planning keep these priorities in mind
as the college begins to develop the next five-year Strategic Plan.
Buffalo State’s culture of planning and assessment, as demonstrated by the institution’s
overarching Strategic Plan and Strategic Plan Dashboard, establishes the link between goal achievement
and the Buffalo State Mission. The provost regularly updates the College Planning Council (CPC) (2.1.18)
regarding progress and achievements commensurate with Buffalo State’s Strategic Plan, and the CPC
notes progress on Key Performance Indicators (KPI) through presentations at meetings and the Strategic
Plan Dashboard. This public resource allows all stakeholders to evaluate and comment on the college’s
progress in these areas.
All long-range planning at the institutional level is aligned with the Strategic Plan, including the
Academic Plan (2.1.19), the Facilities Master Plan (2.1.20), and the Enrollment Management Plan
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(2.1.21). The attendant planning processes incorporate assessment results and benchmarks from
outside consultants’ reports and the results of the NSSE (2006, 2008, 2012 Brief, 2012 Report), Collegiate
Learning Assessment (CLA) (2.1.22), and SOS (2006, 2009, 2012, 2012 Comparison). Sections of the
Academic Plan are further assessed independently as illustrated by the recent Intellectual Foundations
Review (2.1.23) and the IF Dashboard (2.1.24), which allow representatives from academic departments
across campus to review each general education category, its student learning outcomes, and syllabi for
courses offered.
The Strategic Plan specifically calls for the use of a regular cycle of accreditation and program
reviews to ensure quality and relevance of curricular offerings. For example, the Anthropology
Department Review (2.1.25a, b, c)used assessment results to drive a curriculum revision and to request
an additional faculty line based on current and projected student interests. The Music Department’s
Accreditation Review (2.1.26) used assessment to drive the renovation of its rehearsal spaces and to
hire new faculty. The results of these reviews are used additionally by other levels of the campus
administration in their efforts to balance the allocation of resources. Faculty and professional staff also
provide individual year-end (annual) reports (academic departments) (schools and offices) (2.1.27) that
are used at the academic department, administrative office, school, and division levels for assessment of
performance and planning purposes.
Clearly stated institution-wide expectations and unit-level plans will intersect to guide the
strategic processes developed for planning and resource allocation. Priorities will be identified through
accreditation reviews and forecasts of demand. Through existing structures and mechanisms, including
governing bodies such as the College Senate (2.1.28) and advisory bodies such as the College Planning
Council (CPC), input will be received and evaluated. Overall, decision making is a collaborative effort that
emphasizes discourse and gives a representative voice to students, faculty, and staff.
In its planning processes, Buffalo State must also be mindful of its competitive position among
peers and its strategic goals to make Buffalo State the place of choice for college-bound, communityengaged students.

RQ 2.2: How will an integrated system of planning and resource allocation affect the college
in the future?
2.2.1 Resource Allocation
SUNY: Buffalo State is not an entirely autonomous entity; it is one campus within the 64-campus SUNY
system. The core instructional budget, capital construction plans, tuition rates, employee bargaining
contracts, and other critical components at the core of strategic planning efforts are subject to many
external authorities, including New York State, the Governor’s Office of Employee Relations, the
Dormitory Authority of the State of New York, the State University Construction Fund, the SUNY Board
of Trustees, and SUNY System Administration. These external bodies influence and frame the
environment for local planning, budgeting, and resource allocation, and all are affected by SUNY’s
“systemness” initiative. Particularly as the college embarks on the next Strategic Plan, it will look for
ways of sharing services and resources. For example, Buffalo State currently offers a joint doctoral
program with the University at Buffalo in which students may work toward a doctor of philosophy
degree in special education (2.2.1). Buffalo State is also actively pursuing articulation agreements across
New York State, working toward implementing this one part of a “seamless education pipeline.” The
college must look for many more such opportunities to provide enhanced programming with fewer local
resources. This will require new ways of doing business. Higher education must begin to think of itself as
entrepreneurial and take full advantage of opportunities to create partnerships with businesses,
government, schools, and other institutions of higher education. As new facilities are planned, Buffalo
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State will incorporate green technologies and bring departments and schools together through
technology and shared resource centers. Furthermore, SUNY is growing as a global citizen and a guiding
force in higher education, and Buffalo State is keeping pace. The college’s International Graduate
Program for Educators (IGPE) (2.2.2)3 is a model for developing the college’s footprint beyond its
traditional boundaries.
“Systemness” and Buffalo State’s proactive approach to shared resources and services are key
to its thriving as student populations—and potential student populations—change. Distance learning
technologies will open the door to nontraditional, rural, and military students as never before. Just as
resident students will have more opportunities to take approved courses across SUNY, students living in
distant places will be able to take Buffalo State courses and pursue full degrees without ever coming to
the physical college. A fully online master’s degree in Music Education (Mus.M.) is in the final stages of
New York State approval, an M.S. in Adult Education is online (2.2.3), and the college sees more such
programs being developed in the future.
Finance: As noted earlier, the annual budget process (2.2.4)a, b, c) and planning in general have
been affected by a now-familiar pattern of decreases in state support tied directly to increases in tuition
(2003–2004, 2008–2011) (2.2.5). During the period 2005 to 2008, a strategic reinvestment process was
administered supplemental to the annual budget process.
From 2005 through 2008, Buffalo State’s fiscal situation allowed $5.2 million to be reallocated
through the Investments in the Future (2.2.6) program, designed to provide seed money or continuing
funds for initiatives that would strengthen programs in support of Buffalo State’s Mission (2.2.7) as they
relate to the Strategic Plan (2.2.8) and assessment. Projects included funding and hiring 36 full-time
faculty, the one-time purchases of digital broadcasting equipment and networking improvements for
the Communication Department, and permanent investment in personnel for Service Learning (2.2.9),
advising, and University Police (2.2.10). A $200,000 permanent allocation was also made for personnel
to support academic goals and program review. To be eligible for funding, projects were required to
demonstrably further the goals delineated in the Strategic Plan and assessment of need.
However, available resources for strategic planning have been a significant concern in recent
years. Since 2007–2008 the campus has experienced the same economic downturn in support (core
instructional budget history and state budget reductions) (2.2.11) as other institutions of higher
education. As of 2011–2012, Buffalo State has weathered a significant decrease in state support. While
projected annual budgetary gaps were addressed largely through the planned use of available cash
reserves, the campus was challenged to maintain continuity of operations even as the campus
community was asked to focus on strategic issues requiring support.
As the fiscal situation worsened in 2010–2011, the administration employed extensive campus
consultation to develop institutional strategies for reducing a significant campus budget gap.
Suggestions were framed as proposals to either generate revenue or decrease expenditures. Proposals
were reviewed by the CPC Budget Committee (2.2.12), and actions were identified for implementation
in both instructional and facilities/operations areas. Each executive area put some of the suggestions
into operation and reserved others as potential possibilities in ongoing efforts to address efficiency and
effectiveness.
All-Funds Budgeting: The campus is redoubling its efforts to identify all possible resources that
can be dedicated to the full scope of campus planning. To this end, a more expansive and transparent
all-funds planning approach has been recognized as a requisite first phase. This comprehensive overview
of revenues and expenditures will allow the college to consolidate services and costs where possible.

3
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SUNY is currently implementing a new budget allocation model, effective 2013–2014. While the
full impact of the new model is not yet known, the model is not expected to be favorable to the
comprehensive campuses, including Buffalo State.
2.2.2 Institutional Renewal: How Buffalo State sees itself now and in the future is reflected in its peer
associations and the goals it has set for itself.
At the institutional level, Buffalo State currently participates in the SUNY Report Card (2.2.13)
and has previously participated in a Memorandum of Understanding with SUNY System Administration
(2.2.14). The college compares its institutional success with its peer cohort as reported in the BSSCE
(2.2.15), NSSE (2.2.16), Consortium for Student Retention Data Exchange (CSRDE) (2.2.17), FSSE (2.2.18),
SOS (2.2.19), 2011 Alumni Survey (2.2.20), and Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA) (2.2.21).
While peer comparisons provide a frame of reference against which the campus might
benchmark its metrics and services, reviews must be tempered and supported by Buffalo State’s
capacity to sustain the momentum of its efforts.
Given the resource challenges that have beset the institution since 2008, and recognizing that
the long-term viability of the college relies on a multiyear plan that provides both stability and
investment in its strategic goals, Buffalo State must implement a dynamic model of resource planning.4
This will support institutional renewal efforts through the targeted reinvestment of resources to areas of
need.
The president has pledged his commitment to the development of an institutional all-funds
budgeting process that facilitates campuswide understanding of sources and uses of funds. The process,
to be developed by the vice president for finance and management (appointed July 2012), will create a
more coherent and transparent view of the financial health of the institution. The president’s
proclamation that resource discussions and understanding will occur early in the strategic and
operational planning processes has been endorsed enthusiastically by the College Senate, its Budget
Committee, and members of the campus community.
Despite ongoing budget uncertainties, Buffalo State will reinvigorate the academic program by
reinvesting in full-time faculty appointments. It will evaluate the need for and plan student housing
construction to complement the new Student Apartment Complex that opened in fall 2011. The
Facilities Planning Office will incorporate the infrastructure, technology, and equipment required for
robust learning experiences in classrooms and laboratories. By institutional design and through strategic
planning, Buffalo State will continually draw on the SUNY Strategic Plan (2.2.22) to inform the college’s
plan. These documents will guide Buffalo State in enlisting all its resources, human and financial, to
remain strong, vibrant, nimble, and innovative far into the future.
The Buffalo State community realizes the importance of having all constituents and stakeholders
understand and play a role in the strategic decision-making process, as well as resulting
recommendations and decisions. To this end, many of Buffalo State’s cabinet-level units (2.2.23) make
short- and long-term planning information available through the Buffalo State web pages and have
established critical elements to track changes and assess impacts.
In 2003, then-President Muriel Howard appointed a senior adviser for strategic planning who
was responsible for creating implementation strategies and for monitoring the framework for the
college’s five-year Strategic Plan. When the incumbent left Buffalo State, the position lapsed, leading to
the impression among many constituents that information was no longer being adequately
communicated. As a result, several of the college’s Middle States work groups identified a need for a
central administrative authority for strategic planning and reporting. A unified oversight of the planning
process would provide a clearer view of Buffalo State’s activities, processes, and effectiveness. A central
4
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clearinghouse would allow for coherent data gathering and dissemination as well as communication
about how plans progress and evolve in changing conditions. Such transparency would also foster
dialogue among stakeholders, resulting in a better understanding of and greater influence over
processes as they relate to the Strategic Plan and the well-being of the college. Based on these
observations, the committee recommends the following:
Recommendation 1: Empower and equip the Provost’s Office to lead, coordinate, and communicate
institutional strategic planning.
Suggestion 1: Evaluate all current and future unit and operational plans to ensure that they are
coordinated and that they further the mission and strategic goals of the institution.
Suggestion 2: Post a schedule of all current and future unit, operational, and strategic plans on the
Strategic Planning website.
Buffalo State will face many challenges in the coming years, including new relationships with
SUNY and other local, state, and federal entities; a shifting economic environment; shrinking traditional
student populations; and evolving academic programs. These challenges also bring great opportunities.
Recent changes such as a new president and new senior administrators in key areas have spurred the
institution to assess the clarity of institutional communications on campus. The growing commitment to
distance learning and campus technology has encouraged new ways of thinking about curriculum
development and delivery. The recent multiyear budget crisis has also positioned Buffalo State to
evaluate its programming in order to make strategic reallocations and reinvestments of its resources.
These changes will draw strength from the support of SUNY, establish a more streamlined budget,
welcome greater diversity and its accompanying creative energy, and allow Buffalo State to remain a
vibrant institution and leader in higher education. Buffalo State is committed to ongoing assessment and
rigorous planning and is confident that it will remain strong.

Standard #3: Institutional Resources
Introduction
Buffalo State is working to establish a formal, transparent budgetary planning and reporting process. In
view of recent fiscal concerns and changes at the SUNY and federal levels, the college has been affected
by loss of revenue leading to equivalent cuts in expenditures, few of which have negatively affected
programs or services for students. Buffalo State has been proactive in addressing these concerns. SUNY
“rational tuition,” “systemness,” and a more predictable state allocation; new revenue streams at the
college level (e.g., January Term, distance education); all-funds budgeting; and an increasingly
synergistic approach to services and resources, locally and across the state, are helping the college plan
for the future with confidence. Challenges will remain in meeting institutional needs for resources,
including faculty and staff, technology, and facilities planning, construction, and maintenance. These
concerns will be uppermost as Buffalo State embarks on a new Strategic Plan.
RQ 3.1: What steps have been taken to evaluate how effectively resources are allocated and
expended?
Fiscal Context—Revenue: Buffalo State is on sound financial footing with numerous revenue streams to
support its basic operations and some strategic initiatives. The campus has weathered the recent
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multiyear economic crisis in relatively good shape with sufficient cash reserves to supplement current
expenditure plans. The all-funds budgeting initiative will fully inform campus constituents, aid in
strategic planning decision making, and provide predictability in the planning process. Yearly audits are
conducted and reported by SUNY (SUNY Annual Financial Report (3.1.1)), the Research Foundation at
Buffalo State (Research Foundation Annual Report (3.1.2)), and the Buffalo State College Foundation
(Buffalo State Annual Report (3.1.3)), adding to the college’s transparency. Revenue sources include
state tax support, tuition, fees, SUNY-wide allocations, dormitory charges, research grants and awards,
gifts, and allocations for capital projects. The trends in Buffalo State’s total expenditures over the past
10 years are presented in Figure 1 using data from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
(IPEDS) (3.1.4). IPEDS expenditures consist of campus operating expenses (including fringe and
postretirement benefits), research activities, auxiliary activities, and noncapitalized construction
expenses).
Fiscal Year*

Total Expenditures

2011–2012
2010–2011
2009–2010
2008–2009
2007–2008
2006–2007
2005–2006
2004–2005
2003–2004
2002–2003
2001–2002
*July 1–June 30

Current Year
$252,675,399
$234,946,351
$233,669,431
$223,554,304
$208,011,736
$176,227,752
$164,122,629
$161,928,047
$143,711,216
$148,080,192

Figure 1. Institutional Expenditures Reported for the Past 10 Years.
Fiscal Context—Cuts: Despite the upward trajectory in IPEDS spending, Buffalo State has experienced a
series of major cuts in support from New York State in recent years (3.1.5). Altogether, there have been
eight distinct budget cuts from the state in the past five years, totaling $12 million in net reductions.
These reductions included beginning-of-year reductions, mid-year reductions, and one mid-year
reduction (2009–2010) parceled over two years. A tuition increase in January 2009 was more than offset
by cuts that year and in subsequent years. Buffalo State has been fiscally conservative and has
weathered these cuts without retrenchments, unlike some of its SUNY peers. The campus has taken
actions to reduce expenditures by imposing hiring slowdowns, offering retirement incentives,
implementing across-the-board nonpayroll budget reductions referenced as OTPS (Other Than Personal
Service) cuts, and eliminating 60 unfilled faculty and staff positions; however the SUNY tuition increases
have allowed the provost to release 17 faculty lines for hire in 2012–2013. Shortfalls in the state
purpose budget have been covered by other state-appropriated sources of funds or operating reserves.
Although the college tapped cash reserves at the height of the budget crisis, it did so conservatively. The
campus understands that use of cash reserves must be viewed as a one-time-only resource, absent
identifying a continuing revenue stream to replenish the available balance(s).
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The combination of state tax support and tuition constitutes the state purpose budget. The state
purpose budget provides the majority of funds needed to deliver the academic programs on campus and
is commonly referred to as the “College Core Operating Budget.” It is also the main source of support for
the campus instructional budget. These funds are used primarily to pay salaries (about 85%) but are also
used to operate and maintain facilities, to purchase equipment, and to obtain supplies at the
departmental level among other things.
State tax support as a percentage of the state purpose budget has been steadily eroding over
the last two decades. This trend has accelerated in recent years due to the poor condition of the New
York State economy. In 2011–2012, New York State tax support represented only 28 percent of the state
purpose budget, down from 40 percent just five years earlier. Over the long term, Buffalo State has
become increasingly dependent on tuition dollars to pay for core operations (Figure 2).
In June 2011, SUNY achieved its primary legislative goal, “rational tuition,” with the passage of
NYSUNY 2020 (3.1.6), signed by Governor Andrew Cuomo. In place for the 2011–2012 fiscal year, this
legislation authorizes the Board of Trustees to raise tuition $300 each year for the next five years
beginning in 2011. This measure also includes a provision that should ensure “maintenance of effort” in
state funding during the same period. These positive state funding outcomes may be offset by a new
SUNY Resource Allocation Model, which in current versions will reduce the state allocation to Buffalo
State by an estimated $3 million over a three-year period. The net impact to the campus of the rational
tuition program and the SUNY allocation model will be an increasing level of state support. Over time,
this promises to restore the budget to a healthier condition. At the same time, the additional funding
will provide new opportunities to implement items identified in the Buffalo State Strategic Plan.

Figure 2. 20 Years of State Support and Revenue for Core Operations.
Other Revenue: Buffalo State generates revenue outside of the state purpose budget to support
institutional costs. Three main categories of funds are also subject to the state-appropriated budget
process: State University Tuition Reimbursable Account (SUTRA), Dormitory Income Fund Reimbursable
(DIFR), and Income Fund Reimbursable (IFR) (Figure 3). SUTRA supports the instructional program, DIFR
is a self-sufficient entity through which residence halls operations are administered, and IFR accounts for
non-tuition-related income (fees) from students and others for services and activities. IFR is also the
major source of the campus’s unrestricted operating reserves. As of March 31, 2012, the IFR
unrestricted reserve was $22,489,780 (3.1.7).
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The primary sources of SUTRA revenue are tuition collected from students enrolled in either
Summer Session or January Term and tuition collected in excess of projected enrollment targets set by
SUNY for the instructional program. The last activity, “Supplemental SUTRA,” serves as a direct
supplement in supporting costs of the core instructional program. Otherwise, SUTRA funds are largely
unrestricted and can be used for a wide variety of program-appropriate purposes.
DIFR funds are collected from resident students and are restricted to supporting costs
associated with management of health, safety, and residential programs. As the campus moves to allfunds budgeting, it recognizes that these multiple state-appropriated funds can all serve, in varying
levels, as sources of support.
Numerous IFR accounts exist to facilitate the receipt, monitoring, and reconciliation of funds
from third parties. Such accounts may be established for purposes of specific fees for service,
reimbursements of faculty expense when appropriate, and other reimbursements of costs and program
operations. Some of the more significant accounts, representing whole programs and which are
supported by mandatory student fees, deserve special mention. SUNY allows the collection of several
broad-based fees, of which Buffalo State collects four: Athletic Fee, Student Health Fee, Technology Fee,
and Transportation Fee. The Athletic Fee supports the Intercollegiate Athletics programs. Health Fee
moneys are restricted to supporting the Weigel (student) Health Center, the (student) Counseling
Center, and closely related activities. The Transportation Fee is assessed in the amount required to
provide regional bus passes for all undergraduate students. Finally, the Technology Fee pays for student
computer labs and software, the college student information system (Banner), academic auditing
software (Degree Navigator, soon to be DegreeWorks), course management software (ANGEL, soon to
be Blackboard Learn), and numerous other technology-related services for students (e.g., library
electronic resources, specialized software programs, Internet access, and wireless services). These fees
have been increased periodically as needed, the most recent being the Health Fee and Athletic Fee (fall
2010). SUNY regulates the increases, which must not exceed the Higher Education Price Index without
compelling circumstances. In January 2012, SUNY announced a new process that requires campuses to
develop a five-year plan for broad-based fee increases limited generally to 2.5 percent a year. This
timeline is designed to correlate to that of the new rational tuition policy and will help students and
their families better plan for expenses.
$7,353
$3,608

State Purpose
IFR

$15,581

SUTRA
DIFR

$85,993

Figure 3. Total Core Institutional Expenditures by Fund, 2010–2011. Dollar Values in Thousands.
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SUNY-wide programs, most of which are also supported by state taxes, provide a modest
amount of special funding for certain activities and supplement the budget for core operations. A partial
list of these special funds includes the Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) (3.1.8), Academic
Equipment Replacement funds (AER), graduate tuition scholarships, and the Student Computer Access
Program (SCAP) (3.1.9). SCAP moneys will be redirected to a SUNY-wide instructional innovation grant
program in 2012–2013, so that the costs previously covered by SCAP will be borne by the student
Technology Fee.
The Research Foundation at Buffalo State (RF) (3.1.10) and the Buffalo State College Foundation
(3.1.11) are also sources of support. The RF managed spending from contracts and grants totaling $40.2
million in 2010–2011 (3.1.12). Some indirect cost recovery from RF grants is distributed to the provost
and is used to fund a variety of activities, including the robust undergraduate research program. While
the RF has contributed significant support for academic enrichment in the past, it has experienced a
substantial reduction in revenue over the last three years as a result of the loss of 50 percent of the
state contracts received by the Center for Development of Human Services (CDHS) (3.1.13). This
reduction in support provided by the RF comes at a time when all resources are necessarily being
scrutinized.
As it repositions itself, the college is seeking to generate revenue in new ways. For example, the
Buffalo State College Foundation recently launched a $20 million capital campaign, “Transforming
Lives,” and this privately raised revenue will play a significant role in the funding plan. The Buffalo State
College Foundation lists $30.2 million in net assets in the college’s latest annual report. To date, much of
the spending from this source has been targeted to scholarships: $1.3 million was distributed to
students in the form of scholarships in 2010–2011.
The recent five-year Master Plan resulted in major campus improvements, completed or under
way, including upgraded student dining facilities; renovations to Campus House, a hands-on teaching
and research laboratory for students in the Buffalo State Hospitality and Tourism Department; expanded
residence halls, including the reconversion of Cassety Hall from an office building back to campus living
space; an expanded campus bookstore; relocation of the Great Lakes Center, a multidisciplinary
research institute, to the Field Station on Lake Erie; redesign of the Student Union Quad, a main campus
quadrangle; and construction start-up for the new Science and Mathematics Complex and new
Technology Building (Facilities Master Plan 2013–2023 (3.1.14)).
In addition to the required annual audits referenced above, New York State budget cuts and the
difficult economic climate have made the effective use of revenue a primary focus of President
Podolefsky’s cabinet (3.1.15). The state purpose budget is distributed over six executive areas during the
annual budgeting process. These areas are administered by four vice presidents (Academic Affairs
(3.1.16), Student Affairs (3.1.17), Finance and Management (3.1.18), and Institutional Advancement
(3.1.19)), a chief information officer (Information Services and Systems (3.1.20)), and directly by the
president (3.1.21). Figures 4 and 5 depict annual state purpose expenditures with a breakdown by
executive area. Academic Affairs expends about half of this budget, a figure that has increased slightly
over the last few years, mainly at the expense of spending in Finance and Management.
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Figure 4. State Purpose Budget Expenditures by Executive Area.
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Figure 5. State Purpose Fund Expenditures with IFR, SUTRA, and DIFR.
As mentioned in Standard 2, Buffalo State goes through an annual budget development process,
initiated and implemented by the Budget Office (3.1.22). Account managers are provided with the
previous year’s state purpose budget and asked to make adjustments and recommendations. In
Academic Affairs this activity is focused primarily in the spending category Other Than Personal Service
(OTPS), while other divisions elect to reallocate among all budgetary categories. Draft budgets are
submitted to the next level of management, and the process continues to the level of the division
executive, who makes budget decisions for the following year. The process spans several months during
spring; related discussion occurs in the President’s Cabinet meetings at the beginning of the process and
periodically thereafter. New personnel needs are addressed in a process that differs by division, unit by
unit. While Academic Affairs administers its process with deans apart from the annual budget process,
other divisions use the annual budget process to reallocate position resources in addition to year-round
opportunities.
Decisions concerning course offerings and scheduling are based on assessment of student need
and program delivery. The provost focuses on trend data related to instructional costs per student FTE
in comparison to SUNY comprehensives and/or peer institutions using the Delta Cost Project (3.1.23).
Academic deans regularly monitor loading reports to review assignment times, class sizes, percentage of
available seats filled, frequency of course offerings, and number of courses and students instructed by
full-time faculty to eliminate minimally enrolled sections and to maximize curriculum efficiency.
Institutional Advancement tracks philanthropic support, numbers of donors, effectiveness of advertising
and social media, and other factors. Finance and Management relies on a Building Condition Assessment
Survey (3.1.24) for facilities to assess capital needs and tracks campus crime statistics and attendance at
crime prevention programs to assess the University Police budget. Student Affairs uses a series of
benchmarks including student satisfaction, gathered in the SUNY SOS (3.1.25), for program and
personnel funding decisions. Student engagement, as measured by the NSSE (3.1.26), is used to
determine salary discretionary awards, programming, and staff training and to assist departments in
making personnel decisions. Student retention, student learning, community service, and fundraising
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also influence the various units in Student Affairs as benchmarks for allocation of funds and decision
making. A formal technology governance process (3.1.27), overseen by the CIO, allows financial and
human resources for academic and administrative technology to be regularly reviewed and aligned with
strategic and operational goals. The CIO is a member of the President’s Cabinet.
Although the administration recognizes the importance of campuswide perspectives on budget
issues, it currently does not have an institution-wide process for administering and reporting on budget
issues, or a mechanism for regular input from any broadly representative budget committee. The
College Planning Council (CPC) Budget Committee (3.1.28), with representation from administration, the
College Senate (3.1.29), faculty, and staff, was created with the goal of linking budget decisions to
planning. The committee was formed before the administrative transition and has yet to fully achieve its
intended role. The Budget and Staff Allocation Committee (BSAC) (3.1.30) is a standing committee of the
College Senate with broad representation from faculty and staff and includes an administrative liaison.
BSAC has generally taken a wider view of budgetary oversight, with the exception of student fee
increases, where BSAC has traditionally made specific recommendations to the College Senate and to
the administration. Neither committee has yet played a meaningful role in budget development, which
has led to a perception that the budget development process lacks transparency. The vice president for
finance and management is committed to formalizing a new institutional budget process that will
include the opportunity for campus input, dissemination of information so individuals asked to
participate in the process can contribute in meaningful ways, and corollary reporting of process
outcomes.
Recommendation 1: A body that represents a cross-section of the campus (e.g., the CPC Budget
Committee) should play a meaningful role in the budget development process before allocations are
finalized.
Suggestion 1: Critical benchmarks that drive resource allocation should be more clearly articulated by
the cabinet and shared with a body that represents a cross-section of the campus (e.g., the CPC
Budget Committee).
Another difficulty with the budget development process is that it has not included all major
sources of unrestricted revenue. To date, it has addressed the State Purpose Fund only. State purpose
account managers often manage funds from multiple sources (i.e., IFR, SUTRA, Research Foundation,
Buffalo State Foundation, SUNY-wide programs, and DIFR), but although substantial, these funds are not
part of the current budget development process. Thus, the annual budget development process
captures only a segment of the resources being spent on the campus. Strategic spending becomes
possible only for the few who have knowledge of all campus accounts, again leading to a perception of a
lack of transparency. Buffalo State’s move to an all-funds budget, including a component that addresses
strategic planning support, should address these concerns.
A concern identified in this self-study is how Buffalo State spending compares with peer
institutions and other SUNY University Colleges based on IPEDS data. Figure 6 shows a breakdown of
IPEDS expenditures (3.1.31) by category. Compared with other SUNY University Colleges, Buffalo State
has a relatively high Cost/Student FTE and Cost/Student Outcome. Using the Delta Cost Project, the
National Center for Education Statistics (3.1.32) portal, or the new Chronicle of Higher Education degree
completion (3.1.33) site produces similar results. Also notable are the costs per FTE in the categories of
Instruction, Public Service, and Institutional Support, conspicuous in the 2011 IPEDS Data Feedback
Report (3.1.34) (Figure 7). The Research Foundation at Buffalo State (3.1.35) houses a large center that
manages sponsored programs: the Center for Development of Human Services (CDHS). In 2010–2011
the Research Foundation Public Service category expenditures alone were $15,514,505 (3.1.36). There is
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also a significant urban commitment: Until 2011–2012, a Buffalo Public School (Campus West) rented a
building on the Buffalo State campus (Buckham Hall). Buffalo State has a Performing Arts Center (3.1.37)
and a freestanding regional art museum, the Burchfield Penney Art Center (3.1.38); both are reported in
the Public Service category. Buffalo State also houses the SUNY Information Technology Exchange
Center (ITEC) (3.1.39), which provides enterprise hosting and software services for many SUNY
campuses. This is reflected in the IPEDS Institutional Support category.

Figure 6. IPEDS Expenditures by Major Categories.

Figure 7. 2011 IPEDS Data Feedback Report - Figure 15.
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RQ 3.2: What specific changes have been implemented and with what results?
The college relies on adopted plans such as the Strategic Plan (3.2.1) and the supporting operational
plans (3.2.2) as guides when implementing changes in resource allocations. The 2009–2013 Strategic
Plan places its focus squarely on academic excellence. Thus, changes in frequency of course offerings,
number of faculty reassignments, expected course sizes, and course delivery sequences have been
tailored to ensure that students are served and academic excellence is maintained in an era of uncertain
budgets.
In response to recent budget stresses and the loss of 60 full-time faculty and staff filled and
vacant positions through retirement and attrition, the college is pursuing alternative revenue sources.
Actions to increase Summer Session revenue (3.3.3) and to move intersemester to a stand-alone
revenue-producing session (January Term) were implemented in 2011. An incentive program for faculty
to develop and deliver 100 percent online Summer Session courses was so successful that revenues
were able to fund the hire of a full-time instructional designer to work closely with faculty developing
online courses. Each of these initiatives grew directly from the collegewide consultation process during
2010–2011 to address budget gaps. As an additional safeguard of institutional resources and assets,
Buffalo State reconfigured its internal control program (3.3.4) in 2008 to include an Internal Control
Steering Committee; internal controls are a significant component in the preservation and protection of
institutional assets and resources. E. H. Butler Library, Instructional Resources, and Computing and
Technology Services were reorganized under a chief information officer, and the Information Commons
model called for in the Strategic Plan and the operational Technology Plan (3.2.5) was supported more
fully. Also implemented was a new technology governance process that provides a framework for more
predictable funding to support core infrastructure technology while giving academic areas the ability to
prioritize and set spending amounts as their technology needs dictate.
In combination with corollary reporting and assessment, the shift to all-funds budgeting will
strengthen and illuminate Buffalo State’s efforts to allocate resources effectively in support of its
mission and goals. This all-funds approach will include state purpose dollars along with state IFR, SUTRA,
DIFR, and SUNY-wide programs as well as funds in the Research Foundation and the Buffalo State
College Foundation. When fully implemented, the all-funds approach promises to improve the
budgetary process while also dramatically increasing the transparency of the financial planning process.
Recommendation 3: Complete the process of moving to an all-funds approach to budget development
and expenditure reporting. This approach should include every major source of unrestricted revenue.

RQ 3.3: What are the most significant challenges facing Buffalo State relative to resources
over the next five years?
The leadership provided by the president and President’s Cabinet (3.3.1) is primary to identifying and
addressing all significant challenges, and targeting scarce resources will be crucial. Planning has begun
for next Buffalo State Strategic Plan. The 2009–2013 Strategic Plan (3.3.2) was the first to include any
consideration of campus resources, identifying likely cost tiers in conjunction with individual strategic
initiatives. Although it lacked detail, it was a first step toward acknowledging the necessity of resources
when considering strategic directions. The formation of the CPC Budget Committee (3.3.3) was a direct
result of the plan. Annual and periodic review is expected for all institutional and unit plans. Required
annual reports for all units track progress toward stated goals and provide a welcome level of detail,
especially where barriers arise. The new vice president for finance and management (3.3.4) will be
instrumental in leading the efforts toward enhanced transparency in fiscal planning and reporting.
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Recommendation 4: Develop a five-year budget plan to support the next Strategic Plan with input
from a body that represents a cross-section of the campus (e.g., the CPC Budget Committee).
The cabinet concurs that the college must use data-based decision making to ensure that
institutional initiatives and resources are directed toward achieving Buffalo State’s mission, vision, and
goals (3.3.5). This must be done in consultation with advisory groups and governance units such as the
College Senate (3.3.6) and the College Planning Council (CPC) (3.3.7). The CPC is the representative body
that interacts with the president and the provost on matters that drive planning. The 2010–2011 budget
process employed extensive campus consultation to solicit input regarding the allocation or reallocation
of resources in support of strategic initiatives, and to create a list of possible actions that might be
adopted as institutional strategies in closing the immediate budget gap and decreasing expenses in the
future. The current administration is committed to managing future challenges with a similar level of
extensive consultation, creating options for action by the university’s leadership team.
SUNY Chancellor Zimpher and her administration are responding to fiscal challenges in New York
State, and SUNY is developing new metrics for performance funding. The chancellor has also established
a goal that colleges and universities shift 5 percent of their administrative budgets to instruction or
direct student services (3.3.8). These two initiatives will require careful analysis and reporting. Buffalo
State has formed a team to address “shared services,” initially with the University at Buffalo and
regionally, and eventually across SUNY. The goal is to gather ideas and to communicate agreements for
shared services and the changes those agreements may make to internal processes. This team will work
with the CPC Budget Committee to ensure representative input to the initiative. It is hoped that SUNY
expectations for a greater focus on “systemness” will assist Buffalo State in meeting the challenges
ahead.
3.3.1 Human Resources: Buffalo State went from a high of 1,282.66 authorized full-time equivalent (FTE)
positions (3.3.9) in fiscal year 2009–2010 to 1,237.60 FTE in 2011–2012. These numbers do not include
Temporary Service (TS) employees or positions supported by the Research Foundation, the Buffalo State
College Foundation, or Auxiliary Services. The majority of FTE positions (1,085 or 88%) are supported by
the state purpose budget, with a smaller number (153 or 12%) supported by SUTRA, DIFR, and IFR
accounts. There are currently 403 full-time faculty members as of 2011–2012. Although the college
attained a high of 430 full-time faculty members in 2008, just before the onset of national and statewide
fiscal issues, the current count of 403 represents a 3.2 percent decrease, or 13 faculty members, since
2006 (Figure 9). Such change is not unexpected, as both faculty and support positions have been
reduced, but reducing full-time faculty directly affects the instructional mission. There are also about
408 adjunct faculty members paid out of Temporary Service (TS) funds. Buffalo State has experienced a
slow but steady increase in its reliance on part-time instructors, and the number of adjuncts exceeded
full-time faculty for the first time in 2011–2012. Fortunately 17 full-time tenure-track faculty lines have
been released for hire in 2012–2013.
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Figure 9. Long-Term Trends in Human Resources with Student FTE.
IPEDS data (3.3.10), reported by the Institutional Research Office (3.3.11), (3.3.12) Employees by
Occupation, Gender and Status 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12, previous years) show that professional
positions have increased significantly in recent years while clerical, secretarial, and maintenance
positions have decreased (Figure 10). Personnel cuts have left many programs and administrative offices
weak. Counted among the total employees at the college are 41 who work for the SUNY Information
Technology Exchange Center (ITEC) (3.3.13), a computer systems support branch of SUNY physically
located on the Buffalo State campus but whose payroll expense is charged to a SUNY System
Administration cost center. Combined annual salaries among ITEC employees are in the range of $3.2
million. With the drive for a common IT platform in SUNY—part of the “systemness” initiative—this unit
may continue to grow.

Figure 10. Total Full-Time Employees by Job Classification
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Each administrative area evaluates its respective personnel vacancies to determine if positions
are critical, if the duties might be reassigned, or if positions might be redesigned or combined to better
deliver services. Vacant positions are approved for search only after a comprehensive review and
analysis. Deans emphasize strategic placement of limited resources into programs that show the
strongest potential impact on factors identified by the provost, such as increasing the percentage of
credits delivered by full-time faculty (reversing recent trends), increasing graduate enrollment, or
increasing enrollment of highly qualified students. Also considered are the numbers of students served,
student learning outcomes, requirements of accreditation agencies, goals of the Strategic Plan, and
specialized needs. In some cases, a position filled by a retiring senior employee might be divided into
two lower-level positions to maximize efficiency and reduce costs.
The SUNY shared services initiative and Campus Alliance Networks also have personnel
implications because they seek to improve efficiency and effectiveness of administrative staff. The
annual budget development process is used to reallocate existing Other Than Personal Service (OTPS)
resources to high-need areas. Patterns of OTPS surplus in unit accounts, when identified, are
reallocated.
3.3.2 Technology-Based Resources: Keeping up with the fast pace of technological change is an ongoing resource challenge. The nature and level of technology needs is continually addressed, but
demands are growing rapidly. Recent capital construction provides a wide range of needed
technologically enhanced learning spaces, but the volume of equipment requiring installation and
maintenance will soon exceed the capacity of current support staffing levels. The logistics of equipping
the new spaces must also be expertly managed.
A chief information officer (CIO), part of the President’s Cabinet, heads Information Services and
Systems (ISAS) at Buffalo State. The ISAS governance structure (3.3.14) has been in place since 2007,
with a board composed of the provost, deans, vice presidents, and chair of the College Senate. An ISAS
Advisory Council of associate deans, associate vice presidents, directors, and faculty and student
representatives meets monthly to address operational and logistical issues. Funding is designated for
systematic replacement of software, computer labs, classroom technology, academic equipment,
infrastructure, and faculty and staff computers. An operational Technology Plan (3.3.15) is linked to the
Strategic Plan. The Information Commons (3.3.16) model delivers a full range of technology support,
including account creation, application support, equipment loan, and reference librarians who provide
in-depth research services. The CIO is on the SUNY Information Technology Transformation Team and
the University at Buffalo–Buffalo State Shared Services Campus Alliance. Several years ago, ISAS decided
to use the SUNY Learning Network (SLN) (3.3.17) as Buffalo State’s hosted learning management system
and to contract with SLN for full its support services. Buffalo State already takes advantage of SUNYwide technology resources through ITEC services, Student Information and Campus Administrative
Systems (SICAS) (3.3.18) services, and SUNY-wide volume-buying to address staffing issues, negotiate
prices from vendors, and maintain consistency with system goals and requirements. Thus, Buffalo State
is already on many SUNY IT platforms—Aleph, Blackboard/ANGEL, Banner, and Elluminate—aligning
with the chancellor’s expectations for common IT data systems throughout SUNY by 2014.
3.3.3 Facilities: Nearly $350 million in new construction and improvements (3.3.19) to the Buffalo State
campus are ongoing from 2009 to 2016. This promising challenge requires the campus to provide surge
space, program relocation, and adequate operational facilities (classrooms, laboratories, offices) to
maintain an acceptable level of program delivery while the majority of campus academic buildings are
renovated. The Science and Mathematics Complex is well under way, as is the new Technology Building.
Some facilities initiatives, including land acquisition, the adjacent H. H. Richardson properties, and
residence hall projections, require further study.
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Buffalo State recently completed the 2013–2023 Facilities Master Plan (3.3.20) in collaboration
with the State University Construction Fund (SUCF). SUCF works with Buffalo State to develop and
implement the college’s Capital Plan (3.3.21) and Facilities Master Plan. The long-range focus of the
SUCF and SUNY multiyear funding approach, which began in 1998, has significantly improved the ability
of SUNY and its constituent campuses to plan, prioritize, and execute a range of capital improvements
despite constraints. Improved facilities planning has also allowed SUNY and its campuses to identify and
propose programs of multiyear funding to address ongoing critical maintenance priorities through a plan
of targeted capital improvements.
The development of a new Facilities Master Plan for Buffalo State, which concluded in October
2010, has provided a roadmap for campus growth and change from 2013 to 2023. Working with
numerous constituencies (consultation process document (3.3.22)), campus planners have
addressed key site and facility needs identified through Master Plan assessments: renovation and
upgrade of 14 campus buildings; construction of additional campus life space and business and
community engagement space; construction of a new athletics stadium; provision of structured parking;
construction of a campus operations center; replacement of the power plant; and improvements to
infrastructure, circulation, and landscape. The Executive Summary provides an overview of the Master
Plan process and the planners’ final recommendations to the college.
Buffalo State and SUCF objectives for the Buffalo State College Capital Plan are to protect,
maintain, preserve, and modify its physical plant to comply with health and safety codes; to address
environmental and energy conservation measures; to keep pace with changes in telecommunications,
information, and educational technologies and emerging research requirements; to support the
college’s energy needs; and to adapt to ongoing changes in academic programs and student life effected
by evolving educational and emerging marketplace demands. Given these objectives—and the
complexity of tasks they demand—multiyear planning and financing is crucial to the college’s ability to
effectively schedule and implement capital program investments in its facilities. The Capital Plan consists
of two distinct components: Critical Maintenance (which directs the facilities/infrastructure life cycle)
and Strategic Initiatives (which supports educational activities that are vital to maintaining and
enhancing the college’s ability to attract and retain students and faculty, and to be competitive in its
academic offerings and research capacity).
A periodic Building Condition Assessment Survey (3.3.23) aids in the development of the Critical
Maintenance portion of the Capital Plan. Recent SUNY capital plans have been for five-year periods, and
Buffalo State’s share for Critical Maintenance was approximately $25 million for each year from 2008 to
2013 (SUNY Master Capital Program Report (3.3.24)). The Critical Maintenance funding portion of
Buffalo State’s Capital Plan for 2014–2019 is estimated at $35 million per year.
In summary, Buffalo State is a fiscally sound institution. The new vice president for finance and
management, a seasoned SUNY administrator, is engaged with SUNY and campus leadership to guide
the college through the uncertainties of the new SUNY Resource Allocation Model (RAM) or Resource
Allocation Tool (RAT). While the current versions of this new model will reduce state funding to the
campus by an estimated $3 million over a three-year period, the campus is prepared to use the all-funds
budget model, scheduled tuition increases, and its fundraising capabilities to continue to educate
students and to achieve the goals set out in its 2014–2018 Strategic Plan.
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Section 2
Standard #4: Leadership and Governance
Standard #5: Administration
Standard #6: Integrity

Standard #4: Leadership and Governance
Introduction
The college believes in and is strongly committed to shared governance. The Chronicle of Higher
Education’s 2012 “Great Colleges to Work For” survey rated Buffalo State as a model campus for
collaborative governance. Buffalo State was also noted as outstanding in the Chronicle’s 2011 survey. In
addition, the Directory of Policy Statement (DOPS) provides a lengthy list of groups that take part in the
development of policy across campus. Shared governance has been critical to the success of the
college’s mission.

RQ 4.1: How do the roles and responsibilities of each constituent group within areas of
shared governance contribute to the overall effectiveness of the college?
4.1.1 University Faculty Senate:
The SUNY Faculty Senate (4.1.1) serves as a deliberative body on educational policies for the entire
SUNY system UFS Bylaws (4.1.2). In this capacity, it issues publications including proceedings,
directories, and handbooks on matters such as budget, program revision, and presidential searches. It
serves as a repository for documents and for tapes of plenary sessions. The SUNY Faculty Senate is the
official agency through which the university faculty engages in the governance of the university. The
Senate is concerned with effective educational policies and other professional matters within the
university. Representation on the SUNY Faculty Senate is by elected senators from the four University
Centers, five health science centers and colleges, twelve University Colleges, eight Technology Colleges,
and nine specialized and statutory colleges (SUNY Campuses 4.1.3). The number of senators from each
campus is determined by a weighted formula. Based on student population, Buffalo State is represented
by two faculty senators.
Buffalo State has been an active participant at the State University level. Its senators have
served in various capacities on systemwide committees as members or chairs, and they attend plenary
sessions three times a year. Recently the Buffalo State College Senate chair served as the convener of
campus governance leaders at each plenary. The Buffalo State College Senate (4.1.4) website has a
direct link to the University Faculty Senate website, and a faculty senator delivers a report after each
University Faculty Senate plenary session.
4.1.2 College Senate (taken from the College Senate Handbook (4.1.5)): The Buffalo State College Senate
was established in the Bylaws of the College Senate (4.1.6) as “...the official agency through which the
faculty and students engage in the governance of the college.” The College Senate’s authority is
documented in its Bylaws in the Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS III:01:00 (4.1.7)). The Senate itself
has a set of standing rules to govern the conduct of operations.
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The College Senate is intended to serve as
A. a forum in which representatives of faculty, staff, students, and administration interact;
B. the agent of the college community that holds the administration, through the Office of the
President, accountable for actions taken and decisions made;
C. an advocate for that system of governance that has been agreed to by the various
constituencies of the college and approved in the College Senate Bylaws by the eligible voting
faculty, the president, the College Council, the chancellor, and the SUNY Board of Trustees; and
D. the organizational structure through which faculty, staff, students, and administrators are
involved in issues of concern to the college.
The College Senate, the principal deliberative and advisory body of the college, is composed of eight
standing committees: Academic Plan, Budget and Staff Allocation, Bylaws and Elections, Curriculum,
Faculty and Staff Welfare, Instruction and Research, Standards for Students, and Student Welfare. The
Senate’s effectiveness is demonstrated by the results of its constituent committee recommendations
and the ensuing institutional actions. For example, the Senate has led college deliberations on strategic
planning, organizational restructuring, curriculum review and innovation, leadership development,
resource allocation, campus climate, and governance. Committee membership is limited to 15, and
chairs ensure that all schools and professional staff units are represented in approximately equal
proportions. The Senate composition makes it one of the unique governing bodies in the SUNY System.
The College Senate at Buffalo State is composed of the president of the college (4.1.8)
(nonvoting), the provost of the college (4.1.9) (nonvoting), seven at-large members of the faculty and
professional staff, six members of the professional staff, six members from each of the four schools, one
member from the library faculty, one member from the support staff, 12 students, and two nonvoting
members appointed by the college president. It is also connected to the SUNY University Faculty Senate
through two University Faculty senators who report on ongoing activities of that body. For example, in
recent years, policies on transferability within SUNY and general education requirements have been
brought before the College Senate. In addition, it is connected to the Student Assembly through it
student senators.
The College Senate has deliberately avoided intrusion into certain areas of governance. It has,
for example, never attempted to impose standards for selection of representatives from the various
constituencies (student, administration, professional staff, schools). It has carefully avoided intruding on
the prerogatives of schools and is, in fact, prohibited by law in New York State from intruding into the
area of terms and conditions of employment, which are properly the prerogative of bargaining agents.
Campus units (such as schools and departments), United University Professions (UUP) (4.1.10),
the College Council (4.1.11), and United Students Government (4.1.12) all have relatively well-defined
spheres of influence and authority and particular ways of interacting with the College Senate.
Actions taken at Senate meetings are advisory to the president of the college, who is responsible
for setting institutional policy.
4.1.3 Student Government (taken from USG Constitutional document (4.1.13)): The United Students
Government (USG) of the State University College at Buffalo (Buffalo State) represents the interests of
the students of the college and encourages their active participation in the campus community. USG
sponsors activities funded by the mandatory student activity fee. USG is the governing body for students.
It oversees a budget of more than $1 million for student-funded organizations on campus, conducts
referendums and polls regarding student opinions on relevant matters, and develops USG-sponsored
recreational, social, and cultural activities for the student body. Its activities enrich the student
experience through celebrating the arts, athletics, academics, diversity, and varied student interests.
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Some of the 69 organizations supported through USG are Adelante Estudiantes Latinos (AEL), the African
American Students Organization (AASO), Black Active Minds (BAM), the Buffalo State Mock Trial Team,
the Caribbean Students Organization (CSO), Casting Hall Productions, Commuter Council, the
International Student Organization, Pride Alliance, the Pan African Student Organization, and Math Club.
4.1.4 Staff: The Professional Staff Caucus (PSC) (4.1.14) is the official assembly of the professional staff
at Buffalo State whose purpose is to unite those designated as “professional employees” as defined by
the Policies of the Board of Trustees for the State of New York (4.1.15). PSC provides a forum for
discussion of issues relevant to professionals on campus. Members of the professional staff are elected
or appointed to serve on various collegewide committees and organizations (e.g., College Senate and its
committees; College Planning Council (CPC) (4.1.16), PSC).
In addition to the organizations discussed, the function of shared governance is seen with each
school, department, and interdisciplinary unit in the form of committees that consult with
administration on such issues as advisement, affirmative action, athletics, campus life, faculty
development, graduate studies, international students, minorities, and quality of work and life concerns.

RQ 4.2: How do the organization and operating procedures of the College Council support its
advisory role at Buffalo State?
As a comprehensive institution in the SUNY system, Buffalo State formally and ultimately vests its
governance and decision-making authority in the State University Board of Trustees (4.2.1). The board
consists of 18 members, 15 of whom are appointed by the governor with consent of the New York State
Senate. In addition, the president of the SUNY Student Assembly serves as the student trustee, and the
presidents of the University Faculty Senate and the Faculty Council of Community Colleges serve as exofficio trustees.
Among the authorities of the Board of Trustees is the power to
 appoint its own officers, the chancellor, and System Administration senior staff;
 appoint the president of each state-operated institution, and approve the appointment of
statutory and community college presidents by their respective boards;
 grant all degrees, diplomas, and certificates for the completion of studies at any state-operated
campus, including honorary degrees;
 regulate the admission of students and prescribe qualifications for their continued attendance;
 regulate tuition, fees and charges, curricula, and all other matters pertaining to the operation
and administration of each state-operated campus;
 establish new campuses.
The board may also delegate specific duties and responsibilities with respect to the operation of
the individual institutions within SUNY to the chancellor (4.2.2), institution presidents, or a local council.
The appointment process, powers, and duties of local councils are delineated in the Education Law of
New York State §356 (4.2.3) (Councils of State-Operated Institutions: Powers and Duties).
MSCHE expects governing bodies of accredited institutions to fulfill a number of responsibilities.
Depending on the nature of the institution, these responsibilities may include




assuming responsibility for the quality, integrity, and mission of the institution;
fulfilling fiduciary responsibilities;
certifying compliance with respect to accreditations and certifications;
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appointing the college president;
assessing its own activities as well as those of the institutional leadership and governance.

Within SUNY, these responsibilities are assigned to the SUNY Board of Trustees with the
assistance and support of the chancellor and the local council(s) (4.2.4 – College Council Membership;
Agendas, Minutes, and Executive Summaries). The following section reviews the structure, composition,
and operations of the College Council at Buffalo State to assess its ability to meet the goals and
responsibilities outlined above.
4.2.1 College Council Structure and Composition: According to the Education Law of New York State
§356 cited above, each state-operated institution of the State University shall be supervised locally by a
council consisting of 10 members, nine of whom shall be appointed by the governor and one of whom
shall be elected by and from among the students of the institution. Members of these councils
appointed by the governor may also be removed by the governor. Councils must provide for regular
meetings at least four times annually, and agendas for these meetings are to be considered public
records. The law allows local councils to exercise a number of powers including the following:
a. Recommending candidates to head the institution to the State University trustees for
appointment by the trustees.
b. Reviewing all major plans of the head of the institution for its more effective operation, and
making respective recommendations as it deems appropriate. Such plans shall be submitted
for approval by the State University trustees, together with the recommendations of the
council with respect thereto. State University trustees shall determine what constitute major
plans, which are generally defined to include plans for the appraisal or improvement of the
faculty and other personnel, expansion or restriction of student admissions, appraisal or
improvement of academic programs and of standards for the earning of degrees, expansion of
institutional plants, and appraisal or improvement of student activities and housing.
c. Making regulations governing the care, custody, and management of lands, grounds,
buildings, and equipment.
d. Reviewing proposed budget requests for the institution prepared by its head, and
recommending to the state university trustees a budget for the institution.
e. Fostering the development of advisory citizens committees to render assistance as the council
may request, and appointing the members of such citizens committees. Citizens committee
members shall receive no compensation for their services but shall be reimbursed for the
expenses actually and necessarily incurred by them in the performance of their duties.
f. Naming buildings and grounds.
g. Making regulations governing the conduct and behavior of students.
h. Prescribing and exercising supervision over student housing and safety.
i. Making an annual report to the State University trustees on or before September 1 of each
year, and reporting to them from time to time on any matter it believes requires their
attention.
j. Performing such other powers and duties as may be authorized or required by the State
University trustees by general rules or special directives.
k. Making and establishing, and occasionally altering and amending, such regulations pertaining
to the affairs of its institution, not inconsistent with law or the rules of the State University
trustees, as may be necessary or appropriate to carry out effectively the foregoing powers and
duties.
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4.2.2 College Council Operation and Assessment: The College Council website provides a list of current
council members, standing committees, meeting agendas and minutes (as well as podcasts), and links to
annual reports as well as other council documents (reviews of budget requests, executive summaries
presented to the council by the president, Facilities Master Plans, etc.). Current members of the Buffalo
State College Council are accomplished business and community leaders who are well qualified to serve.
The data available on the council website indicate that regular meetings are being held and are properly
announced, and agendas and minutes are made available to the public. Moreover, the list of documents
presented and discussed at council meetings, as well as the details provided in the council’s annual
reports, demonstrate that the council is meeting its obligations as prescribed by the SUNY Board of
Trustees. Specifically, the College Council regularly reviews data and recommendations relating to
enrollment, graduation and retention rates, academic profiles of students, accreditation, budget
requests and projections, and facilities improvement and master plans.
During 2009–2010, in accordance with the polices of the SUNY Board of Trustees, the College
Council played a leadership role in the successful recruitment and appointment (4.2.5) of Buffalo State’s
current president (4.2.6), Dr. Aaron Podolefsky.
With respect to internal management and assessment of its operations, the council provides
new members with orientation materials to outline procedures and responsibilities; however, the
council does not appear to have a regular system of self-assessment in place. Also, SUNY guidelines for
local councils suggest that councils may appoint advisory citizens committees. Although citizens may be
asked to serve on one of the council’s standing committees on an ad-hoc basis (a list of standing
committees is provided on the council’s website), the council currently does not have an advisory
citizens committee. Forming a standing advisory citizens committee may be a good option to ensure
that issues important to the larger community are brought to the council’s attention.
Although the College Council is deemed effective in its governance, the college is striving to
become more transparent. This is evident in the move to all-funds budgeting and comprehensive area
dashboards. To this end, the Standard 4 team proposes that the college develop a system for regular
self-assessment of College Council operations and activities.
Suggestion 1: Develop a system for regular self-assessment of operations and activities of the College
Council.
As Buffalo State expands its connection to the community and draws on the SUNY Six Big Ideas,
the committee proposes that the college appoint a citizens committee to advise the College Council.
Suggestion 2: Consider appointing an advisory citizens committee.
Buffalo State has a coherent, effective, and stable governance structure and strong leadership.
The college will further develop transparent assessment and reporting tools, and it will build on its
legacy of shared governance by seeking to broaden the involvement of external constituencies.

Standard #5: Administration
Introduction
Buffalo State’s administrative structure and services facilitate learning, research, and scholarship;
foster quality improvement; and support the institution’s organization and governance. In 2007, as a
result of the SUNY Mission Review II process and the resulting Memorandum of Understanding
between Buffalo State and the State University of New York, the college adopted the goal of
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establishing “an organizational structure and administrative systems to ensure academic success and
responsiveness.”
In its 2002 Middle States Commission on Higher Education (MSCHE) Self-Study, Buffalo State
had begun to examine the status of programs and services for first-year students. A thorough
assessment resulted in the creation of an administrative position to oversee and coordinate programs
for first-year students and the development of a “first-year college” for students who enroll without a
declared major. In 2004, the formation of University College was the first step in this academic
reorganization. In 2005, the three faculties (Arts and Humanities, Natural and Social Sciences, Applied
Science and Education) were restructured into four schools: the School of Arts and Humanities, the
School of Natural and Social Sciences, the School of Education, and the School of the Professions. At the
same time, the college began to raise the profile of graduate education. Also, as noted in previous
sections, the college has recently undergone a dramatic change in leadership. President Podolefsky, a
first-class scholar and administrator, has brought a clear vision for the future and a strong leadership
team to Buffalo State.

RQ 5.1: What is the impact of recent administrative changes (e.g., creation of University
College and new academic schools) on the educational mission of Buffalo State?
5.1.1 University College: According to the Mission Review II (5.1.1) planning document, Buffalo State
created University College (UC) (5.1.2) in fall 2004 to coordinate and advance first-year programs and
academic support initiatives, and to improve retention and graduation rates. Pragmatically, UC has
created a coherent administrative structure that allows the college to focus on specific needs.
Academically, it provides students with services under one collaborative area. Headed by a dean,
University College includes responsibility for the following (as listed in Mission Review II):










First-Year Programs (Learning Communities, freshman seminars, College Writing Program)
Intellectual Foundations (general education)
Academic Support Programs
Advisement for undeclared students (students who have not selected a major)
International and Exchange Programs
Academic opportunities cluster (All College Honors Program, Undergraduate Research Office)
Educational Opportunity Program
Grant-funded Student Support Services program
Academic Standards and Intervention

A goal in creating University College was to coordinate and advance programs for first-year and
undeclared students. UC was designed to increase student satisfaction with the college and its services
in order to increase student success, retention, and graduation rates. For First-Year and other UC
programs, the result is a synergy among offices and services that were once independent of one
another.
UC tracks the experiences of first-year students in part by examining the results of the Student
Opinion Survey – SOS (5.1.3) – 2006, 2009, 2012. An outcome of this survey was the development of an
integrated system for registering incoming first-year students, helping them complete the necessary
health forms, and helping them register for their first semester of courses. In addition, UC created an
official convocation ceremony to welcome the incoming class, administered a new-student retention
and information system (MAP-Works), offered new programming during orientation, and implemented
a more aggressive model of advising for first-year undeclared students. Changes were made to enhance
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academic advisement, including providing more personalized advisement, hiring more advisers, and
creating a new course for first-year students that focused on career planning (UNC 111 – Career
Planning in Theory and Practice) (5.1.4). Results of the 2012 SOS indicate these efforts to improve firstyear student satisfaction are having positive effects.
The college has assessed the impact of UC by comparing first-year retention and graduation
rates before and after UC’s creation in 2004. The following data are from a recent report by the Buffalo
State Institutional Research Office (5.1.5), which includes retention and graduation data for entering
classes from 1999 to 2009.5
First-year retention rates range from 70.5 percent to 77.9 percent during 1999–2009, with no
clear trends during this period. An increase in four-year graduation rates since 2003 is evident (from
14.3–15.7 percent on average to 20.7–22.85 percent on average); however, note that UC was formed
one year after cumulative graduation rates began to increase. Cumulative six-year graduation rates
ranged from 42.2 percent to 48.1 percent during 2000–2005; after the formation of UC in 2004, six-year
graduation rates were 46.8 percent for two consecutive years, which was within the range of values for
2000–2005. In summary, the analysis suggests that UC may be having positive effects on student
satisfaction, especially with respect to course registration and academic advisement; however, no clear
improvement in first-year retention rates associated with the formation of UC is evident, and although
four-year graduation rates have increased since 2003, the increase began one year before UC was
created. Cumulative six-year graduation rates have remained in the range of 42.2–48.1 percent since
2000, again showing no clear impact of UC on these rates. Hence, while UC’s programs may be
contributing to higher graduation rates for students entering Buffalo State from 2004 onward, it is also
likely that other factors are playing an important role.
Suggestion 1: Continue to review student performance and monitor retention initiatives to identify
successes and opportunities for improvement.

UC has had other significant impacts on Buffalo State. UC has implemented and managed a new
general education program, Intellectual Foundations (IF) (5.1.6). A five-year self-study and external
review of IF (5.1.7) demonstrated many areas of achievement. The five-year review of the program by
the College Senate (5.1.8) (still in progress) proposes revisions that have the potential to significantly
improve program impact.
The creation of UC also brought International and Exchange Programs (5.1.9), International
Graduate Programs for Educators (see Appendix E), National Student Exchange, International Student
Affairs, and Study Abroad under one administrative unit, allowing them to share resources and
information and to complement one another. The recent five-year planning cycle demonstrated growth
in student participation in study-abroad experiences (5.1.10). The goal of the plan is a 10 percent
participation rate for each graduating class.
5.1.2 Formation of Academic Schools: In 2005, a major academic reorganization occurred that
restructured the existing three faculties (Arts and Humanities, Natural and Social Sciences, and Applied
Science and Education) into four schools: the School of Arts and Humanities (5.1.11), the School of
Natural and Social Sciences (5.1.12), the School of Education (5.1.13), and the School of the Professions
(5.1.14). Arts and Humanities and Natural and Social Sciences remained largely unchanged after the
reorganization (one exception: the Health and Wellness Department moved from Natural and Social
Sciences to the School of the Professions). The Faculty of Applied Science and Education was divided
5

See “Trends in Retention and Graduation Rates of Full-Time Students at Buffalo State” Table 8.5.
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into two new schools: the School of Education and the School of the Professions. The School of
Education houses the Elementary Education and Reading, Exceptional Education, and Social and
Psychological Foundations of Education departments, while the School of the Professions houses the
Business, Computer Information Systems, Creative Studies, Criminal Justice, Dietetics and Nutrition,
Higher Education Administration, Hospitality and Tourism, Social Work, Speech-Language Pathology, and
Technology departments.
A goal of this reorganization, as described in Mission Review II documents, was to “establish an
organizational structure and administrative systems to ensure academic success and responsiveness.” In
a spring 2006 progress report relating to the college’s 2003–2008 Strategic Plan, the new organizational
structure was described as “focusing related departments to foster educational innovations, create
synergies, and build a shared sense of community.” For example, not all education programs are housed
in the School of Education; secondary education programs are housed in departments in other schools.
The reorganization created the Teacher Education Unit (TEU) (5.1.15) to provide a common
organizational structure in which to unify all education programs. In addition, the TEU’s shift from
governance by a dean of education to a Council of Deans representing all schools has resulted in more
coherence and better communication between programs. These changes have allowed for a more
uniform and informed response to the TEU.
Undergraduate enrollment at Buffalo State increased in 2006 and 2007 (5.1.16) compared with
prior years, and the data provided indicate that these increases occurred mainly in the School of the
Professions and the School of Natural and Social Sciences. With respect to fostering new initiatives and
innovations, the School of the Professions now houses the Small Business Development Center (5.1.17)
and the International Center for Studies in Creativity (5.1.18); the School of Education administers the
college’s TEU and houses the Center for Excellence in Urban and Rural Education (5.1.19); the School of
Arts and Humanities houses the Performing Arts Center (5.1.20) and is partnered with the Burchfield
Penney Art Center (5.1.21); and the School of Natural and Social Sciences houses the Great Lakes Center
(5.1.22) and the Center for Health and Social Research (5.1.23). New initiatives have been pursued in all
the schools since the reorganization and have encouraged interdisciplinary ties across the college and in
the community. It is difficult to discern how much direct influence the reorganization may have had on
these initiatives, but a cross-pollination that creates new and innovative outcomes is evident (e.g., new
master’s degree programs in Great Lakes environmental sciences and museum studies, a new minor
program in urban civic education). The reorganization may have produced other positive effects that
have not been formally assessed. For example, forming the School of Education resulted in increased
program transparency and sharing of information and may have improved the college’s ability to meet
NCATE certification requirements.
Another important change resulting from the reorganization was a new emphasis on graduate
programming. To counter an impression that Buffalo State is solely an undergraduate institution, the
Graduate Studies Office was renamed the Graduate School (5.1.24), and a number of changes were
implemented to raise the profile of graduate studies. Under the leadership of the current dean, the
Graduate School has been energized in several important ways: a Graduate School Strategic Plan
(5.1.25) was created in concert with the Buffalo State Strategic Plan; the school has moved toward more
applied programming; support for faculty and student research and creativity has been implemented;
and the first-ever Graduate Student Association and Graduate Student Senate have been formed.
5.1.3 Changes in Senior Administrative Positions: Dr. Muriel A. Howard, president of Buffalo State from
1996 to 2009, was the college’s seventh president and the first woman to hold the title. Under her
leadership, the college greatly increased and enhanced its academic programs and services, expanded
its reputation for teacher preparation, and became known for its leadership in the arts and culture. Dr.
Aaron Podolefsky became Buffalo State’s eighth president in September 2010. Despite difficult financial
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times, President Podolefsky has followed three guiding principles: protect Buffalo State’s mission and
mission-critical efforts, protect faculty and staff positions, and adhere to core values. President
Podolefsky has been a strong advocate for Buffalo State’s mission of providing educational opportunities
to a diverse pool of applicants and for increased efforts to support economic development in the greater
Buffalo community.
The resignation of a long-time president represents a significant transition for any college or
university. In addition, Buffalo State has also experienced a number of other changes in senior
administration. In 2006 a new chief information officer position was created to oversee the college’s
information technology governance (5.1.26), planning, and implementation.
Successful searches for a new chief diversity officer (5.1.27) and vice president for finance and
management (5.1.28) were completed in June 2012. In 2005, the Student Affairs Office (5.1.29) was
integrated into the Academic Affairs Office (5.1.30), with the vice president for student affairs reporting
to the provost (5.1.31); as of 2010, Student Affairs is again reporting directly to the president.
Suggestion 2: Formalize processes to review administrative structures and operations to better assess
impacts of changes in staffing and reorganizations.
Reorganization, the establishment of Intellectual Foundations, and several changes in key leadership
positions have created an environment in which the college administration can proactively address the
changing needs of Buffalo State. The college will streamline processes to better assess the impact of
these changes.

Standard #6: Integrity
Introduction
Buffalo State adheres to the highest standards of integrity in the conduct of its programs and
activities involving the public and the constituencies it serves. The institution demonstrates high
standards in its own stated policies and in providing support for academic and intellectual freedom.
The university’s Internal Control Program ensures that the activities, plans, attitudes, policies, and
efforts of the organization meet these ethical and professional standards and provides reasonable
assurance that the organization will achieve its mission, goals, and objectives. President Podolefsky
has written, “The university’s Internal Control Program can function only with the cooperation and
involvement of all employees. Competence and professional integrity are essential components of a
sound internal control program.”6
This institution-wide assurance is set out in the “Internal Control Program” at Buffalo State.7
“As an agency of New York State, Buffalo State is required to fill the mandates of
of the New York State Governmental Accountability, Audit, and Internal Control Act of 1999.… Buffalo
State has adopted SUNY’s Internal Control Guidelines…. Buffalo State’s Internal Control Program is
essentially a program of review. The program helps ensure that daily operating practices and procedures
are sufficient to minimize the possibility of operational failure, over-spending or other violations of the
law.” (DOPS II:05:00) Simply stated, the college’s Internal Control Program is designed to review,
critique, and strengthen existing systems and procedures.
The specific objectives of Buffalo State’s Internal Control Program are to ensure
6
7

http://www.buffalostate.edu/internalcontrol/documents/presidentsmemoOct2011.pdf
http://www.buffalostate.edu/internalcontrol/x555.xml
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

successful achievement of the college’s mission;
accurate capture, maintenance, and dissemination of institutional data;
safeguarding of assets, including providing for disaster planning;
that programs and operations remain effective, efficient, and economical;
that the college remains in compliance with applicable laws, regulations, policies, and
guidelines.

RQ 6.1: How clear are criteria for hiring, reappointment, and promotion of faculty and staff at
Buffalo State?
Buffalo State demonstrates fair and impartial practices in the hiring, evaluation, promotion,
compensation, and dismissal of employees. Personnel policies are applied in an equitable and consistent
manner across all campus constituencies and are listed in detail in a variety of sources, including the
Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS) (6.1.1), the Handbook for Faculty and Librarians (6.1.2), and the
Human Resource Management Policies and Procedures Manual (6.1.3). In addition, a major
responsibility of the Equity and Campus Diversity Office (6.1.4) is monitoring, implementing, and
evaluating federal and state laws and SUNY procedures regarding equal opportunity and affirmative
action. It is the practice of Buffalo State, whenever possible, to conduct a full, open affirmative action
search procedure (6.1.5) before filling any vacant position. Toward this end, the Equity and Campus
Diversity Office provides a comprehensive set of procedures and expectations (“Guide to Effective
Administrative, Faculty, and Staff Searches” (6.1.6)) to help ensure that these broad goals are met. This
section examines procedures relating to the hiring, promotion, and termination of faculty and staff
members.
6.1.1 General Hiring Procedures for Faculty and Staff: The “Guide to Effective Administrative, Faculty,
and Staff Searches” provides a detailed list of steps that must be followed during searches at Buffalo
State. After a position release has been approved, a detailed recruitment plan is developed, which
explains how the position description, required and preferred qualifications, and advertising strategy
will attract a large and diverse pool of qualified applicants for the position. The recruitment plan is
distributed through an online system (PeopleAdmin) for approval by the administration. Search
committee members attend an orientation meeting with the director of the Equity and Campus
Diversity Office concerning the affirmative action/equal opportunity process. After applicants have
undergone an initial screening by the search committee, the search committee chair completes an
online Preinterview Report that must be approved by Equity and Campus Diversity and the appropriate
administrators before interviews can occur. Similarly, after interviews have taken place, an online
Interview and Recommendations Report is filed and approved before job offers can be made. It is
expected that all vacant full-time positions at Buffalo State will be filled with a fair and
nondiscriminating search; therefore, a search waiver request is to be granted rarely and only when the
request is fully justified under the law and policy for equal employment opportunity.
6.1.2 Hiring, Promotion, and Termination Policies for Staff: The Human Resource Management Policies
and Procedure Manual provides extensive details on appointment types and appointment procedures
for professional staff. All professional staff appointments must be made in compliance with the Policies
of the (SUNY) Board of Trustees (6.1.7 p. 25). SUNY policy (6.1.8, see p. 6) requires that searches be
conducted for all faculty and staff hires with obligations of .50 FTE for six months or more. Search
procedures and guidelines (including interview techniques and sample questions to ensure proper, fair,
and lawful procedures) can be found in the “Guide to Effective Administrative, Faculty, and Staff
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Searches” on the Equity and Campus Diversity Office website. Appointment of classified staff is
conducted in accordance with New York State Civil Service Law and state regulations.
To comply with SUNY and NYS policies and collective bargaining unit agreements, annual
performance evaluations, based on performance programs, are required for all professional and
classified staff members. All evaluation forms provide for comments of the employee. Evaluations of
professional staff members with term appointments include a supervisor’s recommendation regarding
renewal to meet contractual notification deadlines. The Agreement between the State of New York and
United University Professions (6.1.9) requires that any written recommendation regarding appointment
be shared with the employee at the time it is prepared, and that the employee be permitted to respond
to any recommendation before a final decision is reached. Classified staff members are also evaluated
annually. The forms for the performance program and evaluation can be found on the Human Resource
Management website (6.1.10). Procedures in both the CSEA Agreement (6.1.11) (for classified
employees) and the UUP Agreement (6.1.12)(for professional employees) provide for appeal of
performance evaluations.
Professional staff members may be promoted in recognition of an increase in their duties and
responsibilities. The promotion process is covered in the Policies of the Board of Trustees (in Article XII,
Title C, and in the Agreement between the State of New York and United University Professions in
Appendix A 28 (6.1.13). The UUP contract provides for the review of applications for promotion that
have been denied by college administration. Reviews are conducted by a College Review Panel of
bargaining unit members. Professional staff members who are promoted serve a one-year probationary
period. Promotion of classified staff must be done in accordance with NYS Civil Service regulations.
Eligibility for promotions is determined by the employees’ standing on examination lists for competitive
titles, and in some cases, by seniority for noncompetitive titles.
Disciplinary procedures are set forth in the collective bargaining unit agreements and provide
extensive due process rights for employees. Following a thorough investigation in which the employee is
represented by his or her union or legal counsel, any disciplinary charges or proposed penalties issued
by the college (including termination of employment and lesser penalties) are subject to outside review
at various levels up to final arbitration. Disciplinary penalties cannot be imposed until all available
appeals have been exhausted or the time for filing appeals has elapsed. For professional staff, see State
of NY/UUP Agreement: Article 19 (6.1.14). For most of the college’s classified staff, see State of NY/CSEA
Agreements: Article 33 (6.1.15).
6.1.3 Hiring and Promotion Policies for Faculty and Librarians: Procedures for hiring faculty and
librarians follow guidelines and practices established by the college’s Equity and Campus Diversity Office
as described above. Applications for faculty positions are typically processed at the department level
using criteria listed in the approved recruitment plan. After the initial review of applications, requests
for campus interviews must be approved by the appropriate dean and the Equity and Diversity Office to
ensure that proper and fair procedures have been followed. Following interviews, the department
identifies acceptable candidates, discusses candidates with the dean, and makes a recommendation for
hiring. A complete file for each acceptable candidate is presented to the dean at this time. The dean
discusses the recommendation with the vice president for academic affairs, and the rank and salary of
the candidate are determined. The dean then completes the negotiation with the candidate, and the
vice president signs the Appointment Authorization Form. Only the president or the president’s
designee may make an official offer. Department chairs, deans, vice presidents, directors, and others
can prepare letters of expectation that are forwarded to the candidate along with the offer. For faculty
renewals, promotions, and continuing appointments, general guidelines for expectations in the main
areas of teaching, research/scholarship/creative activity, and service to the college and community are
given in the Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS) and in the Handbook for Faculty and Librarians.
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Although these general guidelines are applied in all personnel actions, the library and most academic
departments have developed more detailed discipline-specific guidelines that are used to clarify
expectations for reappointment, promotion, and tenure. More recently, these expectations for faculty
have been incorporated into written Memorandums of Understanding that are signed by the faculty
member, the appropriate chair, and the dean to ensure that expectations are clear, understood, and
agreed to.
6.1.4 Complaint and Grievance Procedures: Buffalo State has adopted a complaint procedure (6.1.16)
for the prompt and equitable investigation and resolution of all allegations of unlawful discrimination or
harassment based on race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, gender
identity, disability, or veteran or marital status. This procedure is intended to resolve such matters in a
nonadversarial manner; it may be used by students, faculty, and staff. The chief diversity officer will first
attempt to resolve matters informally. If informal attempts are unsuccessful, a formal procedure with
written complaints and possible review by a “tripartite” panel of faculty and staff may be initiated. A
final report of findings and recommendations is prepared by the senior adviser or the panel and sent to
the president of the college (6.1.17) for acceptance or rejection.

RQ 6.2: Do Buffalo State students have access to accurate and timely information regarding
course availability, degree information, and progress toward graduation?
Buffalo State is committed to improving the retention and graduation rates of its students. Strategic
Initiative 1.6 in the college’s 2009–2013 Strategic Plan (6.2.1) says the college will provide access to
higher education through enrollment of an appropriate number and mix of undergraduate students who
can be served effectively by Buffalo State programs and resources. The college is working to exceed the
national norms of peer institutions with respect to retention and graduation rates, and over time to
improve these measures as compared with historical averages at Buffalo State. Moreover, as a
component of Buffalo State’s Mission Review II (6.2.2) process and its subsequent Memorandum of
Understanding with SUNY Central Administration (6.2.3), the college identified specific goals for
improvement in these areas. As discussed in the Mission Review II document, a key strategy for
improving graduation rates is to provide “a clear roadmap for timely completion of degree
requirements.” This section examines the sources of information currently available to Buffalo State
students to determine if they are able to access the information they need to persist and graduate.
6.2.1 Access to Courses: Student satisfaction with course scheduling and availability is tracked every
three years through the Student Opinion Survey (SOS) ((6.2.4) – 2006, 2009, 2012) . In response to
student concerns over the past decade, the college has implemented course management software and
prerequisite checking and has updated degree roadmaps, smart-phone access, and automatic waitlists.
The SOS asked students to rate three aspects of course availability: (1) “availability of courses you want
at times you can take them,” (2) “availability of courses you need to meet graduation requirements,”
and (3) “availability of courses in proper sequence.” Buffalo State’s averages for these three questions
were 2.57, 2.86, and 2.90 on a 5-point scale, while averages across all 13 SUNY colleges were 2.99, 3.27,
and 3.28.
Recent SOS results showed improvement in availability of general education courses and
availability of courses in your major. Although the scores for availability of courses were moderately
lower for Buffalo State students compared with the average for SUNY colleges (6.2.5), scores for
availability of general education courses were similar to the SUNY college average. Buffalo State offers a
wide variety of courses scheduled throughout the day and evening to better serve its students, many of
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whom may have difficulty finding suitable courses because they are constrained by employment
requirements, family commitments, late admission, or changing majors.
Also, course scheduling and availability have been enhanced since the college adopted the
Banner system, which allows associate deans and department chairs to view “unmet need” reports to
make better decisions about adding course sections. As more online courses become available at Buffalo
State, student satisfaction with course availability should continue to improve, and access to courses
required for graduation is unlikely to represent a serious obstacle to graduation for most Buffalo State
students.
6.2.2 Access to College Catalogs: The Undergraduate Catalog (6.2.6) and Graduate Catalog (6.2.7)
provide students with vital information on available majors and minors, degree requirements, course
descriptions, academic policies, and other topics that help students make timely progress toward their
degrees. Students are encouraged to review the catalog frequently. The college has moved to an online
“Smart Catalog” system that is reviewed and updated annually, giving students easy access to accurate
information. Clear links to the Undergraduate and Graduate catalogs can be found under the
“Academics” tab on the Buffalo State home page and on the “MyBuffState” portal for current students
(6.2.8) portal for current students. The catalogs are robust and easy to use. Complete versions are
available for download or printing, or sections can be viewed or printed individually. Academic majors
are listed with links to detailed degree requirements, and required courses are linked to their respective
course descriptions. Archives of past catalogs are provided as well, which are important for transfer or
readmitted students who may be following an earlier set of degree requirements.
6.2.3 Access to Degree and Graduation Information: The college provides a variety of other online
resources to inform students of course information and degree requirements. Links to student
technology and support services, academics, and advisement are available from the “MyBuffState”
portal. Links specific to degree and graduation information include the following:




Course listings (6.2.9), providing detailed course schedules for upcoming academic semesters
and special sessions.
Intellectual Foundations website (6.2.10), providing a detailed description of Intellectual
Foundations (IF) requirements, along with IF course listings under each category and links to
course descriptions.
The Registrar’s website (6.2.11), providing a separate “graduation preparation” web page
(6.2.12) that lists procedures and documents needed to apply for graduation. This site also
includes the link “Top 10 Reasons Students Do Not Graduate” (6.2.13), a useful summary of
common deficiencies noted in recent applications for graduation.

Each academic department (6.2.14) at Buffalo State maintains its own website containing detailed
information and advice for students. In addition to course descriptions and degree requirements,
departmental websites often contain program-specific documents to help students plan their schedules
and choose courses. For example, the Chemistry Department website (6.2.15 a.) includes degree
templates (6.2.15 b.) that list suggested course loads for each semester for a student’s freshman
through senior years; the Biology Department website (6.2.16 a.) includes a “course rotation” document
(6.1.16 b.) that lists expected required and elective course offerings for the next three to four years.
These academic degree roadmaps (6.1.17) are available for all major programs.
Degree Navigator (DN) (6.2.18) (login using Buffalo State Username and Password, then with
"staff" "staff") is Buffalo State’s online degree audit system for tracking students’ progress toward degree
requirements and graduation. Students and advisers can view a list of all courses completed and in
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progress. They can explore alternative majors, creating “What If” reports that compare a student’s
completed coursework to the requirements for other majors. DN displays convenient links to
departmental websites and Intellectual Foundations (general education) requirements. DN provides
student transcripts of courses and grades (courses taken at Buffalo State or transferred from another
institution) and snapshots of progress toward meeting degree requirements.
Although DN can provide a current picture of deficiencies or unmet requirements, it cannot
provide detailed recommendations to students regarding the best way to remove these deficiencies. For
example, DN may indicate that a student requires one additional “writing intensive” course to meet the
college’s requirement, but it cannot recommend specific writing-intensive courses for the student based
on current course offerings, the student’s proposed schedule, or previous coursework.
To address this limitation, the college is moving to a SUNY-wide program, DegreeWorks by
SunGard, which provides web-based academic advising, degree audit, and transfer articulation functions
that integrate with Banner, the student registration and information software currently in use at Buffalo
State. DegreeWorks provides standard student audit functions as well as a planning tool that allows
students to create personalized semester-by-semester academic plans that can be linked to templates
provided by their departments. Using a uniform program across SUNY will also allow for smoother
transfers between institutions. Students will benefit from more robust online advisement tools that
complement individual academic advising.
Section 3
Standard #7: Institutional Assessment

Standard #7: Institutional Assessment
Introduction
In recent years, assessment at Buffalo State has become a sustained and thorough conversation and a
way for the institution to take a hard look at itself through its Strategic Plan, mission and vision, and
overall effectiveness. In raising difficult questions, institutional assessment serves as a guide to finding
answers and improving programs and services. One outcome of this process is a trend toward
comprehensive institutional dashboards that support the Buffalo State mission and lend to institutional
transparency and accountability. This report is a part and reflection of that ongoing conversation.
Buffalo State collects many kinds of data about its performance and that of its constituents, but every
component of institutional effectiveness emerges from the Buffalo State Mission and aligns with the
Strategic Plan, which in turn is aligned with the SUNY Strategic Plan. As institutional assessment affects
all areas across campus, including student learning, this section highlights the major areas of
institutional operations: Finance and Management, Student Affairs, Academic Affairs, Equity and
Campus Diversity, Information Services and Systems, and Institutional Advancement. Buffalo State’s
assessment plan (Appendix D.1) illustrates and supports the role of institutional assessment and shows
how process informs operations and decision making in every program and at every level, as illustrated
in Appendix D.2 (Institutional Assessment and Improvement).

RQ 7.1: What is the role of institutional assessment, and how does the process inform Buffalo
State’s operations and decision making?
The stated purpose of assessment at Buffalo State is twofold: to ensure effectiveness and to foster
improvement through a cycle of assessment that occurs in all programs and units within the context of
external and internal constraints. Institutional effectiveness is tracked through “performance metrics”
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and includes benchmarking, and cohort and longitudinal analyses of assessment results (Appendix D.3).
Assessment results are used for improving programs, services, and the institution as a whole. Surveys of
student satisfaction and engagement allow all stakeholders to be aware of and respond to how well the
institution is meeting its goals, objectives, and mission overall. These data are published on the college’s
assessment website, which contains the institutional assessment plan, academic assessment plan
(7.1.1), dashboard for Intellectual Foundations (7.1.2), and reports on survey data (7.1.3 SUNY Student
Opinion Survey (SOS) - 2006, 2009, and 2012). The Assessment Matters newsletter (7.1.4 Fall 2011,
Spring 2012 and Fall 2012) is distributed to all campus constituents. In addition, learning outcomes
(Collegiate Learning Assessment 7.1.5) and engagement (National Survey of Student Engagement
reports (7.1.6) - 2006, 2008, 2012)data are available through the Voluntary System of Accountability
(VSA) (7.1.7) found on Buffalo State’s home page (7.1.8 College Portrait). Program assessment is
conducted in cycles that vary from five to eight years, depending on external and internal forces (e.g.,
disciplinary accreditors). These cycles of assessment include defining learning outcomes and unit goals,
mapping outcomes and goals as they are met, and developing strategies to assess achievement of the
outcomes and goals. They also include processes for gathering and analyzing assessment evidence and
for sharing assessment results and implementing improvements as needed. It is recognized that
environmental forces may influence assessment and evidence-based improvements. Examples are
changes in funding, policies, and personnel, which may impede some activities.
Assessment evidence is used in several ways: faculty use evidence to update and improve
curricula, in content and pedagogy; degree programs use data in periodic program reviews and ongoing
curriculum development to ensure the program outcomes for student learning are being met and
improved; schools use the information to set priorities for resource allocation and to monitor the
contribution of degree programs to the college mission and goals; professional staff use the evidence to
modify existing services or to create new approaches for delivering services to students; administrators
use the information to assess the quality of the degree programs and support services provided to
students and the effectiveness of the college in carrying out its mission.
The Strategic Plan, Buffalo State’s framework for future development, guides decisions
within the college. The Strategic Plan, which incorporates information and ideas contributed by all
stakeholders, describes several strategic directions and related objectives and action plans to help
accomplish institutional goals. Initiatives within a specific direction constitute the framework for
actions, and the College Planning Council (CPC) (7.1.9) prioritizes and identifies further courses of
action. Ultimately, goals are established through cycles of assessment, planning, and action, and the
college’s success is measured by simple, sustainable, effective processes that close the loop on these
established goals.
At all levels, planning and assessment are aligned with and flow from the mission and vision.
Beginning with President Podolefsky and the CPC, people from across the institution are responsible
for planning, assessment, and implementation in all areas of institutional operations. Although
assessment is a collegewide function overseen by the president, assessment and accountability are
primary functions of the President’s Cabinet (7.1.10), including the vice president for student affairs
(7.1.11), the provost and vice president for academic affairs (7.1.12), the vice president for finance
and management (7.1.13), and the vice president for institutional advancement (7.1.14), as well as
the chief information officer (Information Services and Systems) (7.1.15) and chief diversity officer
(Equity and Campus Diversity (7.1.16)). The plans for each area, which are made available on the
College Planning Council (CPC) website (7.1.17), set the overall institutional objectives and are
instrumental in assessing and ensuring institutional effectiveness.
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Buffalo State’s institutional assessment structure feeds information from programs, offices,
departments, and committees to groups or individuals responsible for oversight at the unit level
(Academic Affairs, Advancement, etc.) and from there to a College Planning Council.8
Communicating Goals and Institutional Effectiveness: Measures of effectiveness and metrics, such as
enrollment, graduation, and retention rates, are tracked and shared with administrative groups and
made available on the college’s planning and institutional research web pages as well as on the Strategic
Plan Dashboard (7.1.18). Performance metrics (Appendix D.3) track collegewide data to inform decision
making at the cabinet level, and assessment results at the institutional and program levels are
disseminated to the larger campus community and public through presentations, newsletters, reports,
and web pages to promote discussion and action.
The results of department- and program-level assessment and studies of institutional
effectiveness are intended primarily for internal consumption, based on the premise agreed to and
included in assessment guidelines that the primary purpose of assessment is improvement. The results
and uses of assessment are discussed within departments and shared with deans, area supervisors, and
vice presidents through the annual report.
The Academic Affairs assessment website provides open access to a range of institutional
assessment documents, which are disseminated to relevant college units: data reports, newsletters,
operating principles, plans, dashboards, and major program assessment schedules. The site also acts as
a clearinghouse for assessment materials.
7.1.1 Structure of Institutional Assessment: Assessment at Buffalo State is aligned with and flows from
the SUNY Strategic Plan (see Appendix C). Two offices support assessment and effectiveness across the
campus: the Institutional Research Office and the Assessment and Curriculum Office.
The Institutional Research Office (7.1.19) provides information to the college that supports and
tracks institutional planning and decision-making processes, and facilitates the reporting requirements
of the college. The mission of the office aligns directly with the Buffalo State mission. In order for the
college to “pursue knowledge, truth, and excellence” and to enhance “its position as a comprehensive
educational institution,” institutional leaders must have access to timely, accurate, and comprehensive
information and data about students, staff, and programs for planning, policy formation, and decision
making. The Institutional Research Office is dedicated to providing such information to all members of
the Buffalo State community. In July 2012, the Institutional Research Office began reporting to the
provost. This reorganization supports the development of a cohesive unit consisting of the offices of
Assessment and Curriculum, Institutional Research, and the NCATE/TaskStream coordinator to address
Buffalo State’s needs for data, information, analysis, survey administration, assessment, strategic
planning, and institutional effectiveness.
The Assessment and Curriculum Office (7.1.20) reports to the provost and works with a
broad range of college committees, deans, chairs, directors, administrators, and faculty and staff
members to coordinate assessment initiatives and oversee accreditation, curriculum, and program
review. It serves as a clearinghouse for information about assessment planning, data gathering, and
analysis as well as for curricular review and planning related to the assessment findings. The AVP-AC
works closely with the Academic Council, the College Senate Curriculum Committee (7.1.21), the
Student Affairs assessment committee, the SUNY Vice Chancellor for Academic Programs and
Assessment and Vice Provost (7.1.22) in charge of system-wide assessment initiatives, and the
Assessment Advisory Board. The AVP-AC is also the college’s accreditation liaison officer for MSCHE.
The Assessment and Curriculum Office collects and manages data for academic assessment from
8

See Assessment Plan Graphic (Appendix D.1).
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collegewide surveys and assessments such as the CLA, updates the institutional dashboards for the
Strategic Plan and Intellectual Foundations, and disseminates results and reports through a series of
presentations to the college community and the Assessment Matters newsletter.
The College Senate (7.1.23) shares responsibility for curricular and program assessment
primarily through the Curriculum Committee, which recommends all significant curricular and
Intellectual Foundations program changes. All courses and programs are specifically reviewed for stated
learning outcomes and assessment of those outcomes. The Senate, as a legislative body of
representatives, is also responsible for review and assessment of college policies and procedures, and
for making recommendations on such matters to the president. A recent example of the Senate’s key
role in institutional assessment is the expansive review of the college’s Intellectual Foundations (IF)
(7.1.24) general education requirements. The Senate charged a subcommittee (SIFOC 7.1.25) to assess
the effectiveness of the IF program established in 2006. The committee, composed of stakeholders from
the faculty and staff ranks, reviewed all existing assessment results, surveyed constituents, and engaged
external evaluators to review the program (7.1.26). In spring 2012, SIFOC submitted a comprehensive
revision of general education to the Curriculum Committee, which then proposed several alternatives
for consideration by the campus community. In May, the Senate agreed to recommend the structure of
a new general education program.
7.1.2 Data Gathering and Reporting Instruments: The two assessment offices assess objectives
identified in the College Mission, Vision (7.1.27), and Strategic Plan (7.1.28). The Strategic Plan is
developed through and informed by the results of a dialogue with stakeholders over an extended time,
and is informed by a number of significant data-gathering instruments. Among the most important of
these are the SUNY Student Opinion Survey (SOS), the National Study of Student Engagement (NSSE),
the Common Data Set (7.1.29), the Consortium for Student Retention Data Exchange (CSRDE)(7.1.30),
the College Learning Assessment (CLA), and the Cooperative Institutional Research Program Freshman
Survey (CIRP)(7.1.31).9 Results from these surveys allow Buffalo State to benchmark with peer
institutions, assess the institution’s effectiveness, and act accordingly. Results are disseminated through
annual reports, the college’s VSA Portrait, and many publications across campus.
The SUNY Student Opinion Survey (SOS) is a SUNY-wide satisfaction survey that informs each
campus about the status of academic, student, and administrative programs, services, and facilities as
perceived by undergraduate students; it also allows individual campuses to compare their results with
those from campus sector results. (For example, Buffalo State can compare its results with those of the
other four-year SUNY comprehensives.) This information is used by directors and staff to identify areas
that need attention or further analysis. The SOS also identifies areas that are meeting or exceeding
expectations. As this survey is completed every three years, the campus can track the impact of changes
made.
The Beginning College Survey of Student Engagement (BCSSE) (7.1.32) Institutional Report 2011
highlights important characteristics related to the incoming first-year class. Until 2011, the CIRP was
administered to incoming freshmen, but with reliance on the NSSE, the college decided to switch to the
BCSSE so it would better align. The BCSSE establishes a baseline regarding student gender, firstgeneration status, and academic background and habits. It also looks at first-year students’
extracurricular and work experiences and provides a general overview of incoming first-year student
academic characteristics.
The National Study of Student Engagement (NSSE) is administered every three years to
samples of first-year and senior students about the nature and quality of their undergraduate
experience. Since its inception, nearly 1,400 baccalaureate-granting colleges and universities in the
9

CIRP was replaced by the BCSSE in 2011 to align more directly with NSSE.
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United States and Canada have used NSSE to measure the extent to which students engage in
effective educational practices that are empirically linked with learning and personal development.
NSSE is used by faculty administrators, researchers, and others for institutional improvement,
accountability and related purposes. NSSE results provide the framework for Strategic Direction 1 of
the 2009–2013 Strategic Plan. SUNY as a system also participates in the NSSE, which provides
benchmarking opportunities.
The Common Data Set (CDS) provides a variety of statistical information that is used for
institutional reporting. These data are collected annually and reported on the Institutional Research
website.
The Consortium for Student Retention Data Exchange (CSRDE) focuses on the retention and
graduation rates of entering baccalaureate degree-seeking freshman cohorts from fall 2000 through
fall 2009. The CSRDE report provides an opportunity to benchmark with other public Master’s I
institutions (Buffalo State), and more specifically, peer institutions as designated by Buffalo State.
Buffalo State has used CSRDE data to benchmark retention and graduation rates for the past 10
years.
The Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA) is an initiative of the Council for Aid to Education.
The CLA offers a value-added, constructed-response approach to the assessment of higher-order
skills, such as critical thinking and written communication. This approach allows Buffalo State to
compare its student learning results on the CLA with learning results at similarly selective institutions.
The CLA helps Buffalo State follow a continuous improvement model that positions faculty as central
actors in the link between assessment and teaching and learning. The CLA has provided valuable
assessment information to the College Writing Program and the critical thinking component of IF and
academic departments as it assesses freshman and senior abilities.
The LibQUAL survey (7.1.33) allows E. H. Butler Library to solicit, track, and understand users’
opinions of service quality. The results from this survey are used to benchmark with
comprehensive institutions nationwide as well as with SUNY and New York State comprehensives.
Several innovations have been implemented in the library in response to the LibQual survey
results.
Table 7.1 Buffalo State: Institutional Effectiveness Activities
Activity

’06-07

SOS

X

’07-08

’08-09

’09-10

’10-11

X
X

NSSE

X

FSSE

X

CSRDE

X

LibQUAL

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

ACT Advising Survey

’12-13
X

BCSSE

Alumni Surveys

’11-12

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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CIRP

X

X

CLA

X

VSA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Course Evaluations

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Annual Reports

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Buffalo State Annual Report

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

CDS

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

R*
X

X

R* Replaced by BCSSE
Department- and Program-Level Assessment
Each academic (7.1.34 undergraduate and graduate) and non-academic department has developed an
assessment plan that incorporates standards and intended outcomes to help direct its activities. These
are submitted to the schools in a five-year cycle. At the departmental and instructional level, faculty
members are charged with assessing courses, programs, and classroom practice. Each faculty and staff
member submits an annual performance report. These data and progress reports and the departments’
program assessments are submitted to the schools in the form of the departments’ annual reports
(7.1.35). In the aggregate, these reports form a comprehensive view of the academic schools in the
college’s annual report. The Schools of Arts and Humanities, Education, Natural and Social Sciences, and
the Professions collect departmental annual reports and five-year self-studies and meet regularly with
department chairs to discuss and review program goals and outcomes assessment. At the vice
presidential level, the results of assessment activities are collected, analyzed, and disseminated by the
Assessment and Curriculum Office, through the college annual report, and through other reporting
formats. In addition, program- and department-level assessment activities are presented to immediate
constituents, supervisors, and the Assessment and Curriculum Office. College statistics are shared with
SUNY System Administration, as well as state and federal agencies. Further details about Buffalo State’s
academic program and unit assessment processes are provided in the Buffalo State Assessment Plan
2008–2013.
7.1.3 Finance and Management
The division of Finance and Management is charged with fiduciary responsibility for institutional
financial management, as well as the administration of facilities and services designed to maintain a
safe, functional, and productive environment for students, staff, and visitors. Measurement of
institutional effectiveness of this area as a whole is largely the sum of its parts. Functional
responsibilities between and among the service managers and departments that constitute this
executive area are varied and often mandated by entities external to the campus (federal, state, SUNY).
In such instances, there are express definitions for compliance and reporting. Reporting provides the
frame of reference against which performance can be evaluated and subsequent determinations made
concerning any appropriate revisions to process, policy, goals, or objectives.
For those departments where performance outcomes are not specified, evaluated, or even
necessarily known by external entities, campus-specific metrics have been developed for assessment. As
service providers to the entire campus, many of the operational units within Finance and Management
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measure a component of performance in counts or amounts. This may include the number of service
contacts or transaction volume (e.g., number of police or service calls, permits issued, motorists
assisted, appointments processed, events staged or staffed, dollars generated, or items purchased),
(Office of Finance and Management Critical Benchmarks (7.1.36)) as well as quality of the individual
experience.
Financial processes and plans are developed with a focus on financial viability, whether selfsufficient or revenue-generating, sensitive to an appropriate balance between program requirements
and revenue sources. In both periodic and year-end reviews, increased attention is given to those
outcomes that vary from the comparative norm or benchmark. Positive results are examined in an
appropriate context, just as negative results are scrutinized with the aim toward future improvement.
The overarching goal in all instances is to ensure that division performance satisfies both
external entity requirements (laws, rules, and regulations) as well as those of Buffalo State. Through use
of regular and reflective assessments, the division strives to improve its level of overall performance
through increased efficiencies and effective deployment of financial and human resources.
Comparative assessments are performed annually if not more frequently, predicated on the
given cycle of reporting and feedback periods. On behalf of their respective areas, senior staff members
reporting to the vice president for finance and management issue written annual reports for the year
completed, coupled with updated goals and objectives for the current year. This evaluative process
allows for full review within the division; a comprehensive critique that occurs at both the department
and division levels improves the integration of action plans in order to achieve better results.
Standardized procedures and reporting, in conjunction with constituent forums established for
inclusive input and communications where appropriate, provide a continuing framework for analysis and
review of activities going forward.
The following list illustrates types of assessment methods for departments and services within Finance
and Management:


The University Police Department (7.1.37) is accredited through the New York State Law
Enforcement Accreditation Program, under the auspices of the New York State Division of
Criminal Justice Services. Accreditation is based on 133 standards; at the time of accreditation,
Buffalo State was one of six SUNY Police Departments to achieve this status.



The Facilities Master Plan (7.1.38) documents the results of a multiphase, multiyear planning
process to guide the construction (7.1.39) and renovation of academic and administrative
buildings across the campus. This activity is broad based and communicated widely to campus
and community constituents. An integral component of the planning process, Buffalo State’s
Facilities Planning Office assesses facilities‐related issues through ongoing data collection,
audits, and system inspections. This manifests as a Building Condition Assessment Survey
(7.1.40), which evaluates all nonresidential buildings in 29 categories.



Requirements of external entities (e.g., NYS Division of the Budget, NYS Office of the State
Comptroller, SUNY Budget Office, and SUNY Controller’s Office) include initial and periodic
operational plans, as well as annual reports and periodic audits, on sources and uses of funds.
Initial documents present institutional plans for uses of funds; quarterly financial reviews,
audits, year-end statements, and final reports serve as assessment tools at important junctures
in the cycle. Campus offices primarily engaged in these plan development and reporting
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functions include those of the Comptroller, Budget (7.1.41), IFR and Recharge Accounting,
Accounts Payable and Travel Services, and Procurement Services (7.1.42).
Almost every service area in Finance and Management is similarly engaged in reporting efforts,
whether to SUNY at its request or as intermediary for external entities, or to institutional forums
at Buffalo State. In areas that serve students and/or campus staff directly, service assessment is
continual as feedback is assimilated into daily operations. Pivotal institutional service providers
in this capacity include Campus Services (7.1.43), the offices of Human Resource Management
and Payroll (7.1.44), Parking Services (7.1.45), Student Accounts (7.1.46), Events Management
(7.1.47), Transportation Services (7.1.48), and the Copy Center.


Additional institutional services are assessed through compliance efforts with New York statutes
such as the Freedom of Information Law (FOIL) (7.1.49) and the New York State Governmental
Accountability, Audit, and Internal Control Act. The latter mandates the existence of an internal
control program whose charge is to “promote performance leading to effective accomplishment
of objectives and goals, safeguard assets, check the accuracy and reliability of financial and
other key data, promote organizational efficiency and economy, and encourage adherence to
applicable laws, regulations, and prescribed managerial policies and practices.” These
parameters govern the institutional expectations against which assessments are conducted.
Annual activities are strengthened by guidance and leadership offered by an Internal Control
Steering Committee (7.1.50); audits are conducted for high-risk (7.1.51) or vulnerable programs;
and an annual certification (7.1.52) attests to the institutional actions taken not only to satisfy a
mandate but also to improve performance and increase the collective return on investment, in
both material and human resource terms.

Human Resources: Faculty, Staff, and Administrator Performance Reviews (Procedures)
Buffalo State conducts assessment for faculty and staff performance improvement in a variety of ways.
Professional Staff (United University Professions employees) receive regular performance reviews as
detailed in the Performance Evaluation and Professional Development System (PEPDS) (7.1.53);
guidelines for promotion of these employees is specified in the Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS)
Section VI:06:00 (7.1.54). Performance evaluations for CSEA, PBANYS, NYSCOPBA, and PEF staff are
conducted according to the terms of their respective collective bargaining agreements. Personnel
policies for faculty are detailed in DOPS (7.1.55) with specific policies for reappointment (7.1.56),
promotion (7.1.57), and reclassification (7.1.58) and guidelines for documentation of teaching
effectiveness (7.1.59). School-specific procedures guide preparation of documents in support of
reappointment and promotion. These policies and guidelines are in accordance with the governing
Policies of the SUNY Board of Trustees (7.1.60) regarding promotion (pp. 24–25). Pre-tenured faculty are
given a letter of expectations (or memorandum of understanding) that is generally completed by the
conclusion of the first semester of employment. The letter clarifies job expectations communicated
during the recruitment process, specifies the performance expectations to be met by the time the
faculty member reaches the next review, and provides the criteria that must be met for continuing
appointment (tenure) and promotion. The letter of expectations is collaboratively designed to bring
agreement and clarification among the candidate, department chair, department personnel committee
chair (where applicable), and dean. Sample letters of expectations (7.1.61) are posted online.
Faculty and professional staff in all divisions submit an individual information sheet (annual
report), which is used as the basis for assignment of discretionary salary increases (discretionary
increases 7.1.62). The individual information sheets are also used as the basis for annual reports,
particularly for academic departments and schools. Administrative offices may also use them as a
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component of departmental annual reporting but do consider them a component of employee
evaluation.
Management/Confidential (M/C) employees, totaling about 44, serve at the pleasure of the
president and largely represent executive management, including division executives, deans, and select
senior administrators. As such, their evaluations are linked substantially to the work performed by their
respective units, responsibilities as articulated in their job descriptions, and successful completion of any
ad hoc duties or responsibilities assigned during the year. Annual reports issued for their respective
units are primary evidence of accomplishments in support of expectations. Guidelines for evaluation of
the campus president (7.1.63) are found in DOPS. Evaluation of vice presidents is carried out using
procedures specified by the campus president. Campus deans are evaluated (7.1.64) according to
guidelines specified in DOPS, and in individual school bylaws: School of Natural and Social Sciences;
School of Arts and Humanities; School of the Professions; School of Education.
Duties and responsibilities of department chairs are specified in DOPS. Chairs are evaluated
(7.1.65) according to procedures specified in departmental bylaws or by past practice. The chain of
evaluations consists of recommendation on chair appointment or reappointment by the department to
the dean, then by the dean to the provost, and finally by the provost to the president. Department
chairs are appointed or reappointed by the president.
7.1.4 Academic Affairs
Educational Programs: Buffalo State’s first mission is to educate. Thus all other institutional activities
support and enrich the college’s educational programs (Standard 11.1). Buffalo State offers 103
undergraduate major programs, 67 undergraduate minor programs, 39 master’s degree programs, 19
postbaccalaureate programs leading to teaching certification, six graduate certificate programs, and two
certificate of advanced study programs. All programs and curricula are developed, implemented, and
consistently reviewed with the goal of alignment to the mission of the institution. Assessment takes
place at every program level. Instructors collect student course evaluations; departments require annual
faculty performance reports and department annual reports. The Schools of Arts and Humanities,
Natural and Social Sciences, Education, and the Professions provide comprehensive annual performance
reports to the Provost’s Office and the Assessment and Curriculum Office. In addition, programs carry
out assessment every three years, and SUNY mandates that unaccredited programs undertake five-year
self-studies. Buffalo State also is accredited by the Board of Regents, University of the State of New York.
In addition, 15 individual programs/units have also received accreditation from external professional
entities. These are discussed at length in Standard 11 (Educational Programs).
The Strategic Plan emphasizes student learning, scholarship, service to the community,
institutional distinctiveness, leadership, and governance. In spite of recent fiscal concerns, Buffalo State
is making strides in a number of areas, including inquiry-based and collaborative learning, co-curricular
experiences, (Dashboard 1.2, 1.3, 1.4), dramatically increased smart-room and wireless access and
online classes, and graduate degrees awarded. The six-year college retention rate remains fairly flat, and
the college is committed to raising it through a concerted effort to improve retention across the board
as outlined in Standard 11 (Retention and Graduation Rates (7.1.66)).
Faculty research, scholarship, and creative activities have trended upward since 2008. The
annual faculty and student Research and Creativity events celebrate individual and collaborative
scholarly and artistic production across the disciplines. In recent years, the college has hosted a number
of significant conferences such as “The Cross-Border Post-Keynesian Conference,” “Dear America! The
Italian Immigrant Experience in Buffalo,” “The Child and the Book Conference,” and “Transformations of
Populism in Europe and the United States.” The college has also created new innovative academic
programs, such as the Television and Film Arts and Writing majors, as well as the Anne Frank Project.
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Research Programs: Buffalo State values research for faculty and student development, for program
improvement, and to fulfill federal and state requirements. The bulk of research on campus is carried
out by faculty members in accordance with their academic interests and contractual obligations. These
activities are reported in individual annual reports and are essential for faculty development, promotion,
and tenure (see Standard 10.1.5). In addition, staff and student research and creative activities are
supported by the Research Foundation at Buffalo State (7.1.67), in conjunction with the Research and
Creativity Council and the Academic Affairs Office. Projects are showcased at annual student (7.1.68)
and faculty (7.1.69) Research and Creativity celebrations.
Research is one of three categorizes the college uses to gauge faculty effectiveness. Faculty
members report their research activities through the annual reporting process. Each department
determines and has a written policy regarding research expectations, including categorizing types of
presentations, grant development, and publications in journals and books. Those expectations are
calculated into determination of merit pay that is available most years. Faculty members are supported
in their work through travel awards, sabbaticals, incentive grants offered by the Provost’s Office and the
Research Foundation, and on occasion, reductions in teaching loads. Schools report the cumulative
research activity in their annual reports.
The Research Foundation at Buffalo State supports a range of research activities and assessment
and reporting tools. These include the Sponsored Program Activity Report (SPAR) and Key Financial
Indicators (KFI). These instruments provide the Research Foundation with a method to continually
assess and monitor its organizational financial goals particularly as they relate to the Research
Foundation for the State University of New York Strategic Plan.
Public Service
The college assesses students’ exposure to community service, service learning, or contributions to an
improved society in a number of ways. Annual reports provide information on the expenditures that are
dedicated to public service activities.
The Cooperative Institutional Research Program (CIRP) Entering Freshman Survey was
conducted every three years, examining the student population, their intentions, behaviors, and
perceptions, including community service work. CIRP has been replaced by BCSSE (Table 7.1).
The Buffalo State CHAMPS/Life Skills Program (7.1.70) engages student-athletes in service to
their campus and surrounding communities through leadership development, mentoring, and
community outreach activities. Programs and guest speakers are intended to contribute to students’
leaning, and the CHAMPS program conducts a program evaluation each year.
The Consortium: Residence Life Student Survey includes assessment of students’ levels of
participation in community service or service-learning projects.
Service learning has been a priority of the Strategic Plan, and campuswide efforts have indicated
that faculty and student involvement in service learning has been significantly increasing over the last
five years (Strategic Planning Dashboard).
In 2006 and 2008, the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) assessed the opinions of
freshmen and seniors regarding the distinctive strengths of the college. Students were asked if they had
participated in community-based projects as part of a course and if internships courses, communityservice options, and senior capstone courses provided opportunities to integrate and apply knowledge.
A large part of the current Strategic Plan is based on analysis of NSSE results.
The SUNY Student Opinion Survey reports the opportunity for students to participate in
community service. In 2009, the SOS expanded this area of inquiry to include the frequency a student
was involved in community-service opportunities. These surveys enable the college to compare results
with other SUNY colleges and the college’s rank at different times.
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7.1.5 Student Affairs
The Buffalo State Student Affairs Critical Benchmarks use a range of evaluative tools to gauge student
attitudes about services, facilities, academic support, relationships with administrative personnel and
offices, the learning environment, and a range of department-specific variables. These include student
learning outcomes, persistence and graduation rates, and a number of surveys and other assessment
tools. The SOS and the NSSE are the institution’s two primary means of measuring and tracking student
satisfaction and attitudes. These and other data inform planning and affect decisions at the institutional
and program levels.
The SOS measures student attitudes at Buffalo State and throughout SUNY about key areas,
creating a comprehensive benchmark for the campus’s results. At Buffalo State the results are
disseminated to all assessed units, including student and academic services, and provide guidance for
decisions at the administrative and unit levels.
The NSSE, a SUNY initiative, is administered triennially. It is constructed to represent “good
practices” in undergraduate education. The NSSE and SOS are designed to reflect behaviors by students
and institutions that are associated with desired outcomes of college success. While surveys don’t assess
student learning directly, they provide very important self-assessment results. They point to areas
where the college is performing well and aspects of the undergraduate experience that could be
improved.
Examples of how the vice president for student affairs uses local and national assessment data
in decision making:







Program Decisions
 Improvement, elimination, or creation of new programs in response to student
needs
 Adjustment of operational plans to better serve students
Personnel Decisions
 Adjustment of staffing levels to meet demand
 Salary discretionary awards
 Staff training
Facility Renovations
 Equipment purchasing
Decisions Informed by Benchmarking with National/SUNY Instruments

Buffalo State proceeds systematically in response to student and institutional needs as they are
indicated in assessment results. Student concerns about food service, dormitories and other facilities,
technology, and programming have led to significant change and plans for further improvement and
innovation well into the future. Characteristic of this time of transition, the college is also undergoing
significant construction and technological innovation. As noted in this report, Buffalo State has
developed a comprehensive approach to technology both on and off campus. This is evident in the
increasing availability of smart classrooms, campuswide wireless accessibility, and the growing number
of online and hybrid courses offered by highly trained faculty.10 The college has also responded to the
need for more flexible scheduling with increased summer offerings, and departments routinely add
sections of high-demand courses as the need arises. One highlight has been the move to more applied
opportunities, particularly through the newest graduate degree programs and increased support for
volunteer and service learning.
10

Note the college’s incentive and SUNY Learning Network programs.
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This work is ongoing, and Buffalo State is up to the challenge, striving to meet the needs of the
institution through a process of assessment, analysis, and action.
7.1.6 Equity and Diversity
The chief diversity officer serves on the President’s Cabinet, and the Equity and Campus Diversity Office
is the president’s official designee to ensure that the campus abides by all federal and state laws and
SUNY policies with regard to discrimination on the basis of race, sex, ethnicity, national origin, sexual
orientation, gender identity, religion, age, disability, or marital or veteran status.
The mission of the Equity and Campus Diversity Office is to ensure that the college community
understands and complies with both federal and state laws with respect to equal employment
opportunity and affirmative action. While equal employment opportunity is the law, affirmative action
and diversity issues require the college not only to provide access to employment and educational
programs but also to provide equitable opportunities to enhance success.
The primary goal of the Equity and Campus Diversity Office is to create a campus climate that is
favorable to the development of the human potential of all faculty, staff, administrators, and students.
To achieve this goal, the office has three major responsibilities: compliance, equity of services, and
diversity. The college seeks to maintain an environment that fosters access to quality public higher
education, quality teaching and learning, and respect for diversity and individual differences. The
affirmative action programs of the college have been adopted to ensure that no person encounters
discrimination based on race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age, national origin, disability,
or marital or veteran status in any employment action including recruitment, hiring, advancement,
promotion, compensation, or termination. In accordance with Executive Order 11246 (7.1.71) and
Revised Order 4, and the New York State Human Rights Law (7.1.72), Buffalo State reaffirms its
commitment to a program of affirmative action and equal employment opportunity.
Buffalo State produces an annual Affirmative Action Executive Summary (7.1.73) that gives
guidance on how the college meets the goal of recruiting, retaining, and advancing a diverse community
of administrators, faculty, and staff. Part one of the plan reports how the college policies and initiatives
are designed to help eliminate past and present discrimination based on race, ethnicity, religion, gender,
age, or national origin. The report reviews work force analyses, job group utilization, hiring patterns,
compensation, and promotions and advancement, discussing progress and need for improvement, and
it presents the affirmative action goals for the upcoming year. The report places special emphasis on
services for people with disabilities and military veterans.
7.1.7 Information Services and Systems
The Information Services and Systems (ISAS) office encompasses Computing and Technology Services
(7.1.74), E. H. Butler Library (7.1.75), and Instructional Resources (7.1.76). ISAS is governed by the ISAS
Board and the ISAS Advisory Council (7.1.77).11
The ISAS Board is responsible for setting campuswide strategic goals for technology by
delineating the vision and major directions that drive technology decisions.
The ISAS Advisory Council is responsible for providing guidance on campus priorities for
enterprise technology projects and support to align expenditure of precious resources with strategic
goals.
The Operational Plan for Technology includes attention to classroom technology, student access
to computer labs, a faculty and staff computer replacement cycle, and web-based and distance learning.
11

The internal ISAS Technology Governance site contains minutes from meetings as well as charters for the
governance bodies (campus login required).
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The chief information officer (CIO) is a member of the President’s Cabinet. The CIO solicits broad
input for policy recommendations and the prioritization of projects requiring resources through two
representative bodies: the ISAS Board and the ISAS Advisory Council (Strategic Directions 1, 2, and 5). In
its Operational Plan for Technology (7.1.78), ISAS sets out 47 goals in the following areas: Governance
and Policy, Physical Infrastructure, Networking Infrastructure, Software, Hardware, Services, Support,
and Organizational Development. Each of the 47 objectives12 aligns with the Strategic Plan, and
assessment is built into the process. The project request form on technology governance has recently
been modified to ask explicitly “Will this . . . have the intended outcome?” and “How will you know
when you’re done/successful.”
Staff performance programs are also tied to the Strategic Plan and align with the campus
strategy.13
7.1.8 Institutional Advancement
The Institutional Advancement Office works to support the mission of the college by securing
philanthropic and planned giving commitments, building campus partnerships, and raising community
awareness of the importance of supporting Buffalo State financially and otherwise. The office further
works to support the mission through developing and advancing the Buffalo State brand and raising the
institutional profile, as well as through supporting college facilities and infrastructure renovation and
development. The results of successful Institutional Advancement efforts have been apparent across
campus for several years through visible changes in the physical plant and grounds. Even more dramatic
is the summer of 2012 upgrading of a century-old infrastructure while building renovation and
construction is ongoing.
Infrastructure improvement is a key element of Buffalo State’s 2009–2013 Strategic Plan. To
promote student success, Buffalo State must prioritize the creation of physical spaces that support
academic and social activity. Buffalo State is well on its way to completing an impressive roster of capital
projects that will result in nearly $350 million of new structures and improvements to campus by 2015.
These projects will create state-of-the-art facilities for students, faculty, and staff while enhancing the
beauty of campus.
Buffalo State is embarking on its first comprehensive campaign, Transforming Lives: A Campaign
for Buffalo State. This historic $20 million fundraising initiative builds on the college’s long-established
strengths and provides a platform for future growth. Priorities for the Transforming Lives Campaign
include scholarship support; enhancing the student experience; enhancing the campus; excellence in
faculty teaching, research, and service; and annual support.
The public phase of the campaign was celebrated in September 2012, with the announcement
that $14.1 million of the goal had already been achieved.
Student Support: Buffalo State offers a wide array of financial aid and scholarship opportunities.
Three out of four students receive some form of financial aid, including awards based on achievement or
need, scholarships, grants, and loans. More than $1.1 million was provided in student support in 2009–
2010. Donations ensure that more hardworking and talented students are able to access Buffalo State’s
singular learning environment.
12

Goals 46 and 47 directly address the need to assess and improve all areas of ISAS:
Objective 46: Commit to studying and adapting best practices to improve services (SD 1, 2).
Objective 47: Participate in national assessment and benchmarking programs for instructional technology,
library, and computing (SD 2).

13

This is a recent innovation; data are not yet available.
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Institutional Reputation and Quality: Buffalo State is mindful of its reputation and quality.
While numerous points of institutional pride are in evidence, significant work must be done to continue
to advance the institution’s reputation and quality. The College Relations Office is responsible for image
and marketing, public and media relations, official web pages, and select publications. The office is
funded to create communication products such as recruitment and informational brochures; catalogs;
reports; websites; and radio, television, and print advertising.
College Relations also provides direct and consultative services to help campus departments and
offices meet their specific communication needs. Services include communication planning; media
strategies and pitches; publication coordination and production; website development and architecture;
public relations planning; and writing, editing, and graphic design.
The college is increasingly being recognized for its excellence and quality. Buffalo State was
named one of “America’s Public Colleges of Distinction” for 2012 and 2013, selected on the basis of four
attributes: Engaged Students, Great Teaching, Vibrant Communities, and Successful Outcomes. Buffalo
State was listed among the Chronicle of Higher Education’s “Great Colleges to Work For” (7.1.79) in 2011
and 2012, recognized for its exceptional teaching environment and collaborative governance. The
college was also awarded the “Military-Friendly School” (7.1.80) designation from G.I. Jobs for its
outstanding services for military veterans. Additional indicators of excellence include Buffalo State’s
placement in the Top Tier of Regional Universities of the North in U.S. News and World Report’s 2012
Best Colleges rankings (7.1.81), released in September 2011. Buffalo State ranked 102 (of 194) among all
institutions classified as Regional Universities in the North, and 32 (of 46) in the subcategory of regional
public universities in the north.
Recommendation 1: All cabinet-level departments will develop and publish a comprehensive planning
and assessment dashboard in support of the Strategic and Academic Plans.
Conclusion
The first step in effective institutional assessment is to establish benchmarks and set measurable goals.
Buffalo State has begun this process anew as it embarks on its next Strategic Plan. In addition, bringing
both the Assessment and Curriculum Office and the Institutional Research Office under the provost’s
purview will allow for a smooth flow of information between college administrative offices. As a result,
data gathering, assessment, and planning will be centralized and streamlined. The recommended
planning and assessment dashboard will add to the college’s transparency and provide access to a
comprehensive range of data.
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Section 4
Standard #8: Student Admissions and Retention
Standard #9: Student Support Services
Standard #10: Faculty

Standard #8: Student Admissions and Retention
Introduction
As a public urban institution, Buffalo State adheres to the dual principles of quality and access, applies
admissions policies equitably across all student populations, and ensures that sufficient support is
provided to retain students throughout their educational studies. Buffalo State’s mission and core values
call for the empowerment of “a diverse population of students” by providing “access to quality public
higher education” and “opportunity for individuals to realize their full potential.” Buffalo State is
genuinely committed to recruiting, admitting, and supporting students from a wide range of academic
backgrounds and varying levels of preparedness, and the college takes pride in its success. This section
draws from a variety of sources, including the Admissions Office, the Graduate School, Instructional
Resources, Student Support Services, and College Relations, to demonstrate that college admission and
retention policies meet the needs of this diverse student body.

RQ 8.1: Are admission goals sufficiently clear, realistic, and consistent with the institution’s
mission?
8.1.1 Enrollment Management Goals and Institutional Mission: Buffalo State’s Strategic Plan (8.1.1)
guides admission policies, stating that the institution will provide access to higher education through
enrollment of an appropriate number and mix of undergraduate students who can be served effectively
by Buffalo State programs and resources (Strategic Direction 1). Although Buffalo State maintains local
control of admission policies, the State University of New York (SUNY) Mission Review II (8.1.2) and the
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) negotiated with SUNY System Administration (8.1.3) guided
local enrollment targets from 2000 to 2010 using the college’s Mission, Vision, and Core Values (8.1.4) as
a foundation.
In 2011, Buffalo State established an internal Enrollment Steering Committee (ESC) to better
plan goals and targets moving forward. To ensure continuity, the ESC used many of the goals from the
MOU for fall 2011 and 2012 as it began to strategically develop a 2013–2017 Enrollment Management
plan. The EM plan aligned with 2014–2018 campuswide strategic planning efforts launched in November
2012.
The latest SUNY Enrollment Plan (8.1.5) identified Buffalo State enrollment targets for fall 2012
through fall 2016. Buffalo State fell short of the fall 2012 target of 11,515 by 259 students, enrolling just
11,256. The remaining four years of the SUNY plan call for a total enrollment of 11,500 students and an
Average Annual Full-Time Equivalent enrollment (AAFTE) of 9,413. Foremost for the ESC will be a
recommendation of new five-year targets given the 2012 shortfall.
In addition to total enrollment and AAFTE numbers, the EM plan calls for effective recruitment
practices that are aligned with the institution’s Strategic Plan and that ensure accessible educational
opportunities for all students. As SUNY’s only comprehensive urban college, Buffalo State is well suited
to recruit and serve a diverse student body, but like its fellow SUNY institutions, the college faces many
challenges in recruiting academically eligible students, particularly at this time of shifting demographics
and shrinking high school graduating classes in Western New York. Complicating matters, SUNY System
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Administration is introducing a new resource allocation model that could affect enrollment targets at
Buffalo State.
8.1.2 Freshman Enrollment: A partial measure of realistic enrollment targets is past success in meeting
institutional admissions goals. Admission and enrollment data from fall 2008 to fall 2012 suggest that
the institution was largely successful in meeting freshman enrollment targets. Over the five-year period,
freshman enrollment targets fluctuated from a low of 1,360 (2012) to a high of 1,540 (2009). Yet, with
the exception of 2009 and 2010 (during which there was a less than 1 percent deviation from targets),
enrollment goals were met. In addition, the academic profile of entering freshmen remained constant
(see Table 8.2 for additional information on undergraduate enrollment targets from 2008 to 2012).
The college works to fulfill its undergraduate mission by providing a variety of enrollment
programs that are either unique to Buffalo State (Nurturing Initiative and Achievement (NIA) Mentoring
Program (8.1.6)) or are common to SUNY (Educational Opportunity Program – EOP (8.1.7)). These
programs, as well as associated support systems, ensure that the college’s enrollment goals and
strategies are aligned with the institutional mission of providing accessible educational opportunities to
a wide-range of students. Buffalo State has focused on international markets to counter the decline in
its domestic freshman base as well as bring additional diversity to the learning environment. In 2011,
the college appointed a dedicated admissions counselor for international recruitment and joined an
initiative led by the SUNY Office of Global Affairs (8.1.8), which contracted with 36 agents throughout
the world to recruit students to SUNY. Finally, Enrollment Management is working with the dean of the
School of Arts and Humanities on an articulation agreement with the Beijing Film Academy in China
(8.1.9). These initiatives will continue with the goal of raising undergraduate international enrollments
from 175 in fall 2012 to 300 by fall 2016.
Table 8.2 Buffalo State Freshman Targets and Enrollment Profiles, 2008–2012
Year

Target
Headcount
Enrollment

Actual
Headcount
Enrollment

HS Avg.

Mean
SAT

Fall 2008

1,410

1,559

86.2

998

Fall 2009

1,540

1,530

86.6

1013

Fall 2010

1,495

1,490

86.4

1001

Fall 2011

1,370

1,435

85.4

980

Fall 2012

1,383

1,391

86.2

996

8.1.3 Transfer Enrollments: Buffalo State has traditionally welcomed transfer students from two-year
community colleges as well as four-year baccalaureate institutions. As local high school graduation rates
declined, increasing the number of transfer students had become key in maintaining robust enrollment
numbers; however, recent data on decreasing freshman enrollments at Buffalo State’s feeder
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institutions and subsequent difficulty in meeting its transfer targets in fall 2011 and 2012 have forced
the college to reexamine this strategy. Transfer targets and enrollment figures are informed by several
factors, including local and regional high school graduation rates, academic goals, and budgetary
contingencies. The ESC is currently looking at these factors to establish realistic targets for fall 2013 and
beyond. Initial data suggest the college should hold targets steady at around 1,300 until additional
pathways to Buffalo State can be established. Current strategies include updated articulation
agreements with feeder SUNY community colleges and the development of dual degree programs with
international institutions. Buffalo State established an English as a Second Language (ESL) program in
summer 2012 to provide an entry point for transfer students, freshmen, and new graduate students
who did not meet TOEFL requirements for matriculation.
Table 8.3: Transfer Enrollment 2008–2012
Enrollment 2008
New Transfer Students

1,185

2009

2010

2011

2012

1,408

1,323

1,386

1,293

8.1.4 Graduate Enrollments: Total new student enrollment in graduate programs (8.1.10) has fluctuated
only moderately over time (see Table 8.4). Graduate admissions targets are set in accordance with
overall admission goals and are approved by the president in consultation with the associate vice
president for enrollment management, the dean of the Graduate School (8.1.11), and the President’s
Cabinet (8.1.12). Reflecting a national decline in graduate enrollments in education disciplines, the
School of Education has seen a recent drop in graduate enrollment. The long-term outlook suggests that
institutions must continue to develop new education curricula as well as new graduate programs
outside of education to sustain overall graduate enrollments. In response, Buffalo State has acted to
implement new, innovative, high-demand graduate programs and is exploring new markets and
innovative ways to deliver programming.
Recent program offerings include Professional Applied and Computational Mathematics (M.S.),
Public Administration (M.P.A.), Museum Studies (M.A.), Science Education (M.S.Ed.), Students with
Disabilities 7–12 Generalist (M.S.Ed.), and Students with Disabilities 7–12 Subject Extensions (M.S.Ed.).
Programs currently undergoing approval include Great Lakes Environmental Science (M.A. and M.S.),
Mechanical Engineering Technology (M.S.), and Music Education (Mus.M.). In addition, the Graduate
School has initiated a conditional admission agreement with a group of Iraqi students who will attend
Jamestown Community College for English language proficiency skills training in fall 2012 and spring
2013 for enrollment at Buffalo State in fall 2013. Additional cohorts will enroll in the ESL program before
entry into a graduate program. Finally, Buffalo State is developing a 3+2 program agreement with
Capital Normal University (CNU) in Beijing, China. Students will earn a bachelor’s degree in three years
at CNU, followed by master’s degree at Buffalo State in two years.
Table 8.4 Graduate Admissions
Enrollment

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

New Graduate, Full Time
New Graduate, Part Time

235
267

242
201

233
231

250
208

222
213

8.1.5 Enrollment Summary: Across the three levels of initial enrollment at Buffalo State (freshman,
transfer, and graduate), the college seeks to create, implement, and articulate admission policies that
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are clear, succinct, and aligned with the institution’s mission. These policies are clearly informed by the
college’s Mission and Strategic Plan and by MSCHE guidelines. Recruitment strategies and policies will
continue to be firmly situated within the overall institutional mission of providing accessible educational
opportunities for students from a broad range of academic and economic backgrounds. Enrollment
trends will be evaluated, analyzed, and implemented when required. In view of widespread economic
difficulties, the committee suggests that Buffalo State explore the creation of a need-based scholarship
program to help deserving low-income students pursue a college degree.
Suggestion 1: Explore the creation of a need-based scholarship program.

RQ 8.2: How is Buffalo State positioned to handle anticipated demographic changes?
8.2.1 Enrollment Pressures, 2012–2016: As SUNY’s only comprehensive urban college, Buffalo State
faces unique challenges and opportunities as it seeks to maintain excellence in student recruitment,
retention, and support. Although information from the U.S. Census Bureau suggests that the population
of the state of New York grew 2.1 percent from 2000 to 2010, Erie County (Buffalo’s home county) lost
3.3 percent of its population during the same period. The city of Buffalo fared even worse, losing 10.7
percent of its population. Along with the overall decline in population, high school graduation rates in
Erie and Niagara counties are projected to fall (8.2.1) by slightly over 10 percent by 2015. Almost 67
percent of Buffalo State’s current undergraduate enrollment comes from these two counties (8.2.2). As
the pool of potential students drops in Western New York, the college must look beyond the region to
meet long-term enrollment targets.
Buffalo State has targeted New York City, bordering states, and other countries as possible
recruitment grounds. Buffalo State’s new branding campaign, “Because of Buffalo State,” seeks to
strengthen the college’s image and broaden recruitment to nontraditional areas. As noted above, efforts
to recruit more broadly will be monitored over the next five years, with modifications in tactics and
strategies implemented as needed.
In addition to the new strategies in student recruitment mentioned under Research Question 1,
Buffalo State will seek to improve its retention and graduation rates (8.2.3).
8.2.2 Undergraduate Retention and Graduation: The six-year graduation rate of first-time freshman
entering Buffalo State in fall 2004 was 46.8 percent, an increase of more than 8 percentage points over
the class entering in fall 1999. As illustrated in Table 8.5, four- and five-year graduation rates have
consistently improved since 1999. Six-year graduation rates also trended higher during the same period,
but were prone to more fluctuation.
First-year retention rates have also fluctuated over the past decade, ranging from a low of 70.5
percent to a high of 77.9 percent. The most recent data show that the current rate for the 2011 entering
freshman class is 74.4 percent.
An analysis of Buffalo State graduation and retention rates, compared with peer institutions
from the Consortium for Student Retention Data Exchange (CSRDE) (8.2.4 – 2006-07, 2007-08, 2008-09,
2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12) suggests that the institution falls just slightly short of peer averages. Buffalo
State’s six-year graduation rate is only slightly lower, at 46.8 percent (2005 student cohort), than the
average of identified peer institutions (47.8 percent). Buffalo State’s first-year retention rate (2011
entering freshman class) is 74.4 percent, slightly under the 75.3 percent average of identified peer
institutions.
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Table 8.5 Undergraduate Retention and Graduation (1999–2011)

Year

Number

First Fall
to Spring

First Fall
to Second
Fall

First Fall
to Third
Fall

4 Years

5 Years

6 Years

1999

1,192

87.5%

71.9%

58.3%

14.9%

33.1%

38.5%

2000

1,278

90.4%

77.0%

62.0%

14.3%

36.2%

43.6%

2001

1,327

90.8%

74.8%

58.2%

14.5%

36.9%

43.4%

2002

1,297

89.5%

70.5%

57.9%

15.7%

39.2%

42.2%

2003

1,346

91.2%

77.9%

63.7%

20.7%

42.3%

48.1%

2004

1,314

90.7%

75.2%

62.4%

21.8%

40.0%

46.8%

2005

1,180

91.2%

76.3%

62.5%

22.8%

42.5%

46.8%

2006

1,400

90.4%

75.6%

63.1%

22.3%

44.1%

48.1%

2007

1,390

90.9%

77.7%

64.2%

24.8%

46.1%

2008

1,507

87.4%

72.2%

57.3%

22.6%

2009

1,517

89.4%

74.7%

62.8%

2010

1,467

91.2%

76.0%

62.1%

2011

1,404

90.1%

74.4%

8.2.3 Transfer Retention and Graduation: Buffalo State maintains data on initial transfer student
success as well as long-term graduation rates of transfer students. The first- to second-year retention
rate for new transfers over the past five years has gone from a low of 77.1 percent to a high of 78.8
percent. Four-year graduation rates over the same period have gone from a low of 55.3 percent to a
high of 59.4 percent. The institution’s goal to maintain previous years’ retention and graduation rate
levels has been successful despite minor fluctuations.
8.2.4 Graduate Retention and Graduation: Buffalo State maintains data on graduate student retention
and three-year graduation rates. First- to second-year retention rates for full-time graduate students
rose from a low of 84.2 percent to a high of 88.0 percent over the past five years. Retention rates for
part-time students over the same period rose from 69.8 percent to 73.6 percent. Three-year graduation
rates rose from 58.2 percent to 72.6 percent for full-time graduate students, and from 34.4 percent to
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43.4 percent for part-time students. These data indicate that over time, both first- and second-year
retention rates and three-year graduation rates have increased.
8.2.5 Undergraduate, Transfer, and Graduate Retention: Although overall graduation and retention
rates for all sections of enrollment (undergraduate, transfer, and graduate) compare favorably to the
peer institutions, Buffalo State is committed to improving these rates. The Retention Work Group, a
newly instituted task force charged with establishing retention and graduation guidelines, adopted
MAP-Works, a software program that helps identify student needs and create intervention programs
aimed at increasing retention and graduation rates. After initial implementation of the program, firstyear retention rates rose slightly; however, no data are currently available to determine whether the
increase was due to MAP-Works.
Suggestion 2: Achieve increased participation with MAP-Works to better understand the factors
contributing to attrition.
The College Planning Council (CPC) has established a first- to second-year retention target of 80
percent (8.2.5), and the institution continues to evaluate and implement policies and programs to
achieve this goal for incoming students. Buffalo State will continue to assess these policies, programs,
and newly created departments to provide more accurate information on the effectiveness of retention
programs.

Standard #9: Student Support Services
Introduction
Buffalo State recognizes that a quality, rigorous learning experience engages students both in and out of
the classroom to help them realize their aspirations and transform their lives. The college offers a caring
academic environment where each individual is valued. Several programs outside the classroom are
designed to promote success, safety, and a caring environment for all students. These include
administrative services such as Financial Aid and the Registrar’s Office, as well as services to help
students adjust to college and have the most fulfilling, healthful, and safe experience at Buffalo State.
These include Orientation, the Career Development Center, Intercollegiate Athletics, the Veteran and
Military Services Office, and a number of other services under the Student Affairs developmental
cluster. Student support services areas use assessment data to effect programmatic change, illustrate
their impact on the student body, and look to the future.

RQ 9.1: Have changes in student support services implemented over the past five years
achieved intended outcomes?
Multiple assessment tools are used to measure the success of college offices charged with providing
student support services. All student support offices are represented among questions in the SUNY
Student Opinion Survey (SOS) (9.1.1 – 2006 , 2009, 2012) administered by SUNY every three years. In
addition, the Vice President for Student Affairs Office (9.1.2) periodically convenes student stakeholder
forums to obtain qualitative focus-group data, which supplements survey data through the voices of
individual students. The most recent Student Stakeholder Forum (9.1.3a) (9.1.3b, see p.46) was held in
spring 2008. Other data sources used by student services offices include department-developed survey
instruments, external site visit and accreditation reports (9.1.4), the American College Health
Association’s National College Health Assessment (9.1.5a) (9.1.5b), and the Campus Safety Forum
(9.1.6a) safety survey (9.1.6b). These tools inform improvement efforts in a number of key student
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support areas. For this report, services are presented under three general headings: (1) Serving
Students, (2) Life on Campus, and (3) Student Affairs Developmental Cluster. In each area, the college’s
goal is to support and enhance student success.
9.1.1 Serving Students
While the college recognizes the importance of the academic and social lives of students, student
success could not be achieved without a range of professional and administrative services. Each engages
in ongoing assessment and review, both through the college and through student satisfaction surveys. In
recent years, the Financial Aid Office and Weigel Health Center have placed at or near the top of the
rankings for student satisfaction among the 12 SUNY comprehensive colleges, while the Career
Development Center and the Registrar’s Office have ranked second (2012 SOS).
Over the past several years, Buffalo State’s Financial Aid Office (9.1.7) has responded quickly
and vigorously to student concerns. For example, in response to a 2009 customer satisfaction survey
(9.1.8) – 2010, 2011, 2012) the director of financial aid formed an ad hoc committee to analyze survey
results and recommend immediate process improvements in accordance with preliminary findings:




Identify opportunities to provide enhanced quality customer service.
Streamline business procedures and operations to more accurately and efficiently process
financial aid.
Propose changes to support objectives defined in the annual Enrollment Management Strategic
Plan.

The office implemented several changes to improve service, including a system where all front
counter windows are open for service during peak traffic times. Financial Aid advisers generally respond
to e-mail inquiries within one hour of receipt. Advisers must also assist receptionists with telephone
calls when needed to reduce wait times in the call queue. Internal survey ratings (2010 and 2011)
improved with respect to window service and e-mail and telephone responsiveness. In addition,
automated and streamlined processes were implemented to generate financial aid award letters for
students within two to three days from receipt of a valid and completed FAFSA (Free Application for
Federal Student Aid). All these efforts for improvement were reflected in the SUNY SOS 2012 results,
which showed that the Financial Aid Office at Buffalo State was ranked No. 1 among all SUNY University
Colleges in student satisfaction. The college hopes to further improve service by implementing an
electronic scholarship application in the near future.
Over the past year, the office has worked to better inform students about internal and external
scholarship availability. In addition to updating the website each academic term (fall semester, January
Term, spring semester, and Summer Session), the program sends direct e-mails to students and has
established a presence on Facebook (9.1.9) and Twitter (9.1.10). The Financial Aid Office also
disseminates information about scholarship opportunities to academic advisers to use when advising
students. Lastly, the office is developing a financial literacy campaign that will contain a section on
applying for institutional scholarships.
The Registrar’s Office (9.1.11) has made significant improvements in recent years to better serve
students. The Banner student information system provides access to a range of information, including
college application and financial aid status, course availability, transfer information, and online
registration. As noted in Standard 6, DegreeWorks will replace Degree Navigator to provide students
with better tools for planning and succeeding in their chosen programs. The Registrar’s Office has also
made a concerted effort to encourage students to take at least 15 credits per semester, resulting in a
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nearly 12 percent increase since 2008 (9.1.12).14 Better access to information, smoother course
transferability, and a faster path to graduation have created a better educational experience for Buffalo
State students.
9.1.2 Life on Campus
Buffalo State is a community. Students are citizens of a kind of urban village that, in every aspect, is
meant to help them succeed. A number of support services directly affect students’ transition to college
and the quality of their life on campus, including Orientation, Intercollegiate Athletics, Residence Life,
and the Veteran and Military Services Office.
Orientation: The transition to campus life begins with a “First-Year Week of Welcome” (FYWOW)
orientation program (9.1.13), which was developed in response to the results of annual benchmarking
assessments (9.1.14 - 2008, 2009, 2010), focus groups, and recommendations of the Orientation
Steering Committee. The 2008 and 2009 benchmarking surveys indicated student dissatisfaction with
the former orientation process, including its timing and duration, its usefulness, and the registration
component. FYWOW aimed to communicate more effectively with incoming students, to bring them
into the Buffalo State community, and to reduce the financial burden on students attending with their
families. FYWOW includes social, academic, administrative, and cultural components, such as a
minicourse constructed within ANGEL (9.1.15) to familiarize students with the Buffalo State general
education program, a workshop designed to introduce key college-level skills, a day spent with the
faculty of their intended discipline, and other activities designed to help students integrate into life on
campus. Buffalo State also adopted a one-day transfer orientation (9.1.16) (Transfer Day of Welcome),
decoupled from advisement and registration, to provide transfer students with an orientation
experience closer to the start of the semester and allow them to become more engaged with their
faculty and the school.
The college is currently reviewing FYWOW. The most recent SOS indicated significant
dissatisfaction with the program, putting Buffalo State last among comprehensive colleges and well
below other institutions (SOS, 2012 (9.1.17)). The program assessment will identify problems with the
Week of Welcome orientation model and make changes where necessary to more effectively deliver
academic information that first-time freshmen and transfer students need and desire.
Recommendation 1: Carry out a review of the current student orientation program to determine why
the program has dropped in student satisfaction and address problems.
Intercollegiate Athletics: Buffalo State’s Intercollegiate Athletics (IA) program (9.1.18) is governed by
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) regulations and policies for Division III (D3) schools
(9.1.19). Buffalo State’s IA program promotes excellence and strives for national recognition in four key
areas: (1) providing opportunities for academic and athletic excellence for student-athletes, (2)
transforming lives through positive interaction with coaches and IA staff, (3) offering competitive
programs that challenge student-athletes to fulfill their athletic and academic potential, and (4)
improving the national reputation of the college and IA.
Buffalo State currently offers about 400 student-athletes (210 men, 190 women) the
opportunity to pursue athletic excellence in 16 sports.
Student-athletes at Buffalo State are subject to the same admission requirements as other
students but must maintain full-time status, grade point average minimums, and other NCAA-imposed
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requirements to maintain eligibility. IA employs a full-time eligibility officer to ensure compliance with
NCAA rules and policies.
To provide effective academic and personal advisement, the IA department implemented the
Challenging Athletes’ Minds for Personal Success (CHAMPS) (9.1.20) life skills program in 2008. Since
then, first- to second-year retention rates of student-athletes have remained high, averaging about 75
percent (9.1.28). Program evaluations have identified a few areas for improvement, but the overall
assessment is very positive, and the program will be continued.
In addition to academic and personal advising, IA remains responsive to the academic and
athletic needs of student-athletes. Following each season, all student-athletes are surveyed by the
athletics director (AD) to assess the needs of individual sports as well as the overall quality of the
facilities, advisement, equipment, and coaching. Information from these surveys helps determine
improvements in facilities, better options for meals and transportation for student-athletes, and access
to equipment for athletes and other students.
The IA department also created the Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC) (9.1.21), an
advisory body with two representatives from each sport. This group meets four times a semester to
discuss concerns and to make recommendations to the AD. Input from this student-led committee
demonstrated the need to redesign the IA website and to more effectively promote women’s sports, for
example.
Reponses to student feedback from the general student population have resulted in increased
hours of operation for the fitness center, weight rooms, and other recreational facilities. These facilities
provide health and recreation benefits directly to the general college community, and competitive
Intercollegiate Athletics are an important part of the fabric of campus life and the college experience for
all members of the campus community.
Residence Halls: Although Buffalo State has traditionally catered to a large commuter population, an
increasing number of students are choosing to live on campus. Between 2008 and 2010, dormitory
occupancy exceeded recommended capacity by 17 percent. To accommodate demand, a significant
number of double-occupancy rooms were converted into triples, yet it was still necessary to house some
students in off-campus hotels. Overcrowding subsided in fall 2011 with the opening of the new Student
Apartment Complex (STAC); however, even with the addition of STAC’s 500 beds, occupancy remains at
maximum, with waiting lists of almost 250 students.
The College Council approved plans to renovate an existing dormitory (Tower 4) to update
mechanical systems and reflect contemporary student needs. The remaining three tower complexes will
be renovated over the next five to 10 years, but surveys have indicated that more residence halls are
needed (dormitory renovation plans 9.1.22). With the addition of a 400- to 450-bed complex, Buffalo
State could house more than 2,900 students or 30 percent of the undergraduate population. While the
college remains largely a commuter campus, the addition of new residence facilities provides new
opportunities for engaging new learning experiences within the residential environment; consequently,
additional student housing is currently being explored.
Veteran and Military Services: Many new students are military veterans. The Continuing Professional
Studies (CPS) Office (9.1.23), in collaboration with the Registrar’s Office, has developed a welcoming
environment for veterans and their families, and Buffalo State has been recognized by G.I. Jobs as a
“Military-Friendly” College (9.1.24). In response to the new Post-911 GI Bill (9.1.25), CPS recognized the
need for a dedicated support office for veterans returning to college. The Veteran and Military Services
Office (9.1.26) officially opened in summer 2009, and it merged with the Veterans Certification Office
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(9.1.27) in spring 2010. Since the office opened, enrollment of military veterans and their family
members is estimated to have increased by more than three times the previous levels.15
9.1.3 Student Affairs Developmental Cluster
The departments under the dean of students’ area are identified as the “developmental cluster” of the
Student Affairs area. These include the Career Development Center, the Counseling Center, the
Disability Services Office, Weigel Health Center, and the offices of the Dean of Students and Student
Judicial Affairs. Each area publishes department goals in their respective annual reports, and all six are
guided by the following critical benchmark indicators:
1. Student Satisfaction – with services, facilities, and the quality of support received.
2. Student Engagement – the quality of relationships with administrative personnel and
offices, the quality of the learning environment, and department-specific engagement
variables.
3. Student Retention – the number and percentage of students served who are retained each
year.
4. Student Learning – the number and percentage of students demonstrating attainment of
student learning outcomes (for students who participate in programs having student
learning outcome goals).
5. Community Service – the number and percentage of students participating in servicelearning courses, the number of service-learning courses offered each term, and the number
of students participating in community volunteer service activities each term.
6. Fundraising – the amount of external funds raised through grant applications and other
fundraising efforts.
Career Development: The Career Development Center (CDC) (9.1.28) receives high marks for student
satisfaction on the SOS. Data-based improvement planning has been a cornerstone of the CDC and its
Volunteer and Service-Learning Center (VSLC) (9.1.29) for many years. For example, analysis of trend
data collected at the 2008 and 2009 Job Fairs (9.1.30) indicated that students were not well prepared for
employment interviews. Similar data was obtained from the CDC’s etiquette dinner, Manners Matter,
where more than 200 students indicated they needed the greatest assistance in navigating professional
social situations, networking and approaching new people, and starting conversations. As a result, and in
response to the competitive job market, the CDC created “Experience 2011” to teach students how to
create positive first impressions and provide them with strategies to maintain confidence and poise in
interviews, job fairs, and other professional networking events. Satisfaction with all aspects of CDC’s
career counseling services has increased from 90 percent to 97 percent since 2004.
Disability Services: Two sources of data have guided recent improvement efforts in the Disability
Services Office (DSO) (9.1.31). A site-visit peer review conducted in fall 2009 (9.1.32) and a spring 2011
assessment by clients (9.1.33) of the DSO identified a “need to secure additional expertise in adaptive
technologies and alternative media conversion.” In response, in August 2010, the college created a new
position of technology accommodations coordinator, and new assistive technology was purchased and
made more widely available through multiple computer labs across the campus and in the library. In
addition, survey data from the 2011 assessment spurred the redesign and refurnishing of testing space
in the DSO, making it more conducive to testing and less distracting when occupied by many students.
15

Continuing Professional Studies estimates that veteran enrollments increased from 250 to over 750 since this
initiative began.
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The space was also made more accessible, helping achieve Strategic Initiative 1.6 (9.1.34) by increasing
access to these important support services.
Safety, Wellness, and Health: Buffalo State is aware that the physical and mental well-being of its
students is essential to their success and to the overall health of the institution. The college provides
significant support services through the Counseling Center, Weigel (student) Health Center, University
Police, and the Dean of Students Office. Each area conducts annual assessments and is informed by
regional and national student satisfaction surveys. For example, in order to contribute more effectively
to Strategic Initiative 1.5 (9.1.35), staff members in the Counseling Center (9.1.36) used the 2008
National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) 9.1.37) and student focus groups to learn how the
center might better engage students. (NSSE examines student-reported levels of class participation,
academic perseverance, working with other students, and self-advocacy with faculty and staff.) Based
on this data, the center revised its student engagement objectives and revised or developed new
programs, services, and procedures (9.1.38) to enhance academic success.
Assessment of progress on enhancing academic success has been ongoing since 2009, when key
questions were added to the center’s client intake forms and Client Satisfaction Survey (9.1.39) to
measure whether students thought counseling services helped them academically and whether they felt
they were making satisfactory progress toward graduation. Counselors have put academic success in the
forefront of their work, adding new programs like the “Academic Success Series,” which includes
workshops on sleep health, time management, study skills, stress management, assertiveness, and
speaking up in class. In conjunction with Disability Services and various academic departments, the
center also designed a new workshop series, “Attention Workshop,” for students with attention deficit
disorder and other learning disabilities. The Buffalo State Counseling Center is accredited through the
International Association of Counseling Services.
The Weigel Health Center (9.1.40) participates in the American College Health Association
(ACHA) National College Health Assessment, and results from the spring 2009 survey have guided its
improvements. For example, in the areas of health education and health promotion, survey data
indicated a need to focus on alcohol (especially drinking and driving), violence, and smoking as factors
contributing to negative health outcomes for students. In response, the health center’s Health
Promotion unit created the Do Your Part (9.1.41) bystander intervention program to address high-risk
behaviors on campus. The program teaches students the skills they need to take responsibility and
intervene in situations where they might prevent harm. The program created specific tracks to address
topics identified through ACHA data. In addition, events (large, small, and passive) were implemented
through the academic year, focusing on the identified topics, including Bengal Wellfest, the Great
American Smoke-Out, Take Back the Night, and Alcohol Awareness Week.
The ACHA survey also led to improvement in the delivery of health care. For example, concerns
about asthma and asthma-related problems were reported by a significant number of students in the
ACHA study, and that data was supported by the center’s own Asthma/Peak Flow Management study
conducted in spring 2011. Results from these studies helped the center identify students with asthma,
enhance education about asthma, and implement respiratory measurements and “asthma care plans”
for students. Results also provided important information for the campus in determining whether to
become a “tobacco free” community. These efforts supported Strategic Initiative 1.5 (9.1.42) by alerting
health-care providers to the need for heightened asthma diagnosis and treatment. The Weigel Health
Center is accredited through the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care. In 2012,
students ranked Buffalo State’s Weigel Health Center as No. 1 among all SUNY University Colleges, as
reflected in the SUNY SOS.
University Police: Underpinning the mental and physical health needs of students, faculty, and staff is
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campus safety. Buffalo State’s University Police Department (UPD) (9.1.43) shares the mission of Buffalo
State (9.1.44) and is responsible for maintaining an atmosphere conducive learning and student success.
The college and surrounding city form a dynamic and exciting social, cultural, and educational
environment, and UPD officers are effective partners in ensuring that the community can enjoy those
benefits in safety. UPD recently earned accreditation (accreditation application 9.1.45a, assessment
report 9.1.45b, accreditation certificate 9.1.45c, press release 9.1.45d) from the New York State Division
of Criminal Justice Services Accreditation Council, joining only six other accredited SUNY police
departments. Statewide, only 25 percent of all police departments are accredited.
Dean of Students Office: Campus health and safety extend to the standards of student conduct and
behavior that support both the mission of the college and students’ academic goals. The associate vice
president and dean of students oversees a number of campus initiatives to foster a “Civil and Caring
Academic Community” (9.1.46), asking students to commit to the six core attributes of effective campus
communities: purposeful, disciplined, civil, just, caring, and celebrative. The range of initiatives address
issues of intolerance, sexual violence, alcohol and drug abuse, suicide prevention, and other harmful
behaviors among students.
The Dean of Students Office (9.1.47) assesses program effectiveness through student surveys
and focus groups. In spring 2008, 194 students participated in a Student Stakeholder Forum, a series of
nine undergraduate focus group sessions designed to explore ways to enhance student success and
promote student engagement in the college’s ongoing strategic planning.
The 2009 SUNY SOS pinpointed several areas needing improvement, including “freedom from
harassment,” “understanding my rights, responsibilities, and privileges as a citizen,” and “understanding
and appreciating ethnic and cultural diversity and other individual differences.” As a result, the college
launched a drive to create a culture of caring, designed to enlist students in preventing harm and
supporting the well-being of their peers and the campus community as a whole. The college also gauges
student views about accountability for misconduct through the SOS. Recent data suggested a greater
need to promote awareness of the rules governing student conduct. As a result, the director of Judicial
Affairs (9.1.48) increased her participation in new student orientation and increased the number of
meetings held with student groups during the year. Ultimately the college hopes to increase the
numbers of students who know and follow the Code of Conduct (Rights, Freedoms, and Responsibilities)
(9.1.49), in compliance with the SUNY Code of Conduct (9.1.50).
Buffalo State takes seriously its commitment to violence prevention and campus safety and to
providing a safe environment for students, faculty, staff, and visitors. While University Police provides
the first response to incidents involving theft, assault, or other violations of the law, the dean of
students’ Students of Concern Care Team (9.1.51) assesses threats of harm among students and
provides support for students who raise concerns about their potential to harm themselves or others.
The Dean of Students Office received a three-year grant from the U.S. Department of Justice Office on
Violence Against Women to implement the Violence Intervention and Victim Advocacy (VIVA) (9.1.52)
program, designed to prevent sexual violence on campus. The program requires all incoming students to
complete the online educational course Alcohol and Sexual Assault Edu (9.1.53), which by design also
collects data on students’ experiences with gender-based violence. Alcohol Edu assessment data guide
targeted interventions aimed at reducing alcohol and drug use.
The Dean of Students Office will further collect and analyze data to maximize the effectiveness of its
intervention programs and better understand and respond to student attitudes about issues of health
and safety.
Buffalo State has long been committed to the ethical treatment of students, faculty, and staff.
Alleged violations of campus academic codes of conduct are adjudicated through the Academic
Misconduct Policy (9.1.54). Students may first attempt to informally resolve allegations of misconduct
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with faculty members. If unsuccessful, a formal academic misconduct review may be conducted under
the supervision of the director of Academic Standards (9.1.55) through the Academic Misconduct
Committee. The policy is articulated in the college catalogs, on the Academic Affairs website, and in the
college’s Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS).
In sum, student services at Buffalo State have done well in responding to and fulfilling students’
needs in campus services, campus life, and campus health and safety. The strongest areas include
Financial Aid, the Career Development Center, the Registrar’s Office, and Weigel Health Center. Other
areas do not score as highly on the SOS and NSSE but are moving aggressively to gather, interpret, and
improve assessment data. The college will use the Financial Aid Office as a model for student services
and apply its student-centered approach to planning and delivery of services.

Standard #10: Faculty
Introduction
The faculty is the primary point of interaction with students, and the success of any institution of
higher education depends on the ability to attract, develop, and maintain a dynamic, productive, and
diverse faculty. As stated in the college Mission Statement, Buffalo State is committed not only to the
intellectual, personal, and professional growth of its students but also of its faculty and staff, in order
to serve a diverse population of students. This is achieved in part by maintaining a diverse faculty.
Buffalo State prides itself on the quality of its faculty and on its ability to provide an engaging and
dynamic work environment conducive to learning. Buffalo State faculty members are expected to
excel in three primary areas: scholarship, teaching and assessment, and service. Congruent with the
SUNY Board of Trustees Policy on the professional obligations of faculty, these areas include
teaching, research, scholarship or creative activity, student advisement, and service to the college
and community (Handbook for Faculty and Librarians, p. 7.2). Expectations for faculty are also
documented in the Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS Section VI “Personnel Policies”) and the
Adjunct Faculty Guidebook.

RQ 10.1: How does Buffalo State know that its policies and practices enable it to recruit and
retain faculty who support the teacher-scholar model?
Buffalo State’s vibrant and active faculty is evidenced in part by the significant number of its
members who have been recognized for their teaching, research, and service activities (10.1.1). The
active faculty includes one SUNY Distinguished Professor, two Distinguished Teaching Professors, and
three Distinguished Service Professors (10.1.2), while several emeritus faculty members also hold
Distinguished ranks. The Distinguished Faculty Rank is a prestigious system-level distinction
recognizing SUNY’s finest, most accomplished faculty members.
Many current Buffalo State faculty members hold SUNY Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence,
including 12 for Teaching, four for Scholarship and Creative Activities, three for Faculty Service, three
for Librarianship, and two for Professional Service. Buffalo State President’s Award for Excellence
recipients include 22 for Research, Scholarship, and Creativity; 16 for Teaching; 10 for Academic
Advisement; eight for Undergraduate Research Mentoring; four for the Advancement of Equity and
Campus Diversity; two for Librarianship; one for Career Achievement; one for Professional Service;
and one for Service to the College.
Like many other institutions of higher education, Buffalo State faces a number of challenges
in its efforts to achieve its mission and goals. These include budget constraints, retirement planning,
and faculty development. The success of the college in meeting these challenges is evidenced by
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effective planning that is reflected in (1) the composition of the faculty and (2) the existing
mechanisms of support for the faculty. The following analysis is organized by two research questions
that focus on these criteria.
Full-time instructional faculty includes both teaching faculty and librarians, including those
with tenure, those on the tenure track, and those not on the tenure track. According to the
Handbook for Faculty and Librarians (10.1.3), regular academic ranks for teaching faculty are
instructor/lecturer, assistant professor, associate professor, and professor. Different offices on
campus use the academic ranks “instructor” and “lecturer” interchangeably. Although the Handbook
for Faculty and Librarians states that “instructor” status may be granted in some situations, the use
of the titles “instructor” and “lecturer” are being clarified to conform with the requirements of the
Budget and Internal Controls Office (10.1.4). This will result in the college’s elimination of the term
“instructor” and uniform adoption of the title “lecturer.” For the purposes of this analysis, the title
“lecturer” is used from this point onward. The current Human Resources Policies and Procedures
Manual (10.1.5) lists the following ranks for librarians: assistant librarian, senior assistant librarian,
associate librarian, and librarian.
10.1.1 Numbers of Faculty Members: A sufficient number of faculty members are necessary for the
operation of the college and the success of its students. As stated in Strategic Initiative 1.8 in the
2009–2013 Strategic Plan (10.1.6) , one of the college’s goals is to “ensure appropriate levels and
ranks of full- and part-time faculty” as a way to “engage students in rigorous and transforming
learning experiences, both in and out of the classroom, heightening their aspirations and
empowering them to succeed as citizens in a challenging world.” Statistics from the Common Data
Sets (10.1.7 - ’05-’06, ’06-’07, ’07-’08, ’08-’09, ’09-’10, ’10-’11, ’11-’12) show the college is
experiencing success in this effort, as the total size of the faculty has increased from 757 in 2005–
2006 to 810 in 2011–2012, with a high of 837 in 2009–2010, as shown in Table 10.1.
Table 10.1: Number of Faculty and Students 2005–2006 to 2011–2012
’05-’06

’06-’07

’07-’08

’08-’09

’09-’10

’10-’11

’11-’12

Total # of Faculty

757

755

787

792

837

824

810

Full-Time Faculty

397

416

429

431

425

425

402

Part-Time Faculty

360

339

358

361

412

399

408

Total Student
Enrollment (Fall)

9,010

9,314

9,139

9,371

9,822

9,925

10,012

Student-to-Faculty
Ratio

17:1

16:1

17:1

18:1

16:1

16:1

17:1

While the stated goal in the 2009–2013 Strategic Plan is to boost the overall number of fulltime faculty members, a significant portion of the increase in total number of faculty members since
2005 is a result of part-time hires. Data show a recent decline in the number of full-time faculty and a
steady rise in the number of part-time faculty. The discrepancy in the ratio of full- to part-time
faculty hires can be partially attributed to the recent economic downturn and budget constraints, as
evidenced by the significant increase in the number of part-time faculty members in academic year
2009–2010. Nevertheless, data from the college’s Common Data Sets (’05-’06, ’06-’07, ’07-’08, ’08-
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’09, ’09-’10, ’10-’11, ’11-’12) show the recent increase in part-time faculty is an ongoing trend at
Buffalo State. From 2005–2006 to 2010–2012, the total number of faculty increased from 757 to 810,
a gain of 53. Overall, however, 48 of these positions are part time and only five are full time.
When these trends are analyzed using FTEs, a similar picture emerges. Data show that from
2003–2004 to 2010–2011, student FTEs increased by 11.2 percent. Over this same period, FTEs for all
faculty members have kept pace, with an increase of 10.2 percent; however, when analyzed by type
of faculty, the percentages differ, showing a 10.1 percent increase for full-time faculty and a 27.9
percent increase for part-time faculty ((10.1.8) Department Loading Reports). These statistics show
that overall, the college has done an effective job of meeting the goals stated in the Strategic Plan
(Initiative 1.8) by maintaining a consistent faculty-to-student ratio. But while the college has done an
effective job of meeting its teaching needs, it has not met the goal of increasing the number of
tenure-track faculty and decreasing the number of part-time faculty outlined in the 2009–2013
Strategic Plan.
Table 10.2: Student and Faculty FTE Data by Year

Student FTE (Average for
Spring and Fall)
All Faculty FTE (Fall)
Full-Time Faculty FTE (Fall)
Part-Time Faculty FTE (Fall)
Student FTE/Faculty FTE

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

8,693

8,916

8,901

9,027

8,939

9,333

9,716

420

421

427

449

465

469

467

386

393

399

416

429

430

425

312

322

360

339

358

363

412

20.7

21.0

20.8

20.1

19.2

19.9

20.8

2010-11
9,665
463
425
399
20.9

Source: Department Loading Reports – Institutional Research Office Website

Despite this trend, the college has successfully maintained a consistent number of full-time
faculty members for the past several years and has maintained the student-to-faculty ratio, as shown
in Table 10.1. These statistics indicate that although the college is not making great strides in
lowering the student-to-faculty ratio, it is meeting needs with the addition of part-time faculty. In
summary, despite the recent budgetary challenges that have forced to the college to rely more
heavily on part-time faculty, the college has done a good job of meeting its instructional needs, and
although it has not been able to achieve the goal of reducing part-time faculty as stated in the 2009–
2013 Strategic Plan, it has not increased the number of courses taught by part-time faculty. Looking
forward, Buffalo State will need to increase its numbers of full-time faculty hires to meet its strategic
goals. In his 2012 State of the College address (10.1.9), President Podolefsky announced plans to hire
30 new full-time faculty members over the next three years.
Suggestion 1: Explore options to better meet the Strategic Plan goal to boost the numbers of fulltime faculty members.
10.1.2 Qualifications of Faculty Members: While sufficient numbers of faculty are necessary for
success, the quality of the faculty is also of great importance. The percentage of faculty members
who hold terminal degrees is an indicator of successful efforts to fill faculty lines with appropriately
qualified individuals. Data for academic year 2010–2011 show that 84.7 percent of full-time faculty
members held doctoral or other terminal degrees and 15.3 percent held less than terminal degrees.
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These data also show that the percentage of full-time faculty members who hold doctoral or other
terminal degrees has increased dramatically since 2008–2009. Additionally, in 2010–2011, 63.9
percent of full-time instructional faculty members were tenured. The percentage of part-time faculty
members with doctoral or other terminal degrees has also increased since 2008–2009: 20.1 percent
have earned doctoral or other terminal degrees and 79.9 percent have less than a terminal degree
(Common Data Set ’10-’11, p. 25). Often, these part-time faculty members bring particular applied
expertise to the classroom in areas such as broadcast journalism (Communication Department) or
natural fibers (Technology Department).
To help maintain high standards for part-time faculty, the college maintains a policy on the
hiring of adjunct faculty in the Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS) Section VI:25:00 (10.1.10) that
ensures the participation of departmental faculty in the hiring process. Departmental personnel
committees review applicants’ credentials and make recommendations to department chairs.
Additionally, as stated in the Academic Plan (10.1.11), the college emphasizes the regular evaluation
of adjunct faculty members by full-time faculty members of departments, with reviews by the deans
and the provost. Part of this assessment involves course and teaching evaluations. The 2010–2011
Adjunct Faculty Guidebook (10.1.12, p. 5) states that part-time faculty members must “administer
course evaluations, completed by students, at designated times.” This is one of many responsibilities
discussed in the handbook designed to help the college ensure a highly qualified adjunct faculty.
10.1.3 Recruitment of Faculty: The college uses a combination of department, college, and SUNY
policies to recruit faculty. While faculty recruitment takes place largely at the department level, the
process is aligned with the SUNY Policies of the Board of Trustees (10.1.13) (pp. 9–22) and the
Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS Section VI (10.1.14)) to ensure that fair and equitable practices
are applied at all stages of the recruitment and hiring processes. Generally, each department
specifies in its bylaws the eligibility requirements for its personnel committee and faculty search
committee. Search committee chairs are required to undergo two types of training: an orientation
meeting with the director of Equity and Campus Diversity (10.1.15) and a training session with
Human Resource Management (10.1.16) on how to use the electronic People Admin system for
soliciting candidate materials. In addition, all members of search committees are expected to be
familiar with the college’s “Guide to Effective Administrative, Faculty, and Staff Searches” (10.1.17).
In this way, current faculty members are directly involved in the recruitment of new faculty members
in a manner that is structured to maintain standards of equity and diversity. The status of candidates
is tracked over the course of the hiring process to help ensure fair and equitable affirmative action
processes. Finally, the software tracks the approval process, from the search committee chair
through the department chair, dean, provost, and president of the college.
10.1.4 Diversity of the Faculty by Race and Gender: As stated in the Buffalo State Core Values
(10.1.18), respect for diversity and differences among faculty, staff, and students is a primary goal
and essential component of successfully achieving the mission. The college helps ensure this value by
providing students with a diverse faculty. In seeking to maintain an environment that fosters access
to quality education, the college recognizes and acts on the need to maintain a well-qualified faculty
characterized by broad diversity. While diversity can be measured using a variety of criteria, gender,
race, and ethnicity are examined in detail below.
In accordance with Executive Order 11246 (10.1.19), the college maintains an Affirmative
Action Plan (10.1.20), which is the first part of the Affirmative Action Report (10.1.21 – ’08-09, ’1011). The college also maintains an Equity and Diversity Plan (10.1.22). An outside consulting group is
used to assess performance annually. The assessment results are summarized in the annual
Affirmative Action Report. Demographic comparisons of the college workforce are made with the
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appropriate work groups across the Metropolitan Statistical Area for the Buffalo Niagara region using
data from the 2000 U.S. Census. Data are collected and analyzed for various job classifications,
including faculty. The 2010–2011 Affirmative Action Report indicates that racial/ethnic minority
groups constitute 16.7 percent of the full-time faculty and 6.5 percent of the part-time faculty, and
that the distribution of racial/ethnic minority employees is uneven across job classifications.
To help ensure a fair and equitable workforce and workplace, Buffalo State adheres to a
number of personnel policies. These are listed in the Directory of Policy Statements, particularly
Section VI:01:00 Affirmative Action (10.1.23), and include policies on affirmative action,
nondiscrimination, sexual harassment, consensual sexual and amorous relations, individuals with
disabilities, and affirmative action grievance procedures.
Data for 2010–2011 from the Institutional Research Office (10.1.24) show that out of 425
full-time faculty members, 24 classified themselves as black, four as American Indian, 25 as Asian, 15
as Hispanic, and three as two or more races (data sheet 10.2.25) (16 faculty members did not provide
data). Combined, these faculty members make up 16.7 percent of the total faculty. The remaining
338 (79.5%) faculty members classified themselves as white. Nineteen faculty members classified
themselves as nonresident aliens. This composition is roughly comparable to that of the
undergraduate population (10.1.26), 69.1 percent of whom classify themselves as Caucasian and 30.9
percent as non-Caucasian (an additional 247 students did not provide data).
The distribution of faculty by race/ethnicity by rank for 2010–2011 (10.1.27) shows that 27.2
percent of faculty members self-identifying as white are (full) professors compared with 18.3 percent
who identify as nonwhite; 41.1 percent who identify as white are associate professors compared
with 31.0 percent who are nonwhite; and 22.2 percent are assistant professors compared with 42.5
percent who are nonwhite. These data show that white faculty members are more likely to hold
positions at the level of associate professor or professor than are nonwhites. The reasons for this are
not clear, and the college should investigate this trend to assess what, if any, systemic forces may be
contributing to it.
An analysis of salary distribution among white and nonwhite faculty members by rank shows
little if any comparative differences in compensation. As Table 10.3 shows, nonwhites tend to have
slightly higher salaries at the level of professor while whites tend to have slightly higher salaries at
the level of associate professor. These differences do not appear to be substantively significant.
Table 10.3: Average Salary by Rank by Race/Ethnicity for Full-Time Faculty
2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

Total

White

Nonwhite

Total

White

Nonwhite

Total

White

Nonwhite

Professors

87,991

87,497

90,458

90,371

90,001

92,363

93,646

93,539

94,261

Associate Professors

71,096

71,087

71,144

73,918

74,397

71,595

76,820

77,356

74,060

Assistant Professors

58,978

59,347

58,063

61,585

61,920

60,843

64,136

64,327

63,749

Lecturers

46,157

45,600

50,334

48,559

48,474

49,081

52,313

52,218

52,746

The recent increase in the number of part-time faculty members has had an impact on the
racial/ethnic makeup of the faculty overall. Since academic year 2008–2009, the percentage of
faculty members who self-identify as white has remained at 80–81 percent (full time) and 90–91
percent (part time). The increasing role of part-time faculty, who are predominantly white, has
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reduced the overall racial diversity of the faculty in recent years. Efforts to increase the number of
full-time faculty will likely also constitute efforts to further diversify the faculty.
The college also collects a great deal of data on the gender of its workforce. In 2010–2011,
women composed 45.4 percent of the full-time instructional faculty. The percentage of female
faculty members, both full and part time, has increased since 2005–2006 (Institutional Research
Office). Despite these gains, women are only about half as likely as men to hold the rank of (full)
professor and more than twice as likely to hold the rank of assistant professor. The reasons for this
inequity are not clear. The patterns could reflect the relatively recent historical movement of women
into higher education, or they could be indicative of challenges confronted by women in the tenure
and promotion process.
To gain perspective on this pattern, the total number of promotions to the rank of associate
professor was tallied for the years 2001–2011. Of the total (105), 51 percent were male and 49
percent were female. Currently, women hold 63 percent of all assistant professor posts; therefore,
they might be expected to be promoted at roughly the same percentage (almost two-thirds).
However, female assistant professors only began to outnumber their male counterparts in the 2005–
2006 academic year. Consequently, many women at the assistant professor rank are only now
beginning to approach the tenure and promotion review stage. It appears Buffalo State is doing a
good job of hiring female faculty members; however, the college must continue to monitor both
hiring and promotion processes to address the historical and cultural underrepresentation of women
and minorities in higher education.
Data in Table 10.4 show that women at the associate and assistant professor levels have
consistently lower salaries than men (by about $2,000). The most recent Affirmative Action Report
indicates that this discrepancy is a function of seniority.
Table 10.4: Average Salary by Rank by Gender by Year for Nine- and 10-Month Employees
2008-2009

2009-2010

2010-2011

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Total

Male

Female

Professors

86,384

86,478

86,129

88,663

88,892

88,095

91,849

91,585

92,528

Associate
Professors

70,506

71,408

69,071

73,193

74,357

71,352

75,706

76,739

74,307

Assistant
Professors

58,978

60,143

58,381

61,585

63,951

60,197

64,136

65,736

63,176

Lecturers

46,728

44,942

47,817

49,283

48,849

49,550

52,313

50,566

53,663

Since July 2008, employment applications at Buffalo State have been tracked electronically.
Data supplied by the Equity and Campus Diversity Office show that from July 1, 2009, to June 30,
2010, the college received a total of 535 applications for 25 faculty positions (10.1.28). The data
show 85 (15.9%) of the applicants identified as Asian, 37 (6.9%) as black, 12 (2.2%) as Native
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, 10 (1.9%) as two or more races, and 319 (59.6%) as white. Seventy-two
(13.5%) did not self-identify. The data also show that 254 (47.5%) of the applicants were female, 247
(46.2%) were male, and 34 (6.4%) did not indicate their sex.
Twelve of the 25 positions were filled during this period. Of the 12 new hires, five were
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Asian, one was black, two were more than one race, and four were white. Five were female and
seven were male.
Another indicator of diversity is the number of visiting scholars on campus. These scholars
come from a number of different places across the state, nation, and globe. While visiting scholars
do not contribute to the overall racial, ethnic, or gender composition of the permanent faculty, they
can contribute to the diversity of backgrounds, pedagogies, and experiences the faculty bring to
campus. According to data from the Strategic Plan Dashboard (10.1.29) , the number of visiting
scholars increased from 20 in 2008 to 30 in 2011.
In summary, although race, ethnicity, and gender are not the only indicators of faculty
diversity (others include international faculty members and diversity in the curriculum), the data
show that Buffalo State has a slight overrepresentation of white faculty members relative to its
student body. Multiple factors could account for this disparity, including challenges in the
recruitment and retention process or the number of nonwhite faculty members moving into
administrative positions. Buffalo State also has an overrepresentation of women at the rank of
assistant professor and an underrepresentation of women at the rank of professor. As noted, the
reasons are unclear. These discrepancies led to the following suggestion:
Suggestion 2: Review the data that suggest nonwhite faculty members are not promoted to the
rank of associate professor or professor at the same rate as white faculty members, and continue
to monitor data on the hiring and promotion of female faculty members. If systemic inequities are
identified, take steps to remedy the problem.
The college is actively committed to increasing diversity among the faculty. As noted in the 2008–
2009 Affirmative Action Report, efforts have begun to address inequities, as evidenced by the
characteristics of recent faculty hires. Additionally, Buffalo State has had great success with a SUNYwide initiative begun in 2008–2009 to increase the diversity of faculty. Since the SUNY Office of
Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion began its “Faculty Diversity Program”(10.1.30) to foster the
systemwide recruitment, retention, and promotion of outstanding minority scholars with records of
distinction, Buffalo State has received four of the 21 awards made across all 63 SUNY campuses.
10.1.5 Requirements and Review for Tenure-Track Faculty: Expectations of faculty at Buffalo State
are in line with the SUNY Policies of the Board of Trustees (pp. 9-22) and are described in DOPS –
VI:23:00 (10.1.31), the Handbook for Faculty and Librarians - Section 7 and the Adjunct Faculty
Guidebook. Expectations differ between tenure-track and non-tenure-track faculty. Work and
achievements in teaching, scholarship, and service are documented annually by each faculty
member, and individual accomplishments are included in department annual reports (10.1.32). For
renewal, promotion, and continuing appointment, faculty members are expected to demonstrate a
strong record of activity in the areas of teaching, scholarship, and service that demonstrate mastery
of subject and continuing growth. Faculty members participate in this process of ensuring highquality teaching, scholarship, creativity, and service by serving on departmental recruitment and
personnel committees.
Buffalo State’s faculty review process has evolved over the years. Institutional statements
are found in the college’s Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS), with relevant policies including
“Procedures for the Promotion of Faculty” (10.1.33 - Section VI: 04:00) and “Policy Guidelines for
Promotion” (10.1.34 - Section VI: 04:01). Documents pertaining to personnel actions are distributed
to all new faculty members, are discussed in the new faculty orientation program (10.1.35), and are
stated in the Handbook for Faculty and Librarians. New faculty appointees agree to letters of
expectation outlining a framework for term reappointment, continuing appointment, and promotion
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reviews. Tenure-track faculty members are required to be available for the 10-month academic year,
typically beginning a week before classes start in the fall semester through May 31. During this time,
their responsibilities are related to the Buffalo State mission and to governance and support of the
college organization, including teaching; research, scholarship, or creative activity; student
advisement; and service to the college and community (Handbook for Faculty and Librarians, p. 7.2).
The specific mix of these various components is determined by the needs of the institution and
students, the interests and skills of the faculty, the availability of resources and facilities, and various
programmatic requirements.
Teaching: Effective teaching is a hallmark of Buffalo State, and the faculty is expected to
assess their instruction and student learning regularly for continuous improvement. Faculty teaching
undergoes assessment at a variety of levels, including student and peer evaluation.
Faculty engage in assessment at the course, program, and institution levels through student
evaluations, self-assessments, and peer review to determine whether their instructional methods are
achieving the desired student learning outcomes (10.1.36 – General Education Programs and Degree
Programs). Faculty engage in the assessment of the major programs in their department. Programs
are regularly assessed by accrediting organizations or outside reviewers with the goal of ensuring
that programs meet their stated student learning objectives. Faculty responsibility extends from
classroom teaching to include laboratory study, studio guidance, intern and practicum supervision,
independent study, thesis guidance, assessment, advisement, maintaining records of student work,
student and program evaluation, out-of-class conferences with students, and curriculum planning
and development (Handbook for Faculty and Librarians, p. 7.2).
Scholarship: Another main component of faculty members’ responsibility is scholarly ability,
which can take the form of research, scholarship, or creative activity (Handbook for Faculty and
Librarians, p. 7.6) (DOPS 10.1.37). Scholarship must undergo peer review either at the college level,
within the discipline, or internationally. Results of a faculty member’s scholarly work should be
presented to the larger community in the form of conference presentations, journal articles,
exhibitions, performances, or other manner as appropriate for the faculty member’s discipline.
The Buffalo State Strategic Plan Dashboard shows that faculty members have produced an
impressive quantity and range of publications, conference papers, and creative works, much of which
is in the forefront of their respective fields of research. Between 2008 and 2011, the number of
published peer-reviewed articles, exhibitions, and performances by faculty increased by 52 percent
67 percent, from 290 in 2008 to 441 in 2011. Also, the number of books published by faculty
members increased by 62 percent - from 8 in 2008 to 13 in 2010. In 2011, Buffalo State recognized
more than 100 faculty members for their research accomplishments and creative activities. In
addition, faculty members have received prestigious grants, and since 2010, 15 of these campus
scholars have successfully commercialized their intellectual property.
Service: A third major responsibility for faculty is service to the college, profession, and
community. Service to the college is often accomplished by participation on committees, boards, and
task forces at all levels. It also includes involvement in college governance. Another important
component of service is responsibility for providing quality advisement to students in their programs of
study (Handbook for Faculty and Librarians). Recently, the college instituted an online catalog that
includes Academic Roadmaps (10.1.38) for every program, which serve as an effective tool for both
faculty and students in advisement. Each individual department is responsible for advising its respective
students and submits an Advisement Plan (10.1.39) to the associate vice president for assessment and
curriculum. Undeclared majors can receive advisement through the Academic Advisement Office
(10.1.40), located in South Wing 110.
In 2008, Buffalo State administered the ACT advisement survey (10.1.41) to a sample of
undergraduate students. The results prompted a comprehensive campus response that included the
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development of an advisement plan by all academic departments and units and plans to improve the
quality of advisement of all students. The college is currently following the College Senate
recommendation that departments choose whether or not to “require” advisement of all majors
through Banner. In spring 2011, a follow-up to the original advisement survey was completed. These
results show limited improvement. The college currently recommends that departments begin their own
data-gathering activities, increase dialogue between departments, and develop department actions
plans.
Faculty members are also expected to attend department, school, and College Senate
meetings. Service to the community may include involvement in outreach activities with area schools
or other organizations in Western New York or beyond. Each faculty member’s discipline will offer
different opportunities to provide service, and faculty members are expected to contribute to those
opportunities.
10.1.6 Requirements and Review for Non-Tenure-Track Faculty: Part- and full-time non-tenure-track
faculty members are appointed at the rank of lecturer. Part-time lecturers are appointed by the
appropriate academic dean, whereas full-time lecturers are appointed by the provost. In both cases, the
lecturers’ designated supervisors are the department chairs. Appointments may be for one semester or
session or for the academic year. Although non-tenure-track, lecturers contribute to the quality of the
learning environment at Buffalo State (Adjunct Faculty Guidebook, p. 8; Handbook for Faculty and
Librarians, p. 1C.1). Requirements for adjunct faculty are specified by the “parent” department.
Although some variance exists between departments, general requirements include (1) meeting all
scheduled classes, (2) providing copies of the course syllabus to students and the department, (3)
holding office hours as appropriate, (4) giving regular feedback to students on their academic
performance, (5) meeting with classes during assigned blocks for the Critique and Evaluation Period, (6)
having students complete course evaluations at designated times, and (7) participating in select
department or college assessment efforts. Some departments may also have lecturers advise students,
attend department meetings, and participate in other department-specific activities.
Non-tenure-track faculty members have access to all support services on campus, including
professional development opportunities. Full-time lecturers are eligible for campus and SUNY awards
recognizing excellence in teaching and other areas. Each department that hires non-tenure-track
faculty should have a policy in place for review. These reviews may occur every semester or every
year, depending on the appointment and on the employee. Members of the faculty whose
employment is elsewhere but whose credentials are similar to those in regular academic rank may
seek appropriate academic rank by following the procedure in DOPS Policy VI:25:00 (10.1.42).
10.1.7 Graduate Faculty: Each department may grant graduate faculty status (10.1.43) to a faculty
member if warranted by his or her training, experience, and scholarly accomplishments (Handbook
for Faculty and Librarians, p. 7.9 (02); DOPS (10.1.44) VI:11:00). Members of the graduate faculty are
qualified to teach graduate-level courses, advise and mentor graduate students, and certify for
graduation students in their respective disciplines. A significant portion of Buffalo State’s faculty
members are represented on the graduate faculty and can be viewed on the Graduate School Faculty
website.
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RQ 10.2: How does the college assist and develop faculty who support the teacher-scholar
model?
10.2.1 Retention and Professional Development of Faculty: Many efforts are made to support and
develop the faculty at Buffalo State. Professional development, services, and resources are provided
to faculty members to help them meet the requirements for teaching, scholarship and creativity, and
service. All part- and full-time members are invited to participate in new faculty orientation before
the start of the academic year as well as regularly scheduled sessions throughout the year. The
Professional Development Office (10.2.1) administers this program along with many other
opportunities for faculty at all career stages to develop in the areas of scholarship and creativity,
teaching, assessment, service, and leadership. The office was created in September 2008 under the
auspices of the associate provost with four directors and a dedicated budget. Today, the office is run
by a full-time faculty development director. Faculty members are not required to participate in the
offered services, and information about individuals who participate in faculty development activities
or use the services of the office is confidential. During the 2010–2011 academic year, the director
arranged 86 faculty workshops totaling 168 hours (10.2.2 - 2009-10, Spring 2010, Fall 2010, Spring
2011, Fall 2011, Calendar of Events). More than 360 faculty and staff members participated in at
least one workshop, attending an average of more than five hours of programming. The average
rating across all common evaluation items (10.2.3) for all presentations exceeds 3.5 on a 4-point
scale.
The Professional Development Office also supports the development of faculty by offering
leadership programs to both faculty and staff. The mission of the Leadership Development program
(10.2.4) is “to empower leadership at all levels, promote representative and inclusive governance,
and provide superior services to the campus community.” The success of the first yearlong
program, Achieving Success through Leadership (10.2.5), prompted the development of a two-week
version of the program that was launched in 2006. The program assists interested faculty in
preparing for the possibility of becoming future leaders at Buffalo State through the Emerging
College Leaders Program (10.2.6) and Chair Development Program (10.2.7). Since 2005, 120
individuals (10.2.8) have participated in the Emerging College Leaders (professional staff and faculty
members) and 33 in the Achieving Success through Leadership program (department chairs,
directors, and associate and assistant vice presidents). In 2011–2012, a second session of Emerging
College Leaders was scheduled to accommodate high demand. Both leadership programs are
individually focused, highlighting the leadership development needs of each participant. A battery of
self-awareness instruments is administered, feedback is provided, and individual development plans
are created. A series of workshops provides skill development in leading people with diverse styles,
communication strategies, creative problem solving, and emotional intelligence.
Despite recent financial difficulties that have hampered institutions of higher education
throughout the state, Buffalo State has been able to offer its faculty sabbatical leave without
interruption. In fact, all sabbatical applications advanced by the deans to the provost (10.2.9) over
the past five years were approved. Faculty members are eligible for sabbatical every seven years and
receive full salary for one semester or half salary for two semesters. Faculty must apply first to their
department chairs. Proposals are then reviewed by the appropriate dean and the provost. For more
details, see the Human Resource Management Policies and Procedures Manual (10.2.10). The
Handbook for Faculty and Librarians (10.2.11)(p.7.16-7.17) informs faculty of basic guidelines, while
Deans Offices provide more detailed information and paperwork on the process and responsibilities
associated with sabbatical leave.
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10.2.2 Instructional Support for Faculty: The Instructional Resources Office (10.2.12) provides a wide
range of support for faculty to enhance teaching and learning and includes Classroom Technology
Support, Computer Graphics, Engineering Services, Instructional Design, Multimedia Production, and
Photographic Services. Distance learning and classroom-based resources are coordinated via the
Instructional Design Office, where two full-time instructional designers provide support for courses,
including assistance with ANGEL, the current learning management system. Classroom Technology
Support maintains 84 centrally scheduled smart classrooms and learning spaces on campus.
Engineering Services maintains two broadcast-quality television studios and the Communication
Department’s media production studio. Multimedia Services provides recording and live streaming
for the college’s academic events and produces video content for academic courses. Photography
and Computer Graphics provides a wide range of professional photographic services to the faculty
and academic departments. Computer Graphics is available to consult with, advise, and help faculty
members produce visual and multimedia programs for instructional use.
E. H. Butler Library (10.2.13) provides a full range of support services for the advancement of
faculty instruction, research, and scholarship. A library liaison program creates a personal link
between the library and academic departments. The Professional Development Center (10.2.14),
housed in the library, provides a campuswide forum for the scholarly exchange of ideas and expertise
on teaching, research, scholarship, and service. The library administers the Digital Commons
(10.2.15), which provides a dynamic repository for faculty research and scholarship. The Computing
and Technology Services (CTS) CyberQuad (10.2.16) facility, also located in the library, includes two
CTS classroom labs, a faculty-staff workroom (outfitted with Macintosh and PC computers, printers,
and a scanner), and a conference room. The Distance Education/Online Learning Program (10.2.17)
supports the faculty by providing support and incentives for the development of online classes. The
Distance Education/Online Learning Advisory Committee sets the tempo for online learning on the
campus. This enables faculty to develop courses with an on-campus instructional designer
knowledgeable of the best methods and techniques in online learning. Furthermore, the campus has
an E-Learning Policy (10.2.18) (distance learning) that allows faculty to understand administrative
guidelines when developing their online classes (10.2.19) DOPS IV:07:00).
Computing and Technology Services (CTS) (10.2.20) provides a variety of services in support
of faculty instruction and research. Located in the heart of E. H. Butler Library and part of the
Information Commons (10.2.21), the Computing Help Desk serves as the central point of contact for
faculty computing questions, requests for new services, and reports of computer-related problems.
The CTS website provides information on resources for faculty on its New Faculty and Faculty/Staff
pages. To keep faculty informed of the latest campus technologies, the CTS training and consulting
staff offers individual and group training and consulting sessions on a variety of topics throughout
the year.
10.2.3 Other Support for Faculty Development: Buffalo State supports the faculty in a number of
other ways that enhance the teaching and learning environment. A limited number of Provost
Incentive Grants (10.2.22) are available each semester to facilitate scholarly activities. Faculty may
apply for these grants of up to $1,500, which are available to tenured and tenure-track faculty to
assist with travel, materials, conference fees, or other costs associated with research, scholarship,
and creative activities. From 2007–2008 to 2011–2012, 233 applications have resulted in 90 awards
totaling $122,315 (10.2.23). United University Professions (UUP) (10.2.24) also offers an Individual
Development Awards Program (10.2.25) across SUNY campuses to support faculty and professional
staff scholarship and creativity for up to $1,000. These awards totaled $21,979 for the 2012 award
year and are described on the Buffalo State Human Resources website.
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Scholarly and creative activity is also supported by the Research Foundation at Buffalo State
(10.2.26), which helps faculty identify potential external funding and support the grant-writing and
administering process. In addition, the Research Foundation provides seed money through its
Research Incentive Grants (10.2.27) and supports travel for scholarly and creative activity. In 2010–
2011 the Research Foundation supported the work of 13 faculty members who received $72,186 in
seed funding. The Research Foundation also hosts the annual Buffalo State Faculty and Staff
Research and Creativity Fall Forum (10.2.28) to showcase the wide array of faculty and staff
scholarship. For the past fiscal year, faculty received 53 awards totaling $7,424,918 (10.2.29).
The mission of the Scholarship Support Program (SSP) (10.2.30) is to provide high-level
conceptual and technical support for Buffalo State faculty and staff members engaging in a broad
spectrum of scholarly activities. The SSP was initiated through the Center for Health and Social
Research (10.2.31) as a direct result of the Buffalo State strategic planning process (10.2.32), which
identified the need to coordinate and integrate research opportunities throughout the campus.
Buffalo State is committed to having scholars in the classroom and to strengthening the professional
development of faculty and staff. The goal of the SSP is to increase the scholarly output of faculty
members in such areas as conference papers, presentations, program evaluations, refereed articles,
book chapters, project reports, and grant and contract applications. Since its inception, nearly 100
faculty and staff members have used the services of the SSP.
Buffalo State supports its faculty by supporting efforts to connect the college with the
surrounding community through the expansion of a service-learning approach to learning. A major
contribution to this effort came through the formation of the Volunteer and Service-Learning Center
(VSLC) (10.2.33), which is overseen by a 14-member oversight committee (10.2.34) and run by seven
staff members and a faculty coordinator. Buffalo State considers service learning (1) a form of
experiential learning that links student learning in the classroom with activities to address the needs
of the surrounding community and (2) an effective strategy for enhancing student learning,
improving the educational experience, and fostering civic engagement. In 2010–2011, nearly 3,200
students took part in service-learning, volunteer, and educational activities (10.2.35) in 72 courses
taught by 32 faculty members. The VSLC also administers the Community Service Faculty Fellowship
program, which trains and supports faculty in developing service-learning coursework. Along with the
Center for Excellence in Urban and Rural Education (CEURE) (10.2.36), the VSLC helps to jointly run
the Community Academic Center (10.2.37), located close to the Buffalo State campus. The CAC’s
central mission is to coordinate and provide cradle-to-career educational support programming for
youth and families on Buffalo’s West Side. Programming is developed and designed in collaboration
with campus and community partners.
Buffalo State is a national leader in undergraduate research, and faculty efforts to facilitate
student research are supported through the Undergraduate Research Office (10.2.38). Beginning in
1999, the college made a financial commitment to ensure the program’s longevity by funding (1) a
director (who is a 12-month employee with three courses reassigned), (2) summer undergraduate
research projects with stipends for students and faculty mentors, (3) the annual Student Research
and Creativity Celebration (10.2.39), and (4) student and faculty travel to conferences to present
student work. The director regularly consults with other colleges to promote undergraduate research
throughout the United States, and she has published a seminal paper (10.2.40) on program
development and evaluation of undergraduate research. A summary of the program’s awards
(10.2.41) includes data from 1999 to present.
Finally, Buffalo State is a founding member of the Carnegie Academy for the Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning’s (CASTL) Program (10.2.42), a program designed to improve the culture of
teaching on college campuses. Although Buffalo State concluded its role in the Carnegie Foundation
program in 2009, the college continues its commitment to the scholarship of teaching and learning
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with its own program, Campus Academy for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (10.2.43). In
response to data from the 2006 National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) (10.2.44), the Buffalo
State CASTL program embarked on a study of academic rigor. The efforts made by participating
faculty members have led to a number of presentations at regional, national, and international
conferences. Its current activities attempt to foster significant, long-lasting learning for all students;
enhance the practice and profession of teaching; and bring to faculty members’ work as teachers the
recognition and reward afforded to other forms of scholarly work.

Section 5
Standard #11: Educational Offerings
Standard #12: General Education
Standard #13: Related Educational Activities

Standard #11: Educational Offerings
Introduction
Rigorous educational offerings are central to Buffalo State’s Mission and Strategic Plan. Student learning
goals and objectives that include various levels of higher-order thinking form the basis for assessment of
student learning. The general education curriculum is designed to promote an understanding of the
continuity of human history, the depth of inherited knowledge, the validity of diverse modes of inquiry,
the value of artistic expression, and the richness of our collective experience. The curriculum provides a
foundation for upper-division and major content courses. Indeed, the general education curriculum
develops the skills and habits of mind required for a life of intellectual curiosity and civic engagement.
General education areas of emphasis include oral and written communication; scientific and
quantitative reasoning; critical analysis and reasoning; information management, including technological
competency; diversity; civilizations; arts; humanities; natural and social sciences; and foreign language
and culture. The college’s commitment to a diverse population of students’ intellectual, professional,
and personal growth is demonstrated through the institution’s educational offerings, delivered through
a variety of programs and services. The academic rigor of courses and programs is fully supported by the
breadth of Buffalo State’s academic offerings and by extensive internal, SUNY, and external reviews.
Buffalo State has multiple levels of review to ensure quality. Educational offerings are assessed
at the classroom, department, school, and administrative levels. The College Senate reviews all courses
and programs, as does the Assessment and Curriculum Office, SUNY, external evaluators, and numerous
accrediting bodies.

RQ 11.1: How has Buffalo State demonstrated quality academic programming?
11.1.1 Program Development and Curriculum Design: All programs and curricula are developed,
implemented, and continually reviewed to ensure their alignment with the institutional mission. The
Buffalo State Directory of Policy Statements (DOPS) (11.1.1) provides a formal procedure for the
proposal and adoption of new or revised courses and programs. Additionally, Scholarship of Teaching
and Learning Fellowships (11.1.2) at Buffalo State provide opportunities for continued study and review
of course pedagogies.
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Course Development: Departments establish internal procedures for reviewing course proposals. One
member of each departmental curriculum committee is charged with assessing proposals for conformity
to a standard format and with making changes suggested by departmental and decanal committees. All
proposals require student learning outcomes, assessment plans, and additional documentation that
must illustrate the connection between all courses and learning experiences of the major program.
Course proposals approved by departments are forwarded to the Deans’ Offices, which in turn follow
established procedures for reviewing, approving, and forwarding them to the College Senate Curriculum
Committee (CSCC) (11.1.3) (CSCC). The CSCC comprises faculty and staff members who represent their
constituencies. The committee ensures that all courses are consistent with the policies, philosophies,
and research-based practices articulated by the college and its accrediting bodies. General education
courses (i.e., Intellectual Foundations [IF]) are reviewed by the Senate Intellectual Foundations
Oversight Committee (SIFOC) to ensure compliance with established IF student learning outcomes
(SLOs). Proposals approved at the Senate level are posted in the college’s Daily Bulletin (11.1.4) and
forwarded to the Academic Affairs Office (11.1.5) and then to the president for final review and
approval. Courses approved by the president (11.1.6) are again published in the Daily Bulletin, and
copies of final documents are sent to chairs of the originating departments, deans of the originating
schools, the Registrar’s Office, and the college archivist. Every course proposal, new or revised, strictly
follows this path toward approval. All course syllabi incorporate course descriptions, expected learning
outcomes, and assessment as described in course proposals.
Program Development: All new program proposals are developed in accordance with the guidelines and
principles detailed in the Handbook for the Submission of Undergraduate Academic Program Proposals
(11.1.7) and Guidelines for the Submission of Graduate Program Proposals (11.1.8) issued by SUNY and
posted on the SUNY Office of the Provost (11.1.9) website. The guidelines ensure that new programs
have high-quality faculty; market demand; strong, measurable SLOs; and adequate resources. All
program revisions must be made in accordance with the “Guidelines for the Revision of Existing
Academic Programs” (11.1.10) posted on the SUNY Office of the Provost website. The Letter of Intent
(for graduate programs) or Program Announcement (for undergraduate programs) serves as the basis
for the CSCC review of new program proposals. The Letter of Intent or Program Announcement must be
approved by the CSCC before it is submitted to SUNY. Approved program proposals are published in the
Undergraduate Catalog (11.1.11) and reside in the Assessment and Curriculum Office (11.1.12).
11.1.2 Undergraduate Educational Offerings: Buffalo State’s 170 major and minor undergraduate
programs (11.1.13) offer students an array of academic and professional options. They include several
unavailable at any other SUNY institution: communication design, creative studies, fashion and textile
technology, fibers, forensic chemistry, metals/jewelry, urban and regional analysis and planning, and
wood/furniture design. The college’s programs set a high standard. For example, the visual arts program
is one of the largest and most comprehensive within SUNY, and Buffalo State continues to earn national
recognition for the quality of its teacher-preparation programs. In spring 2012, a B.S. in Family and
Consumer Sciences Education that leads to initial New York State teacher certification was approved.
Most academic major programs range from 24 to 42 credit hours with specific disciplinary requirements
set by the appropriate academic department. Optional minor programs consist of 18 to 21 hours of
coursework and must be completed in a different discipline from the major.
The four schools at Buffalo State work collaboratively and within their disciplines to fulfill the
mission of the college (11.1.14). Each is committed to academic excellence, lifelong learning, critical
thinking, diversity, professional development, communication, service, and the betterment of the local
and global communities. Schools highlight their individual qualities as well: philosophy and aesthetics in
Arts and Humanities; analytical thinking, quantitative methods, and problem solving in Natural and
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Social Sciences; professional ethics, creative problem solving, twenty-first-century skills, technology, and
global engagement in the Professions; leadership, innovative and applied pedagogy, inquiry-based
reflective practice, and multiple literacies in Education. The schools, in concert with University College,
the administration, and the community, create an educationally and culturally rich environment where
students are prepared “to succeed as citizens of a challenging world.” This preparation begins in the
classroom, but the students’ education is enriched by numerous on- and off-campus opportunities and
resources that, in turn, create synergies that multiply the effect of the learning experience. For instance,
a number of new programs draw from several academic and cultural areas to create interdisciplinary
offerings, such as the Television and Film Arts major, the Arts and Letters major, the undergraduate
minor in Environment and Society, and the undergraduate minor in Leadership.
In addition, the schools engage in partnerships with many local agencies and arts and cultural
organizations. The School of Arts and Humanities (A&H) works closely with the Burchfield Penney Art
Center (11.1.15) and the Albright-Knox Art Gallery for student and community programming. The
Performing Arts Center at Rockwell Hall (11.1.16) is a state-of-the-art concert venue offering the Great
Performers series and an array of professional and student concerts. A&H students write for and
produce the Elm Leaves literary journal, write and produce films and plays, attend the Toronto Film
Festival, dance, and sing. They perform numerous concerts, often with members of the Buffalo
Philharmonic Orchestra (BPO) and other professional ensembles, create and show art and design work,
both here and abroad, participate in a vibrant local print and electronic media culture, and experience
the arts and humanities in programs around the world. Art students routinely study in cultural centers
abroad. Since 2011, the Anne Frank Project (11.1.17) and the Theater Department (11.1.18) have taken
a group of students to Rwanda to explore the themes of violence, peace, and healing through theater
and cultural sharing.
The School of Natural and Social Sciences (SNSS) has a number of partnerships and other
resources as well. For example, the Buffalo History Museum, located adjacent to the Buffalo State
campus, benefits from the college’s faculty expertise and student placements, while Buffalo State can
access the museum’s vast collection of artifacts and research materials. The two institutions have
worked together to bring new collections to the region, conserve collections with the Art Conservation
Department (11.1.19), digitize resources, and provide docent training for students. Through a temporary
exchange of personnel in summer 2006, Cynthia Conides, associate professor of history and social
studies education, served as the museum’s acting director.
The Buffalo Zoo provides another community laboratory for Buffalo State students. SNSS and
zoo personnel have developed an agreement that allows students and faculty to be involved in research,
education, hospitality, marketing, and other special projects with the zoo. In addition, the college’s
Whitworth Ferguson Planetarium (11.1.20) collaborated with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra in April
to present a dynamic performance of Holst’s “The Planets.” The new LEED-certified Science and
Mathematics Complex is designed to encourage interdisciplinary research, interaction, and the active
engagement of students, faculty, and visitors.
The School of the Professions (SOP) can be described as hands-on, entrepreneurial, and
interdisciplinary in practice. The Hospitality and Tourism Department operates a membership club on
campus, Campus House (11.1.21), that serves as a state-of-the-art teaching laboratory for Buffalo State
hospitality students. The Small Business Development Center (11.1.22) brings an entrepreneurial focus
to many of the school’s strategic initiatives. The center assists more than 1,000 clients a year including
community members, students, faculty, and staff. The Fashion and Textile Technology Program has
created a signature event called Runway (11.1.23) (most recent, 5.0), which showcases studentdesigned apparel during a major community event.
The School of Education (11.1.24) (SOE) houses the largest teacher-education program in the
region and sends more graduates into public education teaching positions than any other SUNY campus.
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The programs have maintained continual accreditation through the National Council for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) for more than 25 years. The SOE houses the Buffalo State
Literacy Center (11.1.25), which provides services to K–12 students who need help with literacy skills.
The SOE has partnerships with schools across the region. In summer 2012, Elementary Education and
Reading Department students participated in a Professional Development Schools Consortium in both
Zambia and Chile (11.1.26), where they gained hands-on experience teaching in an international setting.
Teachers in the program are graduate students completing their Literacy Specialist certification or
master’s degrees in Education. Most are practicing teachers. After-school tutors are practicing teachers
or college seniors or juniors majoring in Education. All teachers and tutors work under the guidance of
experts in the reading field. The School of Education and the Ellicott-Masten branch of the YMCA
collaborated to develop the Archie L. Media Discovery Center YMCA in Buffalo’s East Side and the
Community Academic Center on the city’s West Side.
The Teacher Education Unit (TEU) (11.1.27), which unifies all education programs through a
conceptual framework, has fostered communication and common programming and assessments, such
as teacher education dispositions; the Pedagogical Knowledge and Skills Evaluation; employer,
cooperating teacher, and alumni surveys; and exit reports. The TEU also shares a range of reports on
student demographics and academic and professional performance. Academic programs for which there
is no accrediting body undergo a self-study, an external review, and a written plan based on assessment
results approximately every five years.
11.1.3 Graduate Educational Offerings: The mission of the Graduate School (11.1.28) is to support the
overall mission of Buffalo State at the graduate level, including a commitment to access, high-quality
education, and transformative experiences. Over the past decade, the growth in programs at Buffalo
State (11.1.29) has been largely in graduate programs, and mostly in applied areas such as Applied
Economics, Museum Studies, Forensic Science, Public Administration, Higher Education Administration,
and Professional Applied and Computational Mathematics.
The Graduate School seeks to make significant contributions to students’ professional and
intellectual growth by providing a challenging and supportive environment that integrates advanced
study, scholarship, research, and leadership skills. Across departments, graduate students have a
number of cutting-edge programs from which to choose. Buffalo State offers 39 master’s degree
programs, 19 postbaccalaureate programs leading to teaching certification, six graduate certificate
programs, and two certificate of advanced study programs. While none of the graduate certificate or
postbaccalaureate programs requires research or independent study, 26 (or 70%) of the graduate
degree programs require either a thesis or master’s project; 5 require a thesis, project, or competency
exam; 1 requires a competency exam and optional thesis or project; 2 require a practicum; and 2 have
optional theses or projects. All programs allow students to develop both advanced research skills and
applied knowledge about their chosen career fields.
Notable degree programs include Art Conservation, Creative Studies, Educational Computing,
Speech-Language Pathology, Criminal Justice, Public Administration, Museum Studies, Teaching Bilingual
Exceptional Individuals, Literacy, and 23 areas of specialization in the master of science in education. In
addition, students can receive either an M.A. or an M.S. degree in Multidisciplinary Studies by selecting
graduate courses from various academic departments at the college or from other accredited
institutions. All of Buffalo State’s graduate teacher education programs are distinctive in their ability to
provide training in urban, suburban, and rural settings. The training prepares candidates to be effective
in culturally diverse settings, enhance personal teaching practices and student learning outcomes, and
serve students with a variety of needs and abilities. The School of Education’s graduate offerings are
extensive. Student enrollment of 592 represents 35.7 percent of the graduate population.
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Buffalo State offers more advanced degrees than any other comprehensive college in the SUNY
system. As the workplace continues to change, Buffalo State must be especially cognizant of its program
offerings, their relevancy, and market demands. Over the past several years, Buffalo State has added a
variety of degree programs in response to assessments, but it must continue to engage in further
analysis and dialogue about undergraduate and graduate degree offerings in response to workplace
supply and demand. Increases in graduate degree offerings will likely affect undergraduate offerings
unless additional resources are provided or shifted.
Suggestion 1: Examine the impact of increased graduate offerings on undergraduate offerings in
future strategic and college planning efforts.
11.1.4 Enhancing Learning: Buffalo State has high expectations of its students. In addition to
comprehensive major and minor academic programs, the college offers multiple opportunities to
enhance its course offerings that emphasize academic rigor, global thinking, and the integration of a
liberal arts education for student learning and lifelong success. The faculty’s commitment to high
standards for scholarship and research affects the undergraduate experience in positive ways, as
evidenced by Buffalo State’s national recognition for its undergraduate research programs (11.1.30).
Buffalo State takes pride in its attention to undergraduate education and its long tradition of engaging
students in high-quality research and creative activities. Research is seen as an integral part of an
undergraduate’s education, and both the process and outcome are important. The mentoring of
students conducting research is a critical part of the experience. The 2010–2011 Student Research and
Creativity Celebration (11.1.31) showcased the work of nearly 400 students who authored or
coauthored abstracts and artist statements and 130 faculty members who served as their mentors.
Forty-two awards were made in the Small Grants Program (11.1.32) (fall and spring rounds of the
program), and three small grants projects were funded for summer. Twenty-two students and nine
mentors were supported to attend conferences through the Undergraduate Travel Program (11.1.33).
Thirty-two applications were submitted to the Undergraduate Summer Research Fellowship Program
(11.1.34), and 24 fellowships were awarded.
The All College Honors Program enrolls about 60 new students each year, and has a total
enrollment of about 200. The program provides outstanding, intellectually committed undergraduate
students with a rewarding, academically challenging learning experience. The program prepares
students for Fulbright, Marshall, and other scholarships, entry into top-notch professional and graduate
schools, and successful careers.
Buffalo State strives to open the global community to its students. The International Education
Office (11.1.35) coordinates Buffalo State’s international student exchange and study-abroad programs
in Australia, Canada, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands, Puerto Rico, and Spain. Because cost can often
be a barrier to students’ participation in study-abroad programs, particularly at Buffalo State, where
many students come from modest means, the college has begun to offer more short-term international
experiences, assisting faculty who organize programs in destinations such as Cambodia and Zambia. For
example, for the last few years, the Theater Department has sponsored a trip to Rwanda (11.1.36),
where Buffalo State and Rwandan students join together in the spirit of community and tolerance
represented by the Anne Frank Project. This approach has been successful. The college has also
launched a new “We’ll Get You There” initiative to further defray transportation expenses for students.
Strategic Initiative 2 of the 2009–2013 Strategic Plan (11.1.37) included a goal to increase the number of
students who had an international experience to 10 percent of the graduating class by 2011. A total of
157 students, or 9 percent of the undergraduate class, studied abroad in 2010–2011.
The Graduate School assumes responsibility for the development, management, and delivery of
the Master of Science Degree in Multidisciplinary Studies (11.1.38). The program is designed for
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students who need a nontraditional accredited program to meet career and professional goals. The
curriculum has been used to further the professional development of overseas educators working at
American/International Schools. Buffalo State has been offering this 30-credit degree program at various
international locations for the past 13 years. International sites now total 43 (2012). The program’s 2012
enrollment was approximately 1,200 students. IGPE is assessed in a five-year cycle (11.1.39) with annual
targeted outcomes. Student work is evaluated against learning outcomes for programmatic assessment.
Rubrics for the programmatic outcomes were developed by core faculty and shared with all faculty in
fall 2008. The rubrics are applied to a random selection of student work from the international program.
The overall thrust of this effort is to ensure that the learning outcomes (11.1.40) goals are being met. In
addition, the IGPE administers student and site satisfaction surveys, random exit interviews of
graduates, and course evaluations to provide further evidence of the quality of the international
program and areas for improvement.
National Student Exchange (NSE) (11.1.41) is an undergraduate student exchange program that
cooperates with nearly 200 colleges and universities within the United States and Canada. Ninetythousand NSE students have studied across state, regional, provincial, and cultural borders. The Student
Exchange Programs (11.1.42) at Buffalo State forge multicultural connections and relationships that are
critical to creating global citizens empowered to face the problems of the future. The commitment to
help students “succeed as citizens of a challenging world” also extends to the professional development
of the faculty and staff through the International Education Office. Whether traveling abroad or working
with visiting international researchers (18 in 2010–2011), Buffalo State faculty members develop crosscultural understandings about the role education plays in a global community. Such insights are
internalized and shared with students and colleagues both formally through course development and
informally through conversations.
The current Buffalo State Strategic Plan includes an initiative (11.1.43) to enrich educational
experiences by increasing complementary learning opportunities and connecting cocurricular and
curricular experiences. Strategies include infusing diversity, global issues, and alternative perspectives
throughout the curriculum; increasing the national and international experiences of students;
strengthening student involvement with staff and alumni in activities at the college; and increasing
student engagement in workplace or community settings.
Suggestion 2: Enhance global perspectives in the general education program as well as through studyabroad and National Student Exchange programs.
Buffalo State students enjoy a self-contained, intimate campus located in one of Buffalo’s most
culturally vibrant neighborhoods. As a member of the community, the college promotes the integration
of volunteerism and service with learning in departments across campus to aid local agencies and
schools in meeting the needs of community residents. Many faculty members see the city as an
extension of the classroom and in many cases incorporate experiential learning into their classes. For
example, students in the physical sciences might complete work at Buffalo State’s Great Lakes Center
(11.1.44). Students in the arts and humanities take advantage of the campus’s location within Buffalo’s
museum district, adjacency to the Albright-Knox Art Gallery and Delaware Park, and proximity to
Buffalo’s Theater District. Furthermore, most majors and academic programs offer 400-level
Independent Study and Special Project courses that often take the form of internships or capstone
projects with local businesses and organizations, where students can apply what they have learned in
the classroom to the workplace.
Housed within the Career Development Center (CDC) (11.1.45), the Volunteer and ServiceLearning Center (VSLC) (11.1.46) leads efforts to formally integrate service learning into the curriculum
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across campus to aid local agencies and schools in meeting the needs of community residents. ServiceLearning Faculty Fellows (11.1.47) learn the skills and techniques necessary to effectively incorporate
service learning into their coursework. Through an intensive three-day training program facilitated by
the VSLC, faculty members acquire an in-depth understanding of service-learning pedagogy and are
supported through the process of converting existing courses or creating new courses that incorporate
service learning.
Programs offered by the Center for Excellence in Urban and Rural Education (11.1.48) and the
newly created Community Academic Center (11.1.49) provide additional opportunities for students to
engage in service learning.
Research demonstrates that connecting classrooms to communities through service learning is
an effective pedagogical strategy. College students who participate in civic engagement learning
activities not only earn higher grade point averages but also have higher retention rates and are more
likely to complete their degrees. In addition, they demonstrate improved academic content knowledge,
critical thinking skills, written and verbal communication, and leadership skills. At Buffalo State, during
the 2010–2011 academic year, 1,688 students participated in 79 service-learning courses (11.1.50)
taught by 40 faculty members. In spring 2011, pre- and post-course surveys of students in servicelearning classes showed 82 percent felt their “course material was reinforced by the service-learning
experience,” and 84 percent said they were “able to apply what they learned in the classroom to
everyday life.” In addition, as a result of their service-learning experience, Buffalo State participants
reported noteworthy gains in written and verbal communication, public speaking, problem-solving,
social responsibility, leadership, and teamwork skills. Buffalo State student surveys also indicated an
increased sense of responsibility to community, with a 14 percent increase in positive responses to the
statement “I have a responsibility to serve my community,” and a 2 percent increase in positive
responses to the statement “I can make a difference in the community.” As of spring 2011, Buffalo State
identifies service-learning-designated courses on student transcripts.
The VSLC Strategic Plan (11.1.51) calls for an increase in service-learning activities by 5 percent
each year through targeted faculty outreach. An increase in service-learning activities and courses will
provide greater opportunity for students to engage in this important academic experience.
11.1.5 Using Instructional Resources in Undergraduate and Graduate Educational Offerings: All
undergraduate programs require a variety of courses that encompass a multitude of learning resources
and various types of content. At the graduate level, programs require a wide variety of content areas,
capstone experiences, practicums, and research opportunities. To support the delivery of quality
educational offerings, Information Services and Systems (11.1.52) ensures that its units (E. H. Butler
Library (11.1.53), Instructional Resources (11.1.54), and Computing and Technology Services (11.1.55))
provide the resources, services, and infrastructure needed to foster student success and the
achievement of student learning outcomes, including information literacy and technology competency
skills.
Each academic department is assigned a dedicated liaison librarian to work directly with its
faculty. Liaisons attend department meetings when needed; announce new resources; and assist with
research, collection development, and accreditation of programs. Library faculty teach credit-bearing
courses in Library Research Methods. Librarians teach course-related information literacy sessions to
more than 6,000 students each year. They also routinely work with the Academic Skills Center (11.1.56)
and serve as liaisons to the Learning Community Program (11.1.57). Butler Library has three computerequipped teaching classrooms in CyberQuad (11.1.58). The Information Commons model is employed to
deliver services. Nearly 200 workstations are distributed throughout the library for student use. The
24/7 StudyQuad (11.1.59) and QuietQuad (11.1.60) have workstations with an array of specialized
software, two group study rooms equipped with presentation flat screens, and a multimedia editing
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room with four iMacs.
Instructional Resources in Bulger Communication Center has a videoconferencing classroom, a
webinar conference room, and a training lab facility for faculty and staff. Instructional Resources
manages 84 “smart” classrooms on campus; 100 percent of the centrally scheduled classrooms that
could support permanently installed equipment have been converted. Each of these locations includes a
VCR/DVD player, document camera, video projector, computer with network access, and overhead
projector. Smart carts containing a VCR/DVD player, video projector, and computer with network access
are available for faculty use in the few classrooms that could not support permanent installations.
Instructional Resources also provides multimedia production, photographic services, and instructional
design services including online course development and access to the ANGEL learning management
system (to be replaced by Blackboard Learn). The college is constructing a new Technology Building and
a new Science and Mathematics Complex, which will offer many new technology-enhanced learning
spaces.
In summary, the quality of academic programming at Buffalo State is ensured through multiple
layers of review by internal and external evaluators; through scheduled, consistent curricular and
program reviews at the college, SUNY, and state levels; and through a high-quality faculty as outlined in
Standard 10.

Standard #12: General Education
Introduction
In 2006, Buffalo State established the Intellectual Foundations (IF) program, a liberal arts program of
study organized around learning outcomes designed explicitly to promote and develop the skills and
habits of the mind required for a life of intellectual curiosity and civic engagement. In fall 2011, the
college completed a five-year program review and self-study of the general education requirements to
evaluate the program’s effectiveness, strengths, and weaknesses and to create a general education
program more clearly driven by the IF student learning outcomes (SLOs). Based on this review, three
recommendations were put forth and accepted by the College Senate on December 9, 2011:




Reduce and simplify IF program requirements and Student Learning Outcomes.
Eliminate the Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) requirement as part of the IF program and
infuse the requirement into major programs.
Revise or eliminate the BSC 101 requirement.

RQ 12.1: In what ways and for what reasons has the general education program been
changed over the past five years?
12.1.1 Mission and Goals: The IF program (12.1.1) strives to promote an understanding of the
continuity of human history, the depth of inherited knowledge, the validity of diverse modes of inquiry,
the value of artistic expression, and the richness of our collective human experience. The goal of the IF
program is to provide a foundational center for Buffalo State’s liberal arts education. The IF program at
Buffalo State is organized around a communally developed mission and guiding principles (12.1.2).
Success in achieving the goals of the IF program is assessed using a set of comprehensive learning
outcomes (12.1.3) monitored by the Senate Intellectual Foundations Oversight and Assessment
Committee (SIFOC) (12.1.4).
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12.1.2 Scope of General Education (IF): According to the State University of New York (SUNY) general
education guidelines (12.1.5), candidates for a baccalaureate degree are required to complete an
academically rigorous and comprehensive core general education curriculum of no fewer than 30 credit
hours, including at least 3 credit hours of coursework in both mathematics and basic communication to
instill knowledge and skills in these key areas. In addition, at least 3 credits in at least five of the
following eight academic areas are required—Natural Science, Social Science, American History,
Western Civilization, Other World Civilizations, Humanities, the Arts, and Foreign Languages. Also
required is overall competency in the areas of Critical Thinking and Information Management. The IF
program is an outcomes-based program, aligned with the SUNY general education guidelines, and
included 39–66 credit hours. Based on the 2012 program review and recommendation of the College
Senate, the IF program is being revised to include 33–39 credit hours.
Significant changes have been made to the general education program in the past five years.
The previous general education program (GE2K) (12.1.6) was a fusion of two quite different general
education programs based on SUNY’s broad distribution requirements. It was assembled to meet a very
short, SUNY-imposed timetable, but the college immediately began exploring alternative models based
on student learning outcomes. In 2006, after significant review and deliberation, the college
implemented the IF program. Every potential general education course (12.1.7) was reviewed with
Intellectual Foundations SLOs (12.1.8 see pp.3-9) in mind. In adopting the IF program, the college
committed to a process of continuous and systematic improvement in general education through
assessment. In addition, Buffalo State infused diversity, writing-intensive programming, and technology
and society into the IF program, going beyond the SUNY requirements and highlighting its unique
institutional and community identity.
12.1.3 Assessment and Program Review Process and Timeline: Since 2003, assessment of each area of
general education has been ongoing on a rolling three-year cycle. Assessment committees are designed
for each area and are composed of faculty members teaching in the designated IF category. Committees
are led by an associate dean from a designated school. Assessment consists of evaluating student work
from courses in each area. If the work is qualitative, for example an essay, work of art, or performance,
it is generally evaluated by two faculty members according to an agreed-upon rubric. Inter-rater
reliability sessions are conducted prior to the assessment to help insure quality data.
In the areas of Critical Thinking, Mathematics, and Written Communication, student work is
evaluated according to a set of rubrics developed across SUNY to ensure system consistency. The
learning environment is also assessed through the administration of the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) (12.1.9 - 2006, 2008, 2012) and Faculty Survey of Student Engagement (FSSE)
(12.1.10). The results of each assessment are the basis for making changes as well as for further
assessment. Results are compiled in the IF Dashboard (12.1.11) and made available through a variety of
sources.16
Results of NSSE are triangulated with results from the IF assessment. The Senate Intellectual
Foundations Oversight Committee (SIFOC) and the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL) Advisory
committee (12.1.12) evaluate the results of NSSE and FSSE and make recommendations. Triangulated
results are compiled and presented in the Intellectual Foundations Dashboard.
In addition to assessment of each area of general education, the Senate resolution establishing
the IF program charged SIFOC with carrying out a full program review once every five years to assess the
impact of the IF program and provide guidance for its continued improvement. In accordance with the
resolution, a comprehensive review of the IF program was conducted during the 2010–2011 academic
16

These include the Intellectual Foundations Dashboard, the Assessment and Curriculum website, and the Daily
Bulletin.
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year. SIFOC organized a thorough self-study process that included IF committees, broad campus
participation, and a site visit from two professional external evaluators.
A committee was convened for each IF category, including those mandated by the Senate IF
resolution and by SUNY. SIFOC administered student and faculty surveys and convened open forums and
focus groups for campus constituencies, which included students, faculty in each academic school, and
Student Affairs professionals. SIFOC identified the two external evaluators, who received the IF SelfStudy and subsequently conducted an examination of the IF program in September 2011.
The Self-Study Report (12.1.13) was organized into six areas: (a) Curriculum, (b) Assessment, (c)
Faculty, (d) Students, (e) Administrative Support and Program Governance, and (f) Support Services.
Analysis and recommendations are provided for each area. Committee reports, survey analyses, and
additional supporting documentation are included in the self-study appendices.
Based on the review, in fall 2011 the College Senate recommended the following: (a) reduce and
simplify the IF program, (b) eliminate BSC 101 (Foundations of Inquiry) as an IF requirement, and (c)
infuse the Writing Across the Curriculum Program into major requirements. SIFOC was strongly
encouraged to develop and present a plan for revision to the CSCC no later than April 3, 2012. As a
result, the College Senate approved a motion on February 10, 2011, to eliminate the BSC 101
requirement effective fall 2012, and the revised IF program should be implemented in fall 2013.
Recommendation 1: Review the recommendations for IF contained in the external reviewers’ report
and make changes deemed by the campus community to strengthen programming.
12.1.4 Analysis: The IF program review looked at its alignment and compliance with SUNY General
Education SLOs, its adherence to the Buffalo State mission and goals, and its effectiveness. Upon review
of the IF Self-Study, assessment results, NSSE and FSSE data, survey data, and focus group data, the
college identified areas needing improvement. The College Senate Curriculum Committee (12.1.14)
charged SIFOC largely with focusing on the structural elements or program requirements for general
education. When undergoing a large program revision such as this, structural discussions can sometimes
overshadow other important elements. SIFOC should not only revise the structure of the IF program
according to its charge but also implement minor changes suggested by assessment results and other
assessment measures that will strengthen the overall program.
For example, faculty survey data indicate a desire for greater cohesion among the requirements.
Students also commented that while they are aware of the IF requirements, they often don’t
understand why they are required. Several student survey comments deemed general education a
waste of time and money with no application to a student’s life or degree. Faculty focus groups
indicated the need to help students understand the purpose and relevance of the IF program.
Demonstration of the understanding of the liberal arts was a primary learning outcome of BSC 101
(Foundations of Inquiry). Since this course has been eliminated as a requirement, SIFOC must carefully
consider how to address this issue in the IF revision.
Recommendation 2: SIFOC should develop and implement a plan to more effectively communicate
the mission and purpose of the IF program to students.
Also of concern are the internal size and scope of the IF program. While faculty and students
seemed to recognize the breadth of the IF program as a strength, the external evaluators and faculty
and student survey data indicate an overabundance of courses in some categories and a shortage in
others. The external evaluator report (12.1.15) also commented on the number of courses currently in
the IF program. The Senate Resolution establishing IF did not address issues of size and scope. Because
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no guidelines exist, the CSCC has been adhering to its traditional process of approving course proposals
for IF designation based on whether or not they meet the student learning outcomes for the IF category.
SIFOC must consider the optimal number of courses for the program when developing the IF revision.
Guidelines and oversight should be included in the implementation plan for the new program. Data
sources such as course quotas, numbers of courses and sections per year, and days and times of course
offerings should be used in this process. Several strategies to reduce the size and scope of IF were
included in the external evaluators’ report. Since SIFOC is advisory to the CSCC, more careful attention
to the size and scope of the IF program can be addressed.
The IF external evaluators’ report showed student focus groups were concerned about transfer
issues related to general education requirements. The IF Student Survey (12.1.16) indicated similar
concerns. Approximately 45 percent of student survey respondents were transfer students. While the
program has made significant efforts to introduce transfer students to the IF requirements and advise
them accordingly during orientation activities, the issue of course transfer should be further
investigated. SIFOC should review the college’s articulation agreements and devise a list of courses that
can be transferred in for IF credit.
Suggestion 1: SIFOC should further investigate the needs and concerns of transfer students.
As a result of the IF Self-Study, the college eliminated BSC 101 in March 2012 and voted to
eliminate the writing intensive “W” designation, opting to infuse writing into the curriculum. The Writing
Oversight Committee will ensure that the college provides a true writing-intensive curriculum. IF
requirements were also reduced to be more in line with other SUNY institutions and to provide students
more flexibility in course selection. This included replacing the foreign language requirement with a
Global Engagement requirement that more accurately reflects the needs and experiences of Buffalo
State’s students and community. Faculty support and development is also important in a discussion
about the improvement of any program, but especially significant at Buffalo State. At the time the IF
Self-Study was compiled, about half of the IF courses were being delivered by part-time faculty. Faculty
focus groups indicated concern about increasing class sizes in the IF program. Buffalo State has made
significant progress in the area of faculty development. The Faculty Development Office (12.1.17) has
partnered with University College (12.1.18) to offer an annual Pedagogical Institute. Faculty are
encouraged to participate in workshops (12.1.19) on critical thinking, oral communication, learning
communities, diversity and inclusion, instructional technologies, service learning, writing-intensive
pedagogies, and more.
In summary, the general education IF program has established a comprehensive assessment and
improvement regimen that will serve to keep the program strong and effective for years to come. In the
months ahead, the recommended changes will be fully implemented and assessment will be ongoing.
With the College Senate and SIFOC in the lead, Buffalo State will continue look to improve these
essential foundation courses and support systems to ensure student success.

Standard #13: Related Educational Activities
Introduction
A number of Buffalo State programs and services fall within the framework of “related educational
activities,” which, while independent of each other, illustrate a commitment to providing studentcentered academic support and quality educational experiences that extend beyond the traditional
classroom. Through services for underprepared students, partnerships with outside entities, certificate
programs, distance-learning and study-abroad opportunities, experiential learning programs and
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activities, service learning, and volunteer and community activities, the college demonstrates its
commitment to creating learning opportunities and environments that meet the needs of a diverse
student body, support the mission, and prepare students for living and working in a global society.

RQ 13.1: How effective have Buffalo State faculty and staff efforts been in developing
courses, services, and infrastructure to satisfy the Strategic and Academic plans?
13.1.1 Basic Skills, Developmental Coursework, and Precollegiate Programs: Buffalo State is committed
to ensuring that underprepared students acquire the basic skills necessary for a successful college
career. To achieve this outcome, the college employs a variety of methods consistent with the goals of
the Strategic Plan (13.1.1). Systematic procedures exist for identifying students who are not fully
prepared to study at the college level. The Academic Support Programs unit of University College
(13.1.2) offers several noncredit academic transition courses to help students succeed in more advanced
courses. Students may be directed to these courses based on results of writing and math placement
exams, or they may voluntarily enroll to improve their basic skills. (Undergraduate Catalog 13.1.3)
The required writing courses are offered through University College (UC) (13.1.4) in the College
Writing Program (CWP) (13.1.5). Students must demonstrate writing proficiency at the CWP 101 and
102 levels (College Writing I and II). If necessary, students can develop skills to prepare them for CWP
101 by taking CWP 099 (Developmental Writing). Students with SAT scores below 400 are automatically
placed in CWP 099. Although it does not carry academic credit, CWP 099, for financial aid purposes, is
considered equivalent to a 3-credit course.
To graduate, all students as of 2006 must fulfill a Mathematics and Quantitative Reasoning
requirement as part of the general education requirement. Students who have not completed three
years of high school math or attained a minimum SAT math score of 460 or an ACT math score of 16 can
take MAT 097 or MAT 098 to prepare for college-level coursework. Although these courses do not carry
academic credit, MAT 097, for financial aid purposes, is equivalent to a 3-credit course, and MAT 098 is
equivalent to a 1-credit course.
Other academic transition courses offered by University College include UNC 100: Mastering the
Academic Environment, UNC 120: College Reading and Study Skills, and UNC 150: Advanced Reading and
Learning Strategies.
The Academic Skills Center (13.1.6) of University College provides free tutoring and workshops
for all Buffalo State students seeking supplemental instruction in their courses. Tutors meet with
students one-on-one or in small groups, handling an array of subjects that include business, humanities,
languages, math, science, statistics, and writing (See Academic Support Services (13.1.7)).
Buffalo State’s commitment to access for educationally and economically disadvantaged
students encompasses three programs: The Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) (13.1.8), the
Collegiate Science and Technology Entry Program (CSTEP) (13.1.9), and Upward Bound (13.1.10).
EOP was established in 1967 to fulfill New York’s commitment to access to higher education for
educationally and economically disadvantaged citizens. EOP students have been identified as students
who have the talent and ability to succeed in college, but have been placed at a disadvantage by
financial and academic circumstances. The diversity contained within EOP at Buffalo State has provided
the appropriate service population for many funded grant opportunities. EOP students have participated
in programs such as the McNair Scholars Program (13.1.11) and the Math and Science Summer Institute
(part of the STEM Program (13.1.12)—Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Talent
Expansion Program).
CSTEP is a vital support service for Buffalo State students. CSTEP operates in accordance with
New York State education guidelines. The goal is to promote confidence and self-esteem in students
while helping them adjust to college life and make the most of their academic experience. The program
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facilitates access to careers in science and technology for economically disadvantaged students or
members of groups traditionally underrepresented in higher education and assists students pursuing
degrees in health-related fields (such as pre-med), engineering technology, pre-law, and computer
information systems.
The Upward Bound program grooms underserved high school students for postsecondary
education. The college’s program currently provides support services to 88 low-income, first-generation
students from five high schools in the Buffalo Public Schools district to prepare them for college
admission and success in their higher education pursuits. Since the program’s inception at Buffalo State
in 1986, 69 percent of students served have graduated from postsecondary education or are currently
enrolled. Ninety-two percent of the Buffalo State Upward Bound seniors in 2004 enrolled in college
following graduation from high school.
13.1.2 Certificate Programs: Certificate programs (13.1.13) at Buffalo State are a part of the regular
departmental curriculum. All certificate programs go through the college’s established course and
program approval process and such proposals are guided by program objectives in keeping with the
appropriate academic department’s requirements. Proposals are reviewed and approved by the
department curriculum committee, faculty, department chair, school curriculum committee, and dean.
Proposals are then submitted to the College Senate Curriculum Committee (13.1.14) for first review and
approval. The president of the college issues final approval before programs are advanced to SUNY
System Administration and the New York State Education Department for registration purposes. Policies
are located on the Academic Affairs website in the DOPS Policy Handbook: Proposals for Graduate
Certificates (13.1.15 - Number: IV:06:00).
The college offers 19 postbaccalaureate teacher certification programs and six graduate
certificate programs. Graduate certificate programs are Adult Education, Creativity and Change
Leadership, Human Resource Development, Museum Studies, Public Management, and Teaching
Bilingual Exceptional Individuals. Like all students at Buffalo State, those enrolled in certificate programs
can take advantage of all campus support services. Courses designed specifically for certification
programs are of equal rigor and quality as degree program courses and, if applicable, can be transferred
to a degree program offered by the institution. Certificate programs’ home departments are responsible
for academic oversight of the programs and courses. All programs must be approved by both the Senate
Curriculum Committee and SUNY (Curriculum Handbook p. 13 (13.1.16)).
13.1.3. Experiential Learning: At Buffalo State, experiential learning is a purposeful process of engaged,
active learning—guided by faculty and staff—in which the student constructs knowledge, skills, or values
by means of direct observation in authentic, real-world contexts. Reflections on these experiences are
integral to the success of the endeavor. Experiential learning includes many of the following: hands on
engagement; facilitated, guided practice; multidimensional growth and development; reflection;
application of theory or classroom knowledge; student learning goals, assessment, and documentation;
and service to a larger community.
The college supports experiential learning by providing numerous opportunities for students to
have a meaningful learning experience outside the classroom. Thirty-nine departments integrate such
opportunities as part of student coursework. Trained faculty and staff, together with field professionals,
supervise these experiential placements (see Undergraduate Catalog; Graduate Catalog (13.1.17)).
For example, the Elementary Education and Reading Department (13.1.18) has established a
consortium of nearly 100 Professional Development Schools (PDS) (13.1.19) in 28 school districts across
New York. Twenty of these schools house the program’s PDS Methods courses each semester. Student
teaching is offered at locations across Western New York, with some placements available in the New
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York City area. Students can be placed in urban, suburban, or rural settings, allowing them to experience
a variety of settings for maximum learning potential.
Experiential learning provides students with working experiences in areas related to their
academic or career interests. It allows them to develop and use new skills and knowledge in an actual
work experience and to synthesize and blend theoretical and practical approaches.
Content learning and amount of credit available for experiential learning are evaluated on the
basis of these guidelines: Up to 45 credit hours may be accepted from the following sources: published
examinations: no more than 18 credit hours may be in general examinations; course challenge: 30
credits; noncollegiate institutions: 15 credits; and proprietary institutions: 15 credits. Credit by
evaluation is listed in the Undergraduate and Graduate catalogs. A common formula is 3 hours of
experiential learning x 16 weeks = 1 credit hour; however, there is no standardized policy at present on
how to award credit. The awarding of credit hours is based on the merits of the internship as assessed
by the approved faculty within each department. Uniqueness of internship experience is considered for
multiple semesters; a cumulative total of up to 6 credit hours is allowed for most departments.
College policies on internships, practicums, clinical experiences, and fieldwork are provided in
the Undergraduate Catalog (see sections for program-specific expectations) and in the program sections
of the Graduate Catalog. Learning outcomes expected for such experiential learning are as follows:




Students will experience working in areas related to their academic or career interests.
Students will use skills and knowledge in an actual work experience.
Students will demonstrate the ability to blend theoretical and practical approaches.

13.1.4. Noncredit Offerings: Continuing Professional Studies (CPS) (13.1.20) offers noncredit
programming developed in collaboration with departments and faculty members who have interests in
working with adult learners for professional development. Topics are selected based on the Academic
Plan (13.1.21), workforce needs analysis, and competitive advantage. Annually, 2,500 students enroll in
noncredit programming at the college such as conferences, seminars, and contract training (see NCIA
Survey Report (13.1.22)).
SUNY mandates Continuing Education as the entity that plans, implements, and reports
noncredit offerings to SUNY. Approved noncredit offerings receive official continuing education credit.
Noncredit offerings are consistent with academic programs at Buffalo State. Programs are developed in
collaboration with academic departments and reported to SUNY annually. The Academic Plan mandates
the offering of noncredit programming to generate non-tuition revenue. The goal is to increase revenue
annually by 10 percent. The goal has been met each year.
All noncredit programs have clearly articulated program or course goals, objectives, and
expectations of student learning that are designed, approved, administered, and periodically evaluated
under established institutional procedures. All programs are discussed and approved by the Continuing
Professional Studies Office (13.1.23). Each faculty member submits an application for noncredit activity
using published guidelines for Continuing Education.
13.1.5 International Graduate Programs for Educators Office (IGPE): The International Graduate
Programs for Educators Office (IGPE) (13.1.24) of Buffalo State develops and manages the master of
science program in Multidisciplinary Studies as well as professional development for education
professionals working at American/International Schools. IGPE is part of the International and Exchange
Programs Unit housed at Buffalo State in University College. This unit reflects the college’s commitment
to international understanding through exposure of administration, faculty, and staff to professionals
worldwide. The 30-credit degree program is hosted by American/International Schools for cohorts
(groups of approximately 25 students) of education professionals. The entire program requires 10
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courses that are delivered at the school site, electronically, or through a combined approach of on-site
and online instruction, depending on the course and the needs of the cohort.
MSCHE first affirmed the inclusion of 26 IGPE international “additional locations” within the
scope of the institution’s accreditation in November 2008. Since then, other locations have been added;
currently there are 43. Some sites have been ongoing for several years while others are intermittent
based on the needs of the individual site and its personnel. A complete description of this program is
included in Appendix E.
13.1.6 Distance Learning: Strategic Plan 2009–2013 Initiative 1.6 (13.1.25) proposed that the college
“integrate technology throughout the learning environment and enhance the delivery of academic
programs through its efficient and effective use.” The college explored ways to serve off-campus
students, including military personnel, corporate and continuing education students, commuter
students, and so-called “swirl students” (students who earn college degrees in unconventional ways). In
2009, an ad hoc Distance Education/Online Learning Oversight Advisory Committee (OOC) (13.1.26)
proposed a Distance Learning Strategic Plan to develop and support distance-learning curricula,
programs, and courses; enhance learning opportunities; create new markets; enhance student/client
access; and increase enrollment and retention through the diversification of course, program, and
curricular delivery systems. The plan outlined faculty training as well as course delivery,
implementation, and assessment and outlined a broad collaboration with existing institutional entities
such as the Professional Development Center (13.1.27), University College, Continuing Professional
Studies (13.1.28), and Instructional Resources (13.1.29). The Small Business Development Center
13.1.30) would be charged with developing a business plan with outcome goals and a self-sustaining
cost/revenue model for distance learning. The credit and noncredit course offerings would be proposed
and approved by faculty and their academic programs and overseen by the Academic Council and
Continuing Professional Studies respectively, and the Information Services and Systems (ISAS) Council
and Board (13.1.31) would identify and assess project and student service needs and allocate resources
accordingly.
The college moved quickly, contracting with the SUNY Learning Network (SLN) (13.1.32) for
faculty training and online course development and assessment. A full-time instructional designer was
hired to aid in the development and support of faculty courses, and the college instituted a stipend for
faculty members who completed the SLN training and developed and taught online courses.
Assessment: Distance learning courses are held to the same standards as traditional courses.
Distance learning does not develop new programs but develops options for teaching the college’s
traditional courses online. These courses have been vetted through the College Senate (13.1.33)
process. In addition, students enrolled in distance offerings are assessed to determine satisfaction with
courses. Ninety-eight percent of students who responded to the summer 2010 and 2011 Online Learning
Support Survey indicated they had a positive experience and that the work met or exceeded their
expectations. The average persistence rate was 83 percent (Online Learning Support Survey (13.1.34)).
Results from student surveys have continued to inform the Distance Education/Online Learning
Advisory Committee’s decision making. At the end of the course-development phase of training, faculty
members use a Course-Readiness Checklist as a self-assessment tool, which works to provide ongoing
support and expansion of distance offerings. Faculty use this tool for continuous improvement of
distance course teaching strategies with peer review. As a member of the SUNY Learning Network,
Buffalo State also uses the Quality Matters Initiative (13.1.35). SLN has partnered with Quality Matters
to provide a rubric and process for the continuous improvement of online courses.
Recommendation 1: Adopt the Sloan Quality Scorecard for the administration of distance
education/online programs at Buffalo State.
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Recommendation 2: Standardize course evaluations for distance education courses.
Buffalo State has developed more than 100 online undergraduate courses across the four
schools. One graduate degree program, Adult Education, is fully online, and one in Music Education is
under development. Twenty-two online sections were offered in spring 2010, 20 in fall 2010, 28 in
spring 2011, 34 in fall 2011, and 44 in spring 2012. Forty-five sections were offered in summer 2009, 78
in summer 2010, 125 in summer 2011, and 166 in summer 2012.17
The college has satisfied its goal to offer an online general education (IF) completion option for
swirl students. In addition, the college has developed 15 general education requirements to satisfy a
Community College of the Air Force associate’s degree. Distance learning efforts at Buffalo State have
been led largely by two main groups: The first consists primarily of faculty and instructional designers,
led by the associate vice president for Continuing Professional Studies (CPS) and the associate provost
and dean of the Graduate School. The second consists primarily of Computing and Technology Services
(13.1.36) and Instructional Design staff members, led by the chief information officer (13.1.37). These
two groups have been meeting for the past two to three years and are continuing to monitor distance
learning at Buffalo State.
Distance learning efforts have been faculty centered and funded by the online incentive
program. The growth has been funded solely by tuition from online Summer Session courses and
therefore does not affect the operational budget.
These efforts have led to increased demand for courses that justified the hiring of a second
instructional designer, the reallocation of a line from the library to IR, and increased collaboration
between Instructional Resources (IR) and Continuing Professional Studies. It has also resulted in greater
collaboration between IR and Academic Affairs (13.1.38). As a result, distance learning course shells
have been developed for all categories within Intellectual Foundations (IF). Other courses within the
graduate curriculum and some major courses have also been developed. An excellent relationship has
also been formed with the SUNY Learning Network (SLN), and Buffalo State is seen as a leader within
SUNY because of its participation with SLN efforts.
The current Strategic Plan specifies the need to increase online enrollments to meet student
demand; online efforts are also targeted under revenue generation, and CPS is mandated to increase
the number of online courses and certificate programs as a means to increase part-time nontraditional
student enrollment, create online undergraduate degree completion options, and generate revenue.
Because of the overwhelming success of these efforts, a revised plan seems warranted to address the
institutional needs generated by increasing online courses as well as the possible effects on campus
culture.

RQ 13.2: How will the college continue to support faculty development of online courses?
The college has been successful in implementing online education. Faculty members have access to
excellent one-on-one training through the SUNY Learning Network (SLN) and the Buffalo State
Instructional Technology Office. Software and hardware support are current and responsive to faculty
and student needs, and the college offers generous stipends to instructors who complete the SLN
training and create and teach an online course. The college’s next Strategic Plan must look closely at the
role, structure, and effectiveness of distance education at Buffalo State to establish more formal
campuswide policies, goals, support services, and methods for evaluating programming. This process is
ongoing.
17

The final number of completed sections will not be available until fall 2012.
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Suggestion 1: Prominently address effective development and delivery of online education in the next
Strategic Plan.
13.2.1 Course Development and Faculty Development for Distance Offerings: The Distance Learning
Policy (13.2.1) indicates that online offerings demand the same expectations of faculty as courses
offered in traditional instructional modes. Faculty must produce syllabi that include basic information
such as learning outcomes, course expectations, requirements, and assessment. Assignments and exams
also follow traditional course expectations. Such guidelines serve to ensure that distance offerings have
met the curricular standards and expectations set forth by Buffalo State.
After each training session, faculty members work closely with campus instructional designers to
develop the courses; a Course-Readiness Checklist is used as a self-assessment tool.
Review of campus resources for students shows that many services are oriented to the
residential or commuter student, but relatively few provisions have been made to accommodate
distance education students. Such consideration is important as the campus continues to extend its
distance offerings, including fully online degree programs. Support services beyond the basic technical
assistance must be addressed and explicitly made available to students. Student Support Services agrees
that online tutorial services are a priority. Academic Support Programs (13.2.2) and the College Writing
Program (13.2.3) will collaborate to explore training and acquire the human and financial resources
necessary to implement such services. Training for support staff using Blackboard Collaborate has been
discussed with the director of Instructional Resources (13.2.4).
In summary, Buffalo State will continue to use resources such as the Educational Opportunity
Program and Student Support Services to best serve a diverse student body and to provide
opportunities for those classified as educationally disadvantaged. The college will also expand
experiential and service learning opportunities, and through careful assessment and review, will
improve, increase, and refine distance education programming.
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Section 6
Standard # 14: Assessment of Student Learning

Standard 14: Assessment of Student Learning
Introduction
Assessment of student learning lies at the heart of all MSCHE standards. Buffalo State’s commitment to
student success is reflected in the ways in which the assessment of a student’s educational experience
informs and influences that learning at every juncture. Assessment of student learning demonstrates
that, by graduation and at other appropriate points, the institution’s students have acquired knowledge,
skills, and competencies consistent with institutional and higher education goals. MSCHE Standard 14
ties together critical components of many of the other standards, including Standards 11 (Educational
Offerings), 12 (General Education), and 13 (Related Educational Activities), which include assessment of
student learning among their fundamental elements. Thus, the members of Work Group 8 (Standard 14)
collaborated with Work Group 7 (Standards 11, 12, and 13). The efforts of Work Group 4 (Standard 7,
Institutional Assessment) were also linked closely.

RQ 14.1: How effectively does Buffalo State provide students with clear information on how
they are expected to achieve each key learning outcome (e.g., what assignments and learning
experiences will help them achieve it)?
Effectiveness of Documentation and Information
The commitment at Buffalo State is to establish a culture of assessment at every level of the institution,
in keeping with the emphasis on accountability within the State University of New York (SUNY), as
illustrated by the SUNY Report Card (14.1.1). One important demonstration of this culture is the 2009–
2013 Strategic Plan (14.1.2), in which key performance indicators (KPI) accompany each of the five
initiatives. These indicators are used to monitor annual progress and will ultimately be used to evaluate
Strategic Plan outcomes after five years. Metrics are defined for each indicator, and several KPIs involve
improvements in scores on the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE)(14.1.3) - (2006, 2008,
2012). For example, Strategic Initiative 1.2 is to increase student participation in active, inquiry-based,
and collaborative forms of learning. The first three KPIs for this strategic initiative are (1) Buffalo State’s
score for the “active and collaborative learning” NSSE benchmark area will rise from 49.7 to at least
55.4, or to a score that earns Buffalo State a place in the current upper 50 percent of NSSE institutions;
(2) the number of students in service-learning courses will increase; and (3) seniors reporting internships
on NSSE will increase. Similar KPIs were established for each strategic initiative, and these KPIs show
that the commitment to assessment begins at the institutional level. Buffalo State has developed a
dashboard system (14.1.4) for continual monitoring of the Strategic Plan initiatives in relation to the
KPIs. The dashboard uses multiple measures to support decision making and is readily available to the
campus community.
14.1.1 Expected SLOs at All Levels and for All Programs: The first Fundamental Element subsumed
within these research questions deals with the expectation that an accredited institution must possess
or demonstrate clearly articulated student learning outcomes (SLOs) at all levels and for all programs
that aim to foster student learning and development.
The selection and alignment of SLOs for degree programs (14.1.5) and general education
(14.1.6) at Buffalo State is ensured by a rigorous review process, involving evaluation at the department
level, at the school level through school curriculum committees and associate deans, by the College
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Senate Curriculum Committee (CSCC) (14.1.7); College Senate Curriculum Handbook, 2011 (14.1.8)) and
its work groups, and by the associate vice president for assessment and curriculum (AVP-AC) before
approval by the president. New programs and substantive program revisions also must be reviewed by
SUNY in accordance with the Handbook for the Submission of Undergraduate Academic Program
Proposals (14.1.9) and Guidelines for the Submission of Graduate Academic Program Proposals (14.1.10)
issued by SUNY and posted on the SUNY Office of the Provost (14.1.11) website. Finally, new programs
and substantive program revisions are also reviewed by the New York State Education Department
before inclusion on the Inventory of Registered Programs (14.1.12). For existing programs, five-year
program reviews or accrediting body reviews are also required. More information about Buffalo State’s
five-year program review process is presented later in this section.
Undergraduate and graduate programs are required to develop program assessment plans
(14.1.13 - undergraduate, graduate) at the department level for review by the AVP-AC and the
Assessment Advisory Board. These plans are kept on file in the office of the AVP-AC and made available
to students via department websites (14.1.14). The plans include clearly articulated program-level SLOs
that are mapped to courses with curriculum maps (14.1.15), resulting in the achievement of SLOs,
measures of student achievement, methods of measurement, and timetables for assessment. At the
department level, a thorough and scrupulous review of the departmental/program self-study (14.1.16)
that is part of the periodic five-year review provides evidence of the quality of the assessment plans and
process. Moreover, external reviewers provide feedback on program assessment as part of the program
review process. Accrediting bodies such as NCATE, ABET, and ACS also provide substantial feedback
about program assessment plans, procedures, data collection, and “closing the loop” in using
assessment information for program improvement.
A review of undergraduate and graduate program assessment plans currently available on
department websites indicates the following:
The fall 2012 catalog (14.1.17) lists 103 undergraduate programs at Buffalo State. The
Undergraduate Programs’ SLO Summary (14.1.18) presents the spring 2012 active website links for each
program; 20 of these are education programs accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE). The remaining undergraduate programs have assessment plans, all of which
are made available to students on the web.
Buffalo State offers 39 master’s degree programs, 19 postbaccalaureate teacher certification
programs, six graduate certificate programs, and two certificate of advanced study programs (Graduate
Catalog (14.1.19)). Forty-three are NCATE accredited; postbaccalaureate teacher certification-only
programs do not lead to a degree and are included in the NCATE review. Of the remaining 23 graduate
programs, 14 (70%) have assessment plans on the web, and two (10%) are new programs that will begin
in fall 2012. SLOs on course syllabi (general education, academic programs) are the primary vehicle to
convey information to students about expected outcomes. In addition, links to major program SLOs are
included in the college’s Undergraduate and Graduate catalogs. The intention is that 100 percent of
courses in which program assessment occurs (including the general education program as well as major
programs) include the specific SLOs of the category to which the course belongs. Academic departments
are responsible for including program SLOs in the courses in which program assessment occurs. All
departmental SLOs are made available to students via departmental websites and the online college
catalogs (undergraduate, graduate).
Departments use curriculum maps to closely track courses in which specific SLOs are achieved.
All academic departments have prepared curriculum maps to identify the courses in which an SLO is
introduced (I), reinforced (R), or mastered (M); the Evidence Room Curriculum Maps page contains links
to all academic departments’ maps.
Standard 12 of this report focuses on Buffalo State’s general education program, called
Intellectual Foundations (IF). The University College website (14.1.20) provides a list of SLOs in each
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category of IF, which can be easily accessed by faculty members teaching IF courses and by students
taking IF courses. A large-scale five-year program review of the entire IF program (14.1.21) was
conducted in fall 2011. Committees coordinated by the assistant dean of University College were formed
for each category of IF; all committees assessed the extent to which SLOs were met, and most
subcommittees assessed the extent to which SLOs were evident on syllabi. The AVP-AC created a
general education “dashboard” (14.1.22) to offer Buffalo State a single place to track assessment results
in each category of general education. The recommendations yielded by this assessment process, in
particular the external reviewers in the IF five-year program review, were used to formulate the
proposed revision of the general education program. The revision was approved by the College Senate
at its May 11, 2012, meeting (14.1.23).
University College and Student Affairs (14.1.24) house and administer a number of support
programs at Buffalo State. Most programs in these two units actively participate in the college’s
assessment mission and thereby maintain SLO-driven assessment plans. In University College, for
example, the International and Exchange Programs (14.1.25) (international and exchange program
assessment plan (14.1.26)) , Educational Opportunity Program (14.1.27) (EOP assessment plan 14.1.28),
and Academic Support Programs offices all have assessment plans, but the plans are not currently
posted on a website.
In 2005, Student Affairs developed the Student Affairs Assessment Plan (14.1.29) to help the 15
offices that constitute this unit move forward in assessing their impact on students. Students Affairs
helped all offices with collecting demographic data about their users, measuring satisfaction, and
evaluating programs. Student Affairs offices evaluate programs and make changes to programs based on
that data. Extensive data have also been collected on satisfaction of users in Student Affairs offices. All
Student Affairs offices have developed unit outcomes, and six of the 15 offices developed further SLOs:
Residence Life (14.1.30), Career Development Center (CDC) (14.1.31), Counseling Center, Volunteer and
Service-Learning Center (VSLC), CHAMPS/Life Skills Program – Intercollegiate Athletics, and Orientation.
Residence Life publishes its SLO information on a website for students. Learning outcomes guide the
programming model used by Residence Life, and the SLOs are placed on a well-designed timeline
throughout the year to support optimal student development. For example, a goal in October is campus
connection, and one of the SLOs for that month is “Students will foster professional relationships with
members of the Buffalo State campus community.” Residence Life uses these SLOs to guide programs
and activities during the year. The CDC also assesses identified SLOs for the year and produces a report
as well.
The VSLC, a part of Student Affairs, assesses stated SLOs by administering a pre- and postexperience survey. It analyzes results and writes an annual report (14.1.32), which summarizes its goals,
measures, and performance indicators. The VSLC identified 144,330 hours of volunteer work in the
Western New York community by students, faculty, and staff in 2010–2011. For six consecutive years,
the Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS) (14.1.33) has recognized Buffalo State for
its impact on issues from literacy and neighborhood revitalization to supporting at-risk youth. Buffalo
State has been named to the CNCS honor roll since the list’s inception in 2006.
The SUNY Student Opinion Survey (SOS) (14.1.34 - 2006, 2009, 2012) provides regular
assessment data for all academic departments and Student Affairs offices. This survey is typically
administered every three years, most recently in spring 2012. Results of the SOS are made available to
the campus community on the website of the AVP-AC; the SOS 2009 and 2012 results are on the
assessment website. Many questions are devoted to academic issues; for example, students rate the
frequency with which they have “been required to think critically in completing assignments.” In
addition, the SUNY SOS measures students’ opinions of many other offices and services, including
college tutoring, facilities and grounds, student life, and community service. The SOS reports on the
AVP-AC website are particularly useful because they allow for longitudinal analysis.
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RQ 14.2: How effectively do all academic and support programs document that the
curriculum or program helps students achieve each key learning outcome?
14.2.1 Documented, Organized, and Sustained Assessment Process: Buffalo State has a documented,
organized, and sustained assessment process. The Assessment and Curriculum Office (14.2.1) and the
Assessment Advisory Board (14.2.2 - p.2) provide leadership and resources for campuswide assessment
activities. Academic departments have adopted the assessment plan template (14.2.3) created by this
office. The template is a table specifying the following: a clear delineation of program and student
learning goals and outcomes; courses and activities in the program that result in the achievement of the
goals and objectives; measures, criteria, and rubrics used to determine the degree to which students are
achieving the goals and outcomes; and a realistic timetable. Assessment Plans (undergraduate (14.2.4)
and graduate (14.2.5)) are also required to state the process and procedures for making changes based
on the assessment results. This process is carried out on a rolling five-year cycle, while results and
actions are reported annually.
The Assessment Advisory Board reviews academic program assessment plans every five years
(14.2.6). Under the direction of the AVP-AC, the board reviewed all undergraduate academic major
assessment plans in 2009 to determine whether the plans met the criteria identified above. The board
suggested improvements, and departments were asked to revise their assessment plans to address the
board’s concerns. Revised plans were submitted to the Assessment and Curriculum Office by the
beginning of 2010. A subcommittee of Work Group 8 used an availability sample of the academic
program assessment plans in spring 2012 to collect data to determine whether the plans were (a) useful
– determined by a periodic evaluation of the results; (b) cost-effective – determined by the use of
existing measures such as exams, papers, essays, projects; (c) reasonably accurate – determined by
using carefully selected, multiple direct measures to assess goal achievement such as exams, papers,
essays, projects; (d) planned – determined by including measures that are related to the goals; and (e)
organized, systematized, and sustained process – determined by the use of a timetable. Results of this
evaluation are presented in Table 14.3.
At the undergraduate level, 100 percent of the programs had assessment plans. Within the last
10 years, almost three-quarters (72%) of the departments reported an implementation or revision date,
with the oldest date being 2003. Over 90 percent of the assessment plans met the established criteria
(a) of use of multiple measures, (b) of use of existing data, (c) related to goals, (d) of quality to inform
decisions, (e) of direct evidence of student learning, and (f) to provide a timetable. The primary need
identified for improvement in the assessment plans was to include specific information about periodic
evaluation procedures.
At the graduate level, 70 percent of the 20 non-NCATE academic programs had assessment
plans. A sample of 10 of these plans was reviewed in this analysis; 90 percent reported an
implementation or revision date, with the oldest date being 2009. All assessment plans met the criteria
(a) of use of multiple measures, (b) of use of existing data, (c) related to goals, and (d) of direct evidence
of student learning. Most plans were sufficient to inform decisions and establish a timetable for change.
Again, only 50 percent of the plans contained periodic evaluation procedures.
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Table 14.3: Review of Undergraduate and Graduate Assessment Plans
Criteria

Undergraduate Programs

Graduate Programs

Established

Needs
Improvement

Established

Needs
Improvement

Multiple Measures

97%

3%

100%

0%

Use of Existing Data

98%

2%

100%

0%

Related to Goals

100%

0%

100%

0%

Quality to Inform
Decisions

91%

9%

90%

10%

Direct Evidence of
Student Learning

98%

2%

100%

0%

Timetable

93%

7%

80%

20%

Periodic Evaluation

42%

58%

50%

50%

A review of assessment plans showed that the plans were very good to excellent on all but one criterion:
evidence of periodic evaluation. This review led to the following suggestion:
Suggestion 1: The Assessment Advisory Board should follow up annually with departments whose
assessment plans are in need of revision.
Buffalo State supports the assessment process through a variety of means, including the
Assessment and Curriculum Office, which reports directly to the provost. This office produces a
newsletter, Assessment Matters (14.2.7 Fall 2011, Spring 2012, and Fall 2012), which informs the college
community of assessment reports, upcoming assessment initiatives, available assessment resources,
and general articles on assessment. Every year, the Professional Development Office offers Faculty
Development Workshops (14.2.8) on assessment-related issues, such as assessing learning objectives,
and designing and evaluating writing assignments. Faculty and staff professional development is also
supported by the college’s subscription to Magna Commons (14.2.9), which provides an extensive
collection of webinars. The Professional Development Office (14.2.10) and University College (14.2.11)
jointly sponsor workshops on writing, critical thinking, etc., during a two-week Pedagogical Institute
(14.2.12) offered each May. Funding to support faculty travel to assessment conferences is available; for
example, several Assessment Advisory Board members attended the 2008 Assessment Institute in
Indianapolis. Likewise, national assessment experts are invited to the campus for presentations on
assessment matters.18

18

See www.buffalostate.edu/spa/documents/PDDregistration.pdf and
http://wwwd.buffalostate.edu/dailybulletin/assessment-expert-speak-buffalo-state-thursday-march-8.
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Evidence of support and collaboration of faculty and administration is provided through use of a
standardized structure for the assessment plans, the high percentage of programs that have developed
and revised their assessment plans, and institutional support of assessment through the Assessment and
Curriculum Office, the AVP-AC, and the Assessment Advisory Board. Every department is required to
document its assessment activities, data collection, assessment results, and intentions to use the
assessment results for improvement in the annual report (14.2.13) prepared and submitted each June.
Further evidence is shown throughout the education programs. The Teacher Education Unit
(TEU) (14.2.14) includes all departments within the School of Education as well as secondary education
programs in the School of Arts and Humanities, the School of the Professions, and the School of Natural
and Social Sciences. The Buffalo State Education Assessment System (BSEAS; password = guest) is
supported by the college’s acquisition and use of TaskStream for assessment across the TEU; a full-time
NCATE coordinator maintains and supports assessment activities throughout the unit.

RQ 14.3: Have assessment results led to appropriate decisions about teaching, planning,
budgeting, etc.?
The next Fundamental Element deals with the expectation that an accredited institution must obtain
assessment results providing evidence that students are achieving key institutional and program
learning outcomes.
14.3.1 Academic Departments’ Assessment Results: All departments and programs use multiple
measures, including portfolio review and analysis of student projects with rubrics, objective tests, and
capstone course assignments, to assess student progress in the major. Departments summarize their
yearly assessments in annual reports (14.3.1) submitted to their deans, who use departmental
assessment information in decision-making about resource allocations, including requests for faculty
lines. The multiple measures used to assess the numerous categories of general education include
analyses of written work using rubrics, objective tests, standardized and benchmarked national
assessments, and surveys. Results of these multiple measures are made available to departmental and
institutional decision-makers on the website of the AVP-AC (Assessment and Curriculum Office 14.3.2).
Some reports are presented in “dashboards” and as indicated in Standard 1, the College Planning
Council (14.3.3) has established a dashboard committee to oversee this process. This is not to suggest
that student learning can be captured solely by quantitative measures. Instead, the assessment
philosophy of Buffalo State, as carried out by the AVP-AC, is to provide data from multiple sources to
encourage intradepartmental and institution-wide conversations based on evidence that lead to factbased recommendations, contribute to the review of academic programs and the general education
program, and ultimately contribute to student achievement of key learning outcomes.
At Buffalo State and within the State University of New York (SUNY), academic departments are
expected and required to conduct regular program reviews. Departments have two options: to use the
guidelines provided by SUNY, or to use a specialized external accrediting body. SUNY’s program review
Guide for the Evaluation of Undergraduate Programs (14.3.4 – 2001 ) (14.3.5 – 2012, p. 3) indicates that
program review may involve specialized accreditation bodies as applicable. Buffalo State adheres to this
suggestion. At Buffalo State, examples of accrediting agency-based review include the Accreditation
Board for Engineering and Technology Inc. (ABET) and the Council for Social Work Education (CSWE); the
full list of accrediting organizations (14.3.6) using this form of review is available on Buffalo State’s
website. Accrediting agencies vary widely in their requirements for external review. Reports from
accrediting bodies (14.3.7) are available for review in the Evidence Room.
Similarly, because of the complexity and specificity of NCATE’s accreditation process, those
departments falling under the NCATE umbrella were treated separately. Buffalo State’s TEU (14.3.8) has
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fully implemented unit assessments collected and reported using TaskStream Learning Achievement
Tools (LAT) and TaskStream Accountability Management System (AMS) across all 74 initial and advanced
programs. Unit assessment was initiated in LAT across all programs during fall 2009 and has continued
every semester since. In the most recent review, all elements of NCATE Standard 2 were judged as
passing, Element C was rated “Target,” and all five Areas for Improvement were removed. All education
programs and TEU assessment information is available for review in TaskStream. Particularly useful are
the overviews prepared for NCATE, available on Taskstream (14.3.9) (password = guest). Specifically, on
the BSEAS Institutional Report page, overviews 2b “Data Collection, Analysis, and Evaluation” and 2c
“Use of Data for Program Improvement” provide summaries of evidence used by NCATE to declare that
the Buffalo State TEU passed NCATE’s Standard 2 (Assessment).
SUNY requires regular program reviews, typically every five years, in which assessment plays a
central role. SUNY’s (2001) Guide for the Evaluation of Undergraduate Academic Programs has steered
five-year program reviews for more than a decade. Each department’s report to SUNY included the
departmental self-study, the report of invited external reviewers, and the department’s response to the
reviewers’ report. The categories departments were asked to address in their self-study included
curriculum, assessment, faculty, students, support services, and administrative support. The new Guide
for the Evaluation of Undergraduate Programs (2012) was recently released and will be used going
forward. SUNY’s new guide was developed after a review of the literature on effective program review
(reflecting recent research and theory) and consideration of documents from MSCHE, the New York
State commissioner of education, and others. The 2012 guide emphasizes the increasing centrality of
assessment of student learning and the use of data in program evaluation; it also acknowledges the
increasing role of technology in program evaluation. External review continues to be a part of the new
guidelines.
At Buffalo State, both graduate and undergraduate programs are typically evaluated in the same
review, which occurs on the five-year cycle or on the accreditors’ timetables. In addition, Buffalo State
sharpens the SUNY guide by adding its own local set of Guidelines for Periodic Evaluation of Academic
Programs. Buffalo State’s guidelines provide greater detail to departments about the format of the selfstudy, give additional questions for reflection, explain the procedures for scheduling external reviewers,
provide bullet headings for the external reviewers’ report, etc. For further clarity, the AVP-AC maintains
and distributes a timeline for departmental program reviews (14.3.10); the current timeline goes
through 2014. Departments typically receive feedback from the dean and/or provost following
completion and submission of the program review report to SUNY.
In order to evaluate whether assessment results have led to appropriate decisions, members of
Work Group 8 used the most recent departmental SUNY five-year program reviews to examine the
extent to which recommendations of external reviewers were acted upon. As shown in Figure 14.1, 36
percent of the external reviewers’ recommendations have been acted upon, 44 percent are in progress,
and 20 percent have not been acted upon. Work Group 8 further examined the reasons provided for not
acting upon reviewers’ recommendations.

Figure 14.1 Actions on Reviewers'
Recommendations
Yes, Acted Upon

In Process

Not Acted Upon

20% 36%
44%
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The committee found the most common reason for the lack of actions was lack of funding. The
second most common reason for the lack of actions, accounting for nearly a third of the reviewers’
recommendations, was the department deliberately disagreed with one or more recommendations. For
example, a reviewer recommended that a department consider nontraditional forms of scholarship in
promotion decisions; the department cited the Policies of the SUNY Board of Trustees (14.3.11) in
choosing to disagree with the recommendation. The third most common reason for not acting upon
reviewers’ recommendations was facilities limitations, including a lack of dedicated departmental space.
Lack of faculty was the next most common reason. As SUNY’s budget situation improves, so too should
implementation of recommendations.
Although the SUNY five-year program review process does not specifically include graduate
programs, nearly all departments with graduate programs at Buffalo State include them in their selfstudies during the SUNY or accreditation agency reviews.
Recommendation 1: Include all graduate programs in the regular program review process, using either
the SUNY review process or accreditation agency processes.
14.3.2 Academic Unit Assessment Results: A number of academic units at Buffalo State are housed
administratively within University College (14.3.12) (UC) rather than in traditional academic
departments. As discussed in 14.1.1, UC houses programs related to international education, which are
important components in fulfilling Buffalo State’s mission (14.3.13) “to empower a diverse population of
students to succeed as citizens of a challenging world.” Assessment results for these programs are
summarized each year in UC’s annual reports (14.3.14). All units within UC updated their assessment
plans during the 2010–2011 academic year. Assessment data show that increasing numbers of Buffalo
State students participate in International and Exchange programs. The International Graduate
Programs for Educators (IGPE) (14.3.15), a multidisciplinary degree program, is available to students
worldwide. In 2009, 26 host sites were affirmed as “Additional Locations” of Buffalo State by the
MSCHE; thus, Buffalo State’s instructional programs in such far-reaching locales as Colombia, Ghana,
and Taiwan are now included within the scope of the college’s Middle States accreditation. The Center
for China Studies (14.3.16), also housed in UC, fosters scholarship and hosts visiting scholars from China,
with the goal of enhancing students’ knowledge of China and Chinese culture. Assessment in all
academic units within UC ensures that the activities of UC promote student learning.
One of the largest assessment initiatives in UC involves Map-Works (14.3.17). Beginning in 2008,
Map-Works has been used to help assess first-year student success and transition (see each year’s
summary results and recommendations); thus, Map-Works acts as an “early warning system” for firstyear students who may be experiencing difficulties that could result in their dropping out of college. For
example, in 2010, assessment results showed that commitment to the institution was the most
important predictor of satisfaction with the institution; the second most important predictor was peer
connections. When Map-Works data identifies students as at risk of leaving the institution, counselors in
University College reach out to help address the students’ concerns. Another finding is that students
who complete the Map-Works survey during their first semester are less likely to leave the institution;
this finding has potential to aid Buffalo State in its retention efforts. As stated in the Student Affairs
2010–2011 Annual Report (14.3.18) (p. 190), the Residence Life Office (14.3.19) has partnered with UC
to fund Map-Works and support its outreach initiatives to first-year students.
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Buffalo State’s mission “to empower a diverse population of students to succeed as citizens of a
challenging world” is further evidenced by the requirement that all students take a course meeting the
learning outcomes of Non-Western Civilizations (NWC). This category was assessed as part of the
general education Intellectual Foundations (IF) Self-Study in fall 2011 (14.3.20) (for all appendices of the
IF Self-Study, see the Evidence Room). Generally, the assessment committee judged that the courses
currently offered as IF-NWC courses were appropriate for addressing the SLOs for the category; the
committee had concerns about class sizes for some sections. Inconsistencies among syllabi were
identified, and the committee recommended a checklist for syllabi and/or a survey to be completed
during IF-NWC review years to assess whether IF-NWC courses were meeting their critical-thinking
integration goals. These and other IF assessment results played an important role in Buffalo State’s
revision of the IF program, which was approved by the College Senate in May 2012.
Buffalo State has recently engaged in reexamining and reworking its IF program, via
recommendations from the College Senate (14.3.21) to the Senate Intellectual Foundations Oversight
Committee (SIFOC). At its May 11, 2012, meeting, the College Senate voted to adopt an IF program to
begin in fall 2013. This effort indicates that the campus is using assessment results and feedback from
various sources to rethink the program. Clearly, Buffalo State has feedback mechanisms at work that are
active in the development of its curriculum. The links across the Middle States Standards (including
Standard 12, General Education; Standard 14, Assessment of Student Learning; Standard 7, Institutional
Assessment; Standard 4, Leadership and Governance; and Standard 6, Integrity) are all prominent in the
campus update of IF. This process of change illustrates “closing the loop” in assessment.
14.3.3 Nonacademic Unit Assessment Results: At Buffalo State, nonacademic units have identified
student outcomes as part of their mission; these outcomes are assessed regularly and reported
annually. Weigel Health Center (14.3.22) is assessed regularly using the National College Health
Assessment (NCHA) of the American College Health Association (ACHA). The most recent assessment
was conducted in 2012, and its results are forthcoming. Results from 2009—both the full data report
(14.3.23a) and the Executive Summary (14.3.23b)—are available for review in the Evidence Room. The
2009 ACHA-NCHA assessment of Weigel provides a baseline to compare pre- and post-assessment data
to judge improvements in 2012 and for future assessments. For example, in fall 2012, the college will
begin to implement the College Senate’s 2011 resolution establishing a tobacco-free campus, so the
ACHA-NCHA data will provide useful benchmarking on the effectiveness of efforts to reduce tobacco use
on campus.
Intercollegiate Athletics (14.3.24) engages in assessment activities each year, specifically for the
athletics programs, recreation/intramurals, and the Fitness Center. For example, as indicated in the
Student Affairs Annual Report 2010–2011 (14.3.25), facilities were the primary issue identified in
assessments of both staff and students. These assessment results were important factors in the college’s
decision to engage in a significant rehabilitation of Houston Gym to improve its facilities, with a
scheduled completion date of October 2014. Facilities were identified as a problem using assessment,
and the college subsequently budgeted for building rehabilitation; this is another example of “closing
the loop” in assessment.
Buffalo State’s Counseling Center (14.3.26), which is accredited by the International Association
of Counseling Services, also engages in ongoing assessment each semester through the Student
Feedback Survey (14.3.27). Spring 2011 data were consistent with previous surveys: a high percentage
(94%) of respondents said they were satisfied with the overall effectiveness of services, and an even
higher percentage (97%) said they would recommend the center’s services to others. The Counseling
Center has been examining its activities’ impact on student engagement and academic success; 87
percent of survey respondents rated the Counseling Center as effective or very effective in supporting
their academic success.
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The University Police Department (14.3.28) (UPD) at Buffalo State successfully completed the
New York State Division of Criminal Justice Services accreditation assessment (14.3.29) in 2012. The
process included a three-day site visit by a three-person assessment team to ensure compliance with
the division’s 133 standards. The Accreditation Council formally awarded UPD accreditation status at a
ceremony in Albany on June 14, 2012. Only seven SUNY police departments currently are accredited.
Residence Life (14.3.30) posts student learning outcomes on its website. These SLOs guide the
programming model, and related activities are paced on a timeline throughout the year to support
optimal student development. Assessment data have been provided by the EBI Resident Study,
conducted by Educational Benchmarking Inc., in 2008–2009 (14.3.31a) and again in 2009–2010
(14.3.31b). Results comparing the two assessments showed improvement on several indicators from the
first year to the second. The 2009–2010 data showed the most important predictor of overall program
effectiveness at Buffalo State was “Learning Outcomes-Personal Interactions” (p. 18). In the Carnegie
Class comparison (p. 20), Buffalo State scored higher on “Learning Outcomes-Diverse Interactions” when
compared with similar institutions, but the college scored lower than its peers on a number of other
variables, including “Satisfaction-Facilities.” These assessment data have been used to guide decision
making in Student Affairs, including the decision to build the new Student Apartment Complex (14.3.32),
which opened in fall 2011, and to contract with architects to fund the schematic study for the
renovation of Towers 1–4.
The Career Development Center (CDC) (14.3.33) assesses identified SLOs for the year and
produces a report as well. The Student Affairs Annual Report (pp. 55–60) summarizes data analysis; for
example, 90 percent of students who met with a counselor for “choosing a career” stated they were
more confident with their career choices as a result of their appointment. The Volunteer and ServiceLearning Center (VSLC) (14.3.34) has been prolific in assessing its programs and using assessment results
for improvement. The VSLC surveys its community partners, faculty whose courses are involved, and
students who participate in the program both before and after their experiences. Reports summarizing
these data (14.3.35 - 2008-09; 2009-10; 2010-11) are available for review, and detail the changes made
as a result of assessment.
The Orientation Office (14.3.36) has used Student Voice in the past for assessment (14.3.37
survey results: 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011), as well as many other techniques, including focus
groups (see the Standard 9 data page for numerous examples of orientation assessment reports). Under
the guidance of the Orientation Steering Committee, information from these multiple measures was
used as the basis for a large-scale revamp and expansion of orientation for first-year students that
occurred in 2009. Dubbed First-Year Week of Welcome (FYWOW) (14.3.38), this new program used two
prior years of assessment data to support its programming. The program has changed from a two-day
session held three times during the summer into an intensive week-long program integrating academic
and personal transitions. Regular assessment has continued to improve its functioning. More
information is available in Standard 9.
In keeping with its goal of multiple measures at many points in the student’s academic career,
Buffalo State also uses senior-level assessments. For example, the Collegiate Learning Assessment (CLA)
2010–2011 (14.3.39) is regularly administered to seniors as well as first-year students; the “valueadded” score showed that seniors scored higher than would be expected based on their SAT
performance. In addition, the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) ((14.3.40) – 2006, 2008,
2012) is administered every three years and provides senior-level outgoing assessment. These measures
help Buffalo State assess its mission “to inspire a lifelong passion for learning.” More information on the
use of the CLA and the NSSE is provided below.
14.3.4 Institution-wide Assessment Results: Buffalo State is participating in the Voluntary System of
Accountability (VSA). The college’s VSA “portrait” page (14.3.41) provides institutional data on student
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profile, success, and assessment results. Currently, Buffalo State has provided data from NSSE and CLA
on the VSA website. The college’s participation in this accountability initiative provides important
information to prospective students, their families, and the community at large. The VSA is part of
Buffalo State’s open and transparent use of assessment data.
Buffalo State’s commitment to establish a culture of assessment at every level of the institution
is evidenced by the multiple measures used in institution-wide assessment. Institution-wide outcomes
include the numerous goals of the general education (IF) program (see the general education dashboard
(14.3.42)): writing, critical thinking, and diversity. Information management is an institution-wide
outcome that is infused throughout the curriculum.
Critical thinking is an important part of the college’s Intellectual Foundations (IF) program;
assessments of the IF program, including learning outcomes, are summarized on the assessment
website. Assessment of critical thinking at Buffalo State has been performed since fall 2006 with the
(CLA). The CLA includes Performance Tasks and Analytic Writing Tasks. Performance Tasks present
realistic problems that require students to analyze complex materials. Students’ written responses to
the tasks are graded to assess their abilities to think critically, reason analytically, solve problems, and
write clearly and persuasively. The most recent report, from 2010–2011, showed that Buffalo State
students scored above the performance level that would have been predicted on the basis of their SAT
scores. The “value-added” score showed that seniors scored higher in comparison to first-year students.
On the whole, the CLA provided encouraging results about this important collegewide measure.
Writing is another institution-wide outcome at Buffalo State. The large-scale assessment of the
IF program conducted in fall 2011 included an assessment of the College Writing Program (CWP). The
Writing Oversight Committee Report (Appendix H) (14.3.43) found that 75 percent of syllabi sampled
included CWP IF objectives, and 75–85 percent of syllabi included specific SLOs. The Writing Oversight
Committee judged that 100 percent was the appropriate target number and recommended that a
syllabus template be used in all CWP 101 and CWP 102 courses to help standardize practices among
instructors. This recommendation is currently being implemented; the template is available for review.
Thus, assessment of the Writing Program led to a recommendation, and the recommendation was
carried out, closing the assessment loop.
Results from the CLA also provide assessment data about the writing of Buffalo State students.
The 2010–2011 CLA report showed that on the Analytic Writing Task, seniors at Buffalo State performed
nearly a standard deviation (.99) above the score that would have been expected. The general education
dashboard provides an accessible summary of the multiple measures used to assess writing at Buffalo
State.
Analytical reasoning is also an institution-wide outcome. The 2010–2011 CLA report showed
that Buffalo State seniors performed well. On the Make-an-Argument Task, seniors were nearly half a
standard deviation above expectations (.44), and on the Critique-an-Argument Task, Buffalo State
seniors were considerably higher than one standard deviation (1.31) over the expected performance; in
fact, they scored in the 93rd percentile for value-added scores. These data provide encouraging
evidence for the impact of the institution on the students’ reasoning abilities.
Diversity is, and has historically been, an important collegewide outcome at Buffalo State
because of its mission “to empower a diverse population of students to succeed as citizens of a
challenging world,” the core value of respect for diversity and individual differences, and the college’s
Strategic Plan (e.g., Strategic Direction 4, Initiative 4.1). The first three SLOs for this IF category are
students’ ability to (a) demonstrate the ability to critically examine the past, current, or prospective
influences of diverse groups on American society; (b) analyze the ways in which social and institutional
structures can contribute to privilege and injustice through stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination;
and (c) explore systematically the importance of understanding, respecting, and valuing diverse people
or cultures.” Every student is required to take at least one course with the Diversity designation. The
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extensive review of the IF program in fall 2011 included assessment of this outcome (Appendix T
(14.3.44)). It was found that syllabi of Diversity courses should clearly state the IF diversity SLOs, and
that assessment of the requirement should pay closer attention to the depth of analysis, so that SLOs
could receive greater focus. During spring 2012, the College Senate considered recommendations from
the Senate Intellectual Foundations Oversight Committee (SIFOC) to modify the IF program, based on
assessment results. Diversity remains an institution-wide requirement in the revised general education
program approved by the College Senate.
Buffalo State uses the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), which is administered
every three years to a random sample of freshmen and seniors. Results of the NSSE are widely
distributed through AVP-AC Office in several formats (electronic, paper, and in presentations to campus
constituencies). The NSSE provides a picture of student engagement, as well as academic activities and
self-reported learning. Buffalo State’s 2009–2013 Strategic Plan is closely tied to the results of the NSSE;
several key performance indicators in the Strategic Plan involve NSSE scores. For example, Strategic
Initiative 1.4 is to “enrich educational experiences by increasing complementary learning opportunities
and connecting cocurricular and curricular experiences.” The first KPI within this initiative is that
“Buffalo State’s score for the ‘enriching educational experiences’ NSSE benchmark area will rise from 37
to at least 47.3, or to a score that earns Buffalo State a place in the current upper 50 percent of NSSE
institutions.” Thus, Buffalo State as an institution ties the NSSE’s multivariate assessment results in a
clear and transparent way to its Strategic Plan, providing evidence for MSCHE’s Fundamental Element
that an accredited institution is expected to obtain assessment results providing evidence that students
are achieving key institutional and program learning outcomes.
Also administered every three years is the SUNY Student Opinion Survey (SOS) (14.3.45 – 2006,
2009, 2012), which tracks student satisfaction with learning outcomes, support services, administrative
services, and facilities as well as general satisfaction with the institution. Administered cyclically on all
SUNY campuses, this survey also allows individual campuses to compare their results with that of other
SUNY campuses in their sector (university centers, four-year colleges, two-year community colleges).
The SOS is administered by mail from the Assessment and Curriculum Office, and results are distributed
electronically, by paper, and through presentations to faculty, staff, and administrators.
E. H. Butler Library uses the LibQUAL survey, which allows the library to solicit, track, and
understand users’ opinions of service quality. The results from this survey are used to benchmark with
comprehensive institutions nationwide as well as with SUNY and NYS comprehensives. Butler Library’s
2010–2011 Annual Report (14.3.46) provides evidence of the collection and use of assessment
information; an assessment librarian is charged with supervising assessment efforts. LIB 100 and LIB 300
are academic courses taught by librarians to enhance students’ research skills; the syllabi for these
courses include SLOs for all sections, and end-of-semester assessments of enrolled students track
competency in these learning outcomes.
In collaboration with the Assessment and Curriculum Office and the Career Development
Center, the Institutional Research Office regularly surveys recent alumni. Teacher education alumni are
sent the EBI Alumni survey, which is tailored specifically to teacher education program graduates and is
mailed to all graduates from the previous year. A locally developed survey is used for Buffalo State
alumni who did not graduate from a teacher education program. Typically, the surveys ask graduates to
report their perceptions of the college’s contribution to their learning, and these results assess Buffalo
State’s mission to inspire a lifelong passion for learning. Results are distributed to all academic
departments and administrative units and are posted electronically.
Buffalo State has been a member of the Consortium for Student Retention Data Exchange
(CSRDE) (14.3.47 - 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012) for many years. Participation allows the college to
track retention and graduation rates as a whole and by subgroups as well as to benchmark graduation
and retention rates against peer institutions. These assessment data, broken down by gender, race, and
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ethnicity, guide the college’s responses to issues that may differentially affect such subgroups. For
example, CSRDE data showing lower retention rates for resident international students led to a decision
to create “international floors” in residence halls specifically for international students.
As discussed earlier, an important institution-wide initiative related to retention, MAP-Works
(14.3.48 - 2009, 2010, 2011), illustrates how Buffalo State collects and uses assessment data to help
students achieve key institutional outcomes. Jointly administered between University College and
Campus Life, the initiative is truly institution-wide because it targets all first-semester students. In 2011,
1,036 (69.5%) of the incoming first-year class participated in MAP-Works. Data indicated that
homesickness and students’ perceptions of their academic self-efficacy were areas in which the
institution should focus to strengthen retention. One way in which the college is responding to those
results (14.3.49 - 2009, 2010, 2011) is by including those topics in the orientation schedule, explicitly in
workshops and implicitly in powerful presentations delivered with the assistance of upper-level theater
students. In spring 2012, Buffalo State received an overall excellence award for outcomes attained
through its use of Map-Works; an independent committee of faculty and administrators from 11
colleges and universities chose the winners out of some 100 participants who used the retention
program.
Finally, the education programs across the TEU (14.3.50) evaluated by NCATE are also
institution-wide. The BSEAS (14.3.51) is an iterative assessment system used across the institution’s
education programs that focuses on the entire assessment cycle—from collecting data, reporting and
reviewing data, making decisions based on data, and using data to improve programs. The web-based eportfolio assessment tool, TaskStream, provides the assessment mechanism for the BSEAS process. The
Teacher Education Council (14.3.52) acts in an advisory capacity to the Dean’s Council (14.3.53), which
serves as the head of the TEU and is responsible for facilitating the delivery, assessment, evaluation, and
development of teacher education curricula. Assessment results are generally provided through
TaskStream but are also available to students and other constituents via the TEU website.
14.3.5 Assessment Decision-Making: The final two Fundamental Elements deal with the expectation
that an accredited institution should possess or demonstrate evidence that student learning assessment
information is shared and discussed with appropriate constituents and is used to improve teaching and
learning, and that documented use of student learning assessment information is part of institutional
assessment.
Assessment results are used to improve teaching and learning at Buffalo State. All academic
departments engage in the gathering and reflective use of student learning assessment data. As outlined
by each department’s Assessment Plan (14.3.54 undergraduate) (14.3.55 graduate), the examination of
student learning outcomes is an institutional practice that affects decision making about teaching,
planning, and budgeting. In 2010–2011, a campuswide Annual Report Template was introduced across
all academic departments. At the end of each academic year, departments submit these annual reports
(14.3.56) containing evidence and action plans (i.e., goals) outlining how data will be or have been used
to make such decisions. The reports also include actual student assessment data based on the programs’
key assessments. These practices align with Buffalo State College’s Strategic Plan (Strategic Directions 1
and 4) in that departments develop goals and make decisions that help ensure that “students engage in
rigorous and transforming learning experiences” while “strengthening programs and activities that
distinguish the college.” The departmental annual reports are shared with constituents within each
department and submitted to the dean, who prepares and submits a school-level annual report to the
provost. The annual reports are used to track progress toward individual department goals, as well as
school goals. Evidence of decision making, use of assessment data to make decisions, and links to the
College’s Strategic Directions are included in the departments’ annual reports.
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As part of Buffalo State’s commitment to using assessment to improve teaching and learning, a
common Annual Report Template is used across all academic departments and provides evidence of
how assessment results improve teaching and learning, ultimately advancing Buffalo State’s mission and
vision. The current structure of the annual report has been revised to facilitate self-reflection by
departments and provides a way to document how each department is acting on the data gathered. It
provides a way to share, discuss, and disseminate assessment results to the appropriate constituents.
Specifically, the annual reports support and advance Strategic Direction 1 (Engage students in
rigorous and transforming learning experiences, both in and out of the classroom, heightening their
aspirations and empowering them to succeed as citizens in a challenging world) and 4 (Strengthen
programs and activities that distinguish the college) outlined in Buffalo State’s 2009–2013 Strategic Plan.
Departmental goals are linked to these initiatives.
The annual reports provide evidence of Fundamental Elements 4 and 5 under Standard 14,
Assessment of Student Learning. First, they provide evidence that student learning assessment
information is shared and discussed with appropriate constituents and is used to improve teaching and
learning. Second, they provide documentation of the use of student learning assessment information as
part of the larger institutional assessment. The reports do this by including specific information such as






progress and accomplishments of departmental goals;
goal planning for the following academic year;
listing of significant accomplishments;
assessment of student learning data;
globalization and diversity initiatives.

Work Group 8 conducted a thorough review of the 2010–2011 annual reports for 37 academic
departments. (Note: the number of academic departments increased from 37 to 39 in 2011–2012 when
the Educational Foundations Department split into three new departments.) The review process gleaned
evidence of specific curricular changes and goals accomplished that were related to student learning
assessment, such as new and revised programs and courses (or other curricular improvements) and
assessment plan revisions, as well as status of accreditation/external reviews.
Seven departments revised or completed their assessment plans, while numerous others went
on to make unique curricular decisions that affect teaching, learning, and budgeting. For example, three
departments reported revising or creating new curriculum advisement handbooks for their students. An
additional three departments created goals surrounding student outreach outside the classroom, both
with faculty and within the community, and two others reported reexamining program rigor to help
students meet the current challenges of the workforce. One program sought to increase its focus on
scholarship and research for its students. These are clear examples of how departments make decisions
to move toward their alignment with the College’s Strategic Direction 1 and 4.
A close examination of all department goals written for the 2010–2011 academic year shows
that 72 (40%) goals were accomplished, 91 (50%) were still in progress, and 18 (10%) were not
accomplished. Of those that could not be accomplished, the majority was due to budgetary constraints
and often out of the control of the individual department. The two most common of these were the
ability to hire new faculty to meet a department area of need, and the ability to improve departmental
facilities such as laboratories. See Standard 3 (Institutional Resources) for further discussion. Of note,
two departments reported action steps toward fundraising within their departments. Of these, one
reported using fundraising efforts to enhance student scholarships, which have a direct impact on
student learning outcomes.
An example of the use of assessment in departmental decision making is provided by the Physics
Department. Its 2010–2011 annual report showed that the department met to address the critique from
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its most recent SUNY five-year external review. One result of this meeting was to require PHY 105 (for
subsets of students) in parallel with the first calculus course to help students become better prepared
with mathematics and conceptual skills for higher-level physics courses. The Physics Department had
further meetings and discussions during the year to address another issue raised by the five-year review:
the problem students had in writing lab reports. The department worked in 2010–2011 to prepare a
plan for all laboratory courses over the full four-year program. This departmental example is only one of
many that demonstrate how student learning assessment information is shared and discussed with
appropriate constituents and is used to improve teaching and learning.
Annual reports for departments that house education programs were not included in this formal
analysis because their student learning outcome assessment data, decision making, and action planning
are all outlined in the Institutional Review Report (approved by NCATE in spring 2010). The 2010–2011
annual report data showed that the four most frequent decisions made by departments were (1) the
addition or revision of courses and/or programs; (2) the search for other curricular improvements, such
as resequencing of major courses; (3) revisions or completion of department assessment plans; and (4)
pursuit of accreditation and/or external review.
The tabulations provided by the Registrar’s Office of curricular changes processed during the
2009–2010 and 2010–2011 academic years demonstrate that curricular changes occur only after Buffalo
State’s rigorous review process. This involves evaluation at the department level, at the school level
through school curriculum committees and associate deans, by the College Senate Curriculum
Committee (CSCC; College Senate Curriculum Handbook, 2011) and its work groups, and by the AVP-AC,
before approval by the president. The CSCC uses Bloom’s Taxonomy to ensure that outcomes are
appropriate to the level of the course. New programs and substantive program revisions also must be
reviewed by SUNY and by the New York State Education Department.
Table 14.5 shows curricular changes by type over the last two academic years. The largest
number of curricular changes, by far, involved new courses, followed by course revisions. The spike in
new courses in 2010–2011 was largely due to the approval of a new program, the M.S. in Professional
and Applied Computational Mathematics. This program has a substantial number of 1-credit “module”
courses, all of which were submitted and approved as new courses in 2010–2011. The new program,
known as a Professional Science Master’s (PSM prefix), led to the creation of a variety of “standard”
courses (internship, independent study, thesis, etc.) with the new prefix. Similar issues in other
programs also contributed to the spike. The total number of new courses, new programs, course
revisions, and program revisions shows that Buffalo State’s curriculum is dynamic and is constantly
being examined and updated in the context of assessment of student learning outcomes.
Table 14.5 Curricular Changes by Type, 2009–2010, 2010–2011
Type of Curricular Change

2009–2010

2010–2011

New Programs

3

3

Program Revisions

13

15

New Courses

70

176

New Courses with IF Designations

14

10

Course Revisions

25

43

Course Revisions with IF Designations

21

7
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Course IF Designation Approvals (No Revision
Needed)

5

3

Based on policies and procedures outlined by the College Senate Curriculum Committee, all
curricular submissions (course proposals and revisions, new programs, and program revisions) must
provide a rationale for the addition or revision in the course proposal template, e.g., student outcome
data or other evidence provided by departments. These curricular changes provide evidence that
assessment data are being used to improve student outcomes, and are examples of “closing the loop” in
assessment.
The annual reports analyzed above provide a great deal of important assessment information
for aggregation by department chairs and deans. Such aggregate measures are useful for creating and
updating the dashboards used by the College Planning Council and its dashboard committee (14.3.57).
Each year, the Assessment Advisory Board advises the provost, via the AVP-AC, on the format of the
annual report. Aggregation of data within each department and within each school is a complex and
time-consuming process that could possibly be facilitated by using a technological tool for the purpose.
This led to the second recommendation.
Recommendation 2: Buffalo State should investigate, and if financially feasible acquire, faculty and
staff activity-reporting software.
14.3.6 Documented Use of Assessment Data as Part of Institutional Assessment: As discussed in
14.3.4., Buffalo State participates in the CSRDE, which provides not only retention and graduation data,
but also institutional and student characteristics shown to be related to student success. Based on these
data, the institution can select peer institutions with similar missions and similar challenges. The CSRDE
allows tracking of retention and graduation rates as a whole and by the subgroups of gender, race, and
ethnicity so that the college can respond to issues that may differentially affect such subgroups. For
example, CSRDE data showing lower retention rates for resident international students led to a decision
to create “international floors” in the residence halls.
As noted in Standard 12, Buffalo State established the Intellectual Foundations (IF) program
(14.3.58) in 2004. IF is a liberal arts general education program organized around learning outcomes
designed explicitly to promote an understanding of the continuity of human history, the depth of
inherited knowledge, the validity of diverse modes of inquiry, the value of artistic expression, and the
richness of our collective experience as human beings. In fall 2011, the college completed a program
review and self-study to evaluate the program’s effectiveness, strengths, and weaknesses. Based on this
review, three recommendations were put forth and accepted by the College Senate on December 9,
2011:




Reduce and simplify IF program requirements and Student Learning Outcomes.
Eliminate the Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) requirement as part of the IF program and
infuse the requirement into major programs.
Revise or eliminate the BSC 101 requirement (note: eliminated as of March 2012).

Data supporting these changes as well as detailed results of this review are presented in Standard 12
(General Education) and Standard 13 (Related Educational Activities).
Another important illustration of how institutional assessment at Buffalo State has been used for
change is provided by the College Writing Program (CWP) (14.3.59). This program provides the basic
writing experience for first-year students and supports and assists in the Writing Across the Curriculum
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upper-division writing requirement. CWP 101 and CWP 102, the two-semester freshman composition
sequence, introduces students to the rhetoric of academia. That rhetoric becomes the language
students take with them into the world of work. In response to the 2009 CWP/SUNY GER (14.3.60)
assessment, the CWP developed a multiyear assessment plan to include assessments of critical thinking
(2010), faculty syllabi (2011), and pre- and post-test assessments of CWP students (2011–2012). This
plan also includes faculty from across the campus in the assessment process. As a result of the 2009–
2010 assessments, the CWP has revised course syllabi to include a greater emphasis on undergraduate
research and greater rigor overall. Additional changes that resulted from the syllabi assessment were
the inclusion of syllabi templates for both CWP courses; institution of annotated course proposals for
both CWP courses; creation of a variety of campus workshops for faculty, both in and out of the CWP;
and creation of a faculty handbook detailing programmatic policies, procedures, etc. The CWP is also in
the process of choosing a common writing handbook that will be used by faculty across campus to help
establish common (i.e., campuswide) expectations for basic student writing and documentation skills.
In 2003, assessment of mathematics proficiency of Buffalo State students showed a serious
weakness in the basic math competency. Only 16 percent of students met or exceeded the basic
proficiency standards. On the basis of those assessment results, Buffalo State applied for and was
awarded a Title III grant (14.3.61) to address the problem. Buffalo State began efforts to improve the
quantitative/mathematical performance of its students during the 2005–2006 academic year (the first
year of the five-year Title III grant). Specific goals of this grant program included the following:





The general education of all students, including those who take MAT 103 to satisfy their
mathematics requirement.
The preparation of the preservice K–8 teachers, all of whom take MAT 121 and MAT 122.
The preparedness of students in programs that have a mathematics requirement, which
typically includes calculus.
The provision of additional smart classrooms and other forms of technology as appropriate to
facilitate the use of technology.

Implementation of the program involved hiring a full-time coordinator in 2004 to oversee MAT 103
(the course most frequently used to satisfy basic math proficiency). In addition, MAT 103 was revised,
training was provided to adjuncts teaching the course, four full-time lecturer positions were added, and
greater standardization across sections was achieved. The Title III grant also funded the improvement of
nine classrooms (converting them into smart classrooms, adding smart boards, and adding furniture that
facilitates group interaction), revision of the calculus course, etc. Since this program’s inception, there
has been a significant increase in the percentage of students meeting or exceeding SUNY standards.
Table 14.6 shows a comparison of data from 2003 (prior to implementation of the Title III grant) to 2009
(three years after its implementation). The results showed a dramatic improvement in the percentage of
MAT 103 students who met or exceeded the SUNY Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning standard, from
16 percent in 2003 to 67 percent in 2009. These results provide an excellent example of closing the
assessment loop.
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Table 14.6 Percentage of Students Meeting or Exceeding the SUNY Mathematics/Quantitative
Reasoning Standard
SUNY
Exceeded
Met
Approached
Did Not Meet

2003

2006

2009

2%
14%
56%
28%

14%
39%
33%
14%

44%
23%
18%
15%

In 2008, the Buffalo State Professional Development Center (14.3.62) was established to support
and promote excellence in professional service in an effort to contribute to student learning,
achievement, and success. Given the emphasis on leadership development in Buffalo State’s mission
and core values (“committed to the intellectual, personal, and professional growth of its students,
faculty, and staff”), the center leads the charge in providing quality learning experiences and
opportunities for individuals to realize their full potential. The center’s offerings (14.3.63) support
leadership and active learning in the classroom in order to improve the quality of educational
experiences for both students and faculty. Each semester, more than 80 professional development
offerings are presented to faculty. For example, Buffalo State places a special emphasis on leadership
development in the area of diversity and established a Coalition Building Team in 2008 who conducted
frequent workshops such as “Welcoming Diversity” and “Prejudice Reduction.” The center recently
added access to Magna Commons (14.3.64) webinars, containing more than 100 full-length available-ondemand webinars, providing professional development on teaching and learning, online teaching,
academic administration, and academic services. In addition to training and professional development
opportunities, the center also facilitates access to thousands of dollars in incentive grants and awards
for faculty to assist faculty with teaching and to support scholarship and research. A complete listing of
the workshops, offerings, and grant opportunities are listed on the Professional Development Center’s
website. The center has been especially active in supporting faculty development in the area of
assessment. For example, during the spring 2012 semester, workshop offerings included “Assessing Your
Learning Objectives,” “Teaching and Assessing with Writing,” “Evaluate Your Teaching by Measuring
Student Learning,” and “Improving the Integrity of Online Assessments.” Each semester since the
center’s inception, similar presentations have been offered.
Conclusion
The Fundamental Elements of Standard 14 are in evidence throughout the assessment of student
learning at Buffalo State. Clearly articulated statements of expected student learning outcomes are used
at the course level, in departmental and program goals, and in the institution’s Strategic Plan. These
outcomes are appropriately integrated, consistent with Buffalo State’s mission and with the standards
of higher education and its disciplines. The assessment processes at Buffalo State are well documented
at every level, are well planned, of high quality, and are and will continue to be sustained. Assessment
results provide evidence that students are achieving key learning outcomes, and important
departmental, school, and institutional decisions are made on the basis of the assessment results.
As budgets tighten and students become more cost conscious, Buffalo State will continue to
assess its programs to measure effectiveness and feasibility. The college will move to include all
graduate programs in the regular program review using either the SUNY review process or accreditation
agency processes. As the college undertakes a comprehensive approach to assessment and planning, it
must further streamline data gathering and reporting. To this end, Buffalo State will consider purchasing
and implementing faculty and staff activity-reporting software not only to gauge faculty productivity but
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also to add to the current range of student learning assessment tools.
The MSCHE review process has given Buffalo State an opportunity to reflect on assessment
procedures. Academic and support programs at Buffalo State effectively document that the curriculum
and programs helps students achieve each key learning outcome. Buffalo State provides students
with clear information on how they are expected to achieve each key learning outcome. Assessment
results have led to appropriate decisions about teaching, planning, and budgeting, thus closing the
assessment loop. The commitment at Buffalo State is to establish a culture of assessment at every level
of the institution.
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Appendix A: Self-Study Process
Members of the Middle States Self-Study Steering Committee were chosen to represent faculty,
administration, staff, and student constituencies from across the campus. Many members of the
Steering Committee are also members of the College Planning Council, which is responsible for the
Strategic Plan. The following constituencies are represented on the Steering Committee and in the Work
Groups:

















Academic Affairs/Assessment and Curriculum Office
College Council
College Planning Council
College Senate
Finance and Management
Graduate School
Information Services and Systems
Institutional Advancement
Institutional Research
Library and Instructional Technology
President’s Office
Professional Staff Caucus
Schools of Arts and Humanities, Education, Natural and Social Sciences, and the Professions
Student Affairs/Enrollment Management
United Students Government
University College

Co-chairs of the Steering Committee attended the Self-Study Institute in November 2010, where
they met with the Middle States staff liaison. The Steering Committee held its first formal meeting in
late January 2011 to coincide with a conference call with the Middle States liaison for Buffalo State.
Early in the spring semester, the president and provost met with the Steering Committee to recognize
the significance of the work to be done, offer support for the process, and express their collective
interest in both the committee’s draft reports and final recommendations. They articulated the
importance of the Self-Study serving as a frame of reference for continuing improvement going forward.
Committee members used a networked drive to access copies of the MSCHE documents Self Study:
Creating Useful Process and Report and Characteristics of Excellence in Higher Education, along with
minutes of meetings and working documents. After considering the several models for Self-Study, and
with the encouragement of the college’s MSCHE liaison, the Steering Committee unanimously decided
to use the comprehensive model for the following reasons:



Buffalo State welcomed a new president, Dr. Aaron Podolefsky, in fall 2010. The previous
president had been at the college for 13 years. It seemed a particularly good time to reflect on
all 14 standards of excellence to help chart the college’s future.
Buffalo State, like higher education institutions across the country and specifically those in New
York State, has experienced reductions in levels of state support for ongoing programs and faces
challenges for funding new initiatives. A comprehensive review would help identify or confirm
institutional needs and priorities that require funding and support, even as future revenue and
support may be uncertain.
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The last two Middle States self-studies conducted by Buffalo State focused on selected topics.
While both studies resulted in significant changes, a full review of the institution seemed
appropriate at this time.

Members of the Steering Committee, all volunteers, serve as liaisons to eight work groups.
(Work group memberships are found in Addendum B). These work groups developed research questions
and analysis of the 14 standards.
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Appendix B: Self-Study Work Groups
Self-Study Work Groups 2010–2013
Work Group 1: Mission and Planning (Standards 1 and 2)
Co-Chairs:

Lisa Anselmi, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Anthropology; College
Planning Council
Scott Johnson, Dean of University College and Associate Vice President for
Undergraduate and International Education; former Senior Adviser to the President
for Equity and Campus Diversity; President’s Cabinet

Steering
Committee
Liaison:

Robert Delprino, Associate Professor, Psychology; College Planning Council; Chair,
2003 Periodic Review Report

Members:

Elisa Bergslien, Associate Professor, Earth Sciences and Science Education; Chair,
College Senate Academic Plan Committee; College Planning Council
Sandra Burnham, Senior Admissions Adviser; College Senate Instruction and
Research Committee
John Earshen, Associate Professor, Technology; College Planning Council
Timothy Ecklund, Associate Vice President for Campus Life
Shirley Hayes, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Art Education

Work Group 2: Resources (Standard 3)
Co-Chairs:

Maryruth Glogowski, Associate Vice President for Library and Instructional
Technology; College Planning Council; Co-Chair, Information Services and Systems
Committee
Scott Goodman, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Chemistry; College
Senate Budget and Staff Allocation Committee; College Planning Council Budget
Committee

Steering
Committee
Liaisons:
Members:

Lisa Krieger, Assistant Vice President, Finance and Management
Rebecca Schenk, Director of Budget and Internal Controls; College Planning Council
Theodore Byrley, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Economics and Finance
Slade Gellin, Professor, Technology; College Planning Council Budget Committee;
College Senate Parliamentarian and College Senate Curriculum Committee
Melaine Kenyon, Director of Instructional Technology; Enrollment Management
Committee
Kevin Miller, Professor and Department Chair, Exceptional Education; College
Planning Council; Enrollment Steering Committee; President’s Council for Equity and
Campus Diversity
Raul Neira, Associate Professor, Modern and Classical Languages; College Senate
Budget and Staff Allocation Committee
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Daniel Vélez, Assistant to the Vice President, Student Affairs
Work Group 3: Leadership and Integrity (Standards 4, 5, and 6)
Chair:

Randal Snyder, Professor, Biology; Presidential Search Committee 2009–2010

Steering
Committee
Liaisons:

Bonita Durand, Chief of Staff, President’s Office; College Planning Council
Howard Reid, Professor, Psychology; Chair, College Senate; College Planning
Council

Members:

Josephine Adamo, Coordinator, First-Year Initiatives; Chair, Professional Staff
Caucus; College Senate Curriculum Committee; College Planning Council
Anthony Chase, Assistant Dean, School of Arts and Humanities
Nancy Chicola, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Elementary Education
and Reading; College Senate Curriculum Committee
Ann Colley, SUNY Distinguished Professor, English
John DeNisco, Associate Professor and Interim Department Chair, Business;
College Planning Council
Maria Pacheco, Associate Professor, Chemistry
Stephen Saracino, Professor, Design
Ottilie Woodruff, Counselor, Educational Opportunity Program (EOP); Director,
Professional Staff Development

Work Group 4: Institutional Assessment (Standard 7)
Co-Chairs:

William Benfanti, Associate Vice President for Government Relations, Institutional
Advancement; College Planning Council
Ralph Wahlstrom, Professor and Department Chair, English

Steering
Committee
Liaison:

Rosalyn Lindner, Associate Vice President for Assessment and Curriculum; College Planning
Council

Members:

Bradley Fuster, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Music
Yves Gachette, Director, Institutional Research; College Planning Council; College
Planning Council Budget Committee
Meryl Hewitt, Undergraduate Student
Meredeth Lavelle, Senior Staff Assistant, Art Conservation
Scott Phillips, Associate Professor, Criminal Justice
Mark Severson, Dean, School of Natural and Social Sciences; College Planning Council
John Siskar, Interim Associate Vice President for Teacher Education; Interim Director,
Center for Excellence in Urban and Rural Education; College Planning Council
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Work Group 5: Student Admissions and Support Services (Standards 8 and 9)
Co-Chairs:

Mark Petrie, Associate Vice President for Enrollment Management; College
Planning Council; College Planning Council Budget Committee
William White, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Modern and Classical
Languages; College Senate

Steering
Committee
Liaisons:

Modupe Akin-Deko, Associate Director and Clinical Coordinator, Counseling
Center
Kimberly Jackson, Assistant Dean for Strategic and Enrollment Planning, Graduate
School

Members:

Mohan Devgun, Professor, Technology; College Senate
Reva Fish, Assistant Professor, Social and Psychological Foundations of Education;
College Senate Standards for Students Committee
William Irene, Coordinator, International Graduate Programs for Educators (IGPE)
Charles Kenyon, Associate Vice President and Dean of Students; College Planning
Council
Heather Maldonado, Assistant Dean, University College; Chair, College Senate
Standards for Students Committee; College Senate Instruction and Research
Committee
Andrew Nicholls, Professor and Department Chair, History and Social Studies
Education; Chair, College Senate Instruction and Research Committee
Carmela Thompson, Director, Admissions

Work Group 6: Faculty (Standard 10)
Co-Chairs:

Eric “Luke” Krieg, Associate Professor, Sociology
James Mayrose, Associate Professor, Technology; College Senate Curriculum
Committee

Steering
Committee
Liaisons:

Eric “Luke” Krieg, Associate Professor, Sociology
James Mayrose, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Technology; College
Senate Curriculum Committee

Members:

Pixita Del Prado Hill, Associate Professor, Elementary Education and Reading;
College Senate Instruction and Research Committee
Peter Greenhalgh, Graduate Student, Technology
Marguerite Knowles, Associate Professor, Communication
Mark McBride, Information Commons Librarian; College Senate Student Welfare
Committee
Kevin Williams, Associate Professor, Earth Sciences and Science Education; College
Senate
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Work Group 7: Educational Offerings (Standards 11, 12, and 13)
Co-Chairs:

Joy Guarino, Assistant Professor, Theater; College Senate Curriculum Committee
Lisa Hunter, Assistant Dean, Intellectual Foundations, University College

Steering
Committee
Liaisons:

Lisa Hunter, Assistant Dean, Intellectual Foundations, University College
Nathaniel Rey, Undergraduate Student, United Students Government; Judicial
Board

Members:

Carolyn Brunner, Director, International Graduate Program for Educators
Ronnie Mahler, Associate Professor, Social Work; College Senate Instruction and
Research Committee; College Senate Standards for Students Committee
Kenneth Orosz, Associate Professor, History; College Senate Standards for
Students
Committee
Hibajene Shandomo, Associate Professor, Elementary Education and Reading
Margaret Shaw-Burnett, Associate Vice President for Continuing Professional
Studies

Work Group 8: Student Learning Outcomes Assessment (Standard 14)
The Assessment Advisory Board makes up this work group.
Co-Chairs:

Shannon Budin, Associate Professor, Exceptional Education
Karen O’Quin, Associate Dean, School of Natural and Social Sciences

Steering
Committee
Liaisons:

Rosalyn Lindner, Associate Vice President for Assessment and Curriculum; College
Planning Council
Katie Scalfani, Graduate Assistant, Elementary Education and Reading

Members:

Lisa Berglund, Associate Professor, English
Kelly Frothingham, Associate Professor and Department Chair, Geography and
Planning
Christine Lai, Associate Professor, Business
Roswell Park IV, Director, Academic Support Programs; College Senate Curriculum
Committee
Ron Smith, Interim Associate Dean, School of Arts and Humanities
Elizabeth Szockyj, Associate Professor, Criminal Justice
Kathy Wood, Associate Dean, School of Education; College Planning Council
Rita Zientek, Associate Dean, School of the Professions
Stephanie Zuckerman-Aviles, Director, Career Development Center
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Appendix C: Assessment Structure
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Appendix D: Institutional Assessment Graphical Representation
Appendix D.1: Assessment Plan
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Appendix D.2: Institutional Assessment and Improvement
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Appendix D.3: Performance Metrics – Campus Culture
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Appendix E: International Graduate Programs for Educators
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Multidisciplinary Studies, Master of Science (M.S.) Degree
American/International School Educators
2012—2013 School Year
PROGRAM INTRODUCTION
Thank you for your interest in graduate study through Buffalo State, SUNY. Buffalo State, SUNY is the largest
college in the State University of New York (SUNY) system and is accredited by the Commission on Higher
Education of the Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools and by the Board of Regents, State
University of New York. The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) accredits the
professional education programs. SUNY, a statewide system of 64 campuses, is the largest, most diverse multicampus university in the United States.
The Master of Science degree in Multidisciplinary Studies is one of the 62 graduate programs offered by
Buffalo State, SUNY. The program is designed for individuals with unique professional and educational
objectives not readily met by traditional master‟s degree programs. Numerous national as well as international
educators enroll in this degree program.
The Office of International Graduate Programs for Educators is responsible for the Master of Science
(M.S.) program in Multidisciplinary Studies as well as professional development for educators working at
American/International Schools. The degree program is hosted by American/International Schools for cohorts
(groups) of education professionals. The entire program requires ten (10) courses that can be delivered at the
school site, electronically, or through a combined approach of on-site/on-line instruction depending on the
course as well as the needs of the cohort.
Appropriate staff (e.g. School Head, Curriculum Coordinator, Teachers) from the host school will collaborate
with our staff to select courses that will be offered for the degree program. The collaborative approach of course
selection facilitates the design of a program that aligns with the school‟s professional development initiatives
and the faculty‟s specific needs while adhering to the guidelines established for the degree. Selected courses
usually apply across grade levels and curricula providing for the diverse needs of overseas educators.
The degree requires 30 semester credit hours. At least 15 credit hours must be 600- and/or 700-level courses. All
students are required to complete an Action Research course (three credits hours) and a culminating Master‟s
Project (three credit hours). Students are allowed to transfer a maximum of 15 graduate level credit hours from
another accredited institution into this program. Several students have used this option to take coursework in a
particular content area (e.g. science, math, reading) or specialty, such as early childhood education or
counseling. Others take the opportunity to transfer courses previously taken at other colleges or universities.
Examples of courses offered include Instructional Strategies for More Effective Teaching, Principles of
Curriculum Design, Creative Problem Solving, and Instructional Technologies. We also offer workshop courses
that emphasize process and implementation of theory if there is an identified need of the cohort. For example,
we have offered “Differentiation of Instruction”, “Problem-based Learning and Talent Development” and
“Teaching Self-regulation: Management in the Responsive Classroom”.
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Regional association conferences and workshops offered for credit by Buffalo State through AASSA, AISA,
CEESA, EARCOS, ECIS, MAIS, NESA, and the Tri Association provide another opportunity to complete
graduate coursework for the degree. Students are allowed to include up to six (6) of the required 30 graduate
credit hours through a combination of conference and/or workshop courses.

Courses offered through the Teachers‟ Training Center (TTC), Principals‟ Training Center (PTC), the Academy
for International School Heads (AISH) and AP International also can be used as part of the degree program.
Professors familiar with the unique needs of overseas educators teach our courses. Some of our instructors are
educators currently working overseas who have the credentials to become Buffalo State adjunct faculty. In that
way, we have been able to utilize the talent within your own school community as well as other experts who
may be consulting or providing professional development in your region.
Every school has diverse needs for scheduling courses. Some schools choose to offer the degree over a period of
two years, while others opt for a longer period of time. Host schools decide on what will work best for their
cohort. Most frequently, we offer our courses using a compressed period of time with lots of success and very
happy students who have busy schedules. For example, when school is in session, we may offer a course on the
two weekend days, after school during the week and finish the following weekend. Some prefer all day on two
consecutive weekends and only two nights after school. If the professor is actually working in your school or
living in the region, the course might be offered over the school semester. We have other groups who prefer to
take two courses during a summer or winter break. Sometimes we are able to have one professor come and stay
to teach two courses.
Final projects for courses are NOT due on the last day of the class. At the very least, students have an additional
two weeks to complete coursework. We can be flexible to meet your needs, especially if you need to host
educators from other schools to make this easier on your group financially.
The awarding of the Master of Science Degree does not provide Certification or Licensure. United States
colleges/universities do not “grant” certification or licensure. Certification or Licensure is obtained through
State Education Departments. Many of the courses offered through this program may be applicable towards
certification. However, individual State Education Departments determine what course(s) could be applicable
toward the certification requirements for that particular state. For more information, the following website is
linked to state certification offices: http://www.emtech.net/cert.htm
Our staff is dedicated to helping you and we look forward to working with you. Please let us know at any time if
you have questions or concerns, and we will be sure to respond promptly.
Carolyn Brunner, Director

brunnece@buffalostate.edu

716-878-6832

Grace Vogt, Admissions

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-6832

Leah Loveless, Finance and PD

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-3643

William F. Irene, Candidacy/Plans of Study

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-3643

Cathy Molenda, Course registration/Graduation

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-3811

Brandon Kawa, Plans of Study/Finance

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-3643
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Website: www.buffalostate.edu/ilsc
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ADMISSIONS for Masters Degree and Certificate Programs
Please contact Mrs. Grace Vogt, Admissions Coordinator, with admission questions at
intlearning@buffalostate.edu.
Please make copies of all of your submitted forms. It is important to use the same name on all of your
forms that you use on your Graduate Admission Application.
Thank you for choosing Buffalo State, SUNY to continue your education. Below are the guidelines for
admission into the Master‟s Degree Program offered through the International Graduate Program for Educators.
Applicants must hold a baccalaureate degree from an institution that is accredited by an approved U.S. regional
accrediting agency or a degree that is equivalent to a U.S. four-year bachelor's degree. Students must have a
minimum cumulative grade point average of 2.5 (4.0 scale) in the baccalaureate degree.
Buffalo State maintains a student-managed admissions process that requires an applicant to submit a complete
application packet with all required components by the appropriate deadline. Thus, applicants are assured the
admissions committee has all the necessary information to evaluate their qualifications. Applicants are cautioned
that a significant amount of time is required by the Graduate School to process an application and make an
admission recommendation.
Please note that the fall semester deadline is actually after the fall semester has ended. This later deadline
allows new faculty adequate time to obtain necessary admission documents. Applicants may complete up to 6
credits prior to acceptance into our Master‟s Program. If an applicant is not accepted by the completion of 2
courses, a hold will be placed on the applicants‟ record and the applicant will be unable to register for any
further coursework until they are officially accepted. Credit for the completed coursework will be applied
towards the applicants‟ degree if and only if the applicant is accepted into the degree program.
Semester

Deadline

FALL (August 10 – December 10)
SPRING (January 2- May 10)
SUMMER (May 15 – August 5th)

January 7 (after the fall semester)
April 15 (mid spring semester)
August 5 (end summer semester)

All forms are available from the International Graduate Programs for Educators Office website at
www.buffalostate.edu/ilsc and/or the designated contact person from the host school.
Applications for Graduate School admission will not be processed until a complete APPLICATION PACKET
is received by International Graduate Programs for Educators. Do not send the packet to any other office or
campus address. Anyone with an incomplete application will be notified by e-mail, resulting in a delay in
processing. Coursework is not applicable to a degree or certificate program until you are formally admitted.
Applicants must assume full responsibility for knowledge of all of the deadlines and requirements for admission
as detailed in this document. All required documents must be submitted by the appropriate deadline to:
International Graduate Programs for Educators
430C South Wing
Buffalo State, State University of New York
1300 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14222 USA
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Once an applicant has been officially accepted, Mrs. Vogt will email an acceptance letter to you using the email
address you provided on your Application for Admission. Please do not use „Hotmail’ email addresses.
„Hotmail’ frequently rejects emails from colleges and universities.

Admissions continued

AN APPLICATION PACKET can take up to four months to complete so please plan ahead.
A complete packet includes:
1. Graduate Admission Application. Some of the fields have already been completed on the application
for you.
2. Application Fee Payment Form and a $50.00 U.S. nonrefundable application fee. Acceptable methods
of payment: Money order, personal, certified or travelers check made payable to “Research Foundation
of SUNY”.
3. Official transcripts from all colleges and universities attended in sealed envelopes. This includes
transcripts for any coursework that was transferred into another institution‟s degree and any coursework
that you want considered for transfer credit. Each institution must send the transcript directly to the
applicant. Applicants submit unopened transcript envelopes with other application materials.
4. Applicants who completed their undergraduate degrees from post-secondary schools, where English was
NOT the first language, must submit a certified English translation of all official transcripts along
with their official or certified true copies of their transcripts.
5. A degree evaluation is required for applicants who have completed a bachelor‟s degree outside of the
United States. Applicants holding undergraduate degrees from a Canadian college or university should
submit their official transcripts to our office. If those transcripts follow a system similar to that of the
United States, they will be evaluated locally. If not, Canadian applicants will be required to comply with
the international student credential policy.
Applicants must contact one of the following credential evaluation agencies and request a documentby-document evaluation to determine equivalency to a U.S. bachelor‟s degree:
World Education Services, Inc., P.O. Box 5087, Bowling Green Station,
New York, NY 10274-5087, Phone: (212) 966-6311, Fax: (212) 739-6120, www.wes.org.
Josef Silny and Associates, International Education Consultants, P.O. Box 248233,
Coral Gables, FL 33124, Phone: (305) 273-1616, Fax: (305) 273-1338, www.jsilny.com
Applicants must contact the agency for the most current requirements and fees and to request or
download an application from their website. All required forms, documents and fees must be sent by the
applicant directly to the agency.
The evaluation agency must send your document-by-document evaluation directly to our office.
Applicant copies will not be accepted nor evaluations from any other agency or service.
The process can take up to four – six weeks to complete after the agency has received all of your
documents. Your Application for Admission will not be reviewed until the evaluation has been received
in our office from the agency completing your report. Evaluations from the credential evaluation agency
must be sent to our office.

Submitted materials become the property of the Graduate School. Copies of application materials will not be
supplied to the student or any other institution.
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IMPORTANT! Applicants must submit one set of official transcripts/translations with their Graduate
Admission Application packet to our office and a second set of the same documents to World Education
Services or Josef Silny and Associates for evaluation.

PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
1. Completion of 30 credits that includes at least 15 credits of 600- and/or 700-level courses.

2. Two required courses, SPF 689 Methods and Techniques of Educational Research in preparation for
EDU 690 Master's Project. The Master‟s project (three credits) is a research-based project on a topic of
special interest to the student and must have prior approval by the instructor.
3. A maximum of 21 credits may be taken in Education (EDU) courses. The remaining credits should

be from disciplines such as Educational Leadership (EDL), Educational Technologies (EDC), Creative
Studies (CRS), Educational Foundations (EDF) or courses focusing on content area such as Social
Studies, Math, Reading, Early Childhood, etc.
4. A maximum of 15 credits may be taken at another accredited institution. Please refer to the section

TRANSFER CREDIT for additional information.

5. Coursework (including transfer credit) must be completed within the six-year period immediately

preceding the date of completion of the degree.

6. A maximum of six (6) credits can be completed independently with prior approval from the Director

of International Graduate Programs for Educators. Please refer to the section COMPLETING A
COURSE INDEPENDENTLY for additional information.
7. A maximum total of 6 credits of Workshop (EDU 594), Conference (EDU 596) and/or Special Topic
(EDU 598) courses can be included in the program.
8. Students must maintain a minimum cumulative grade point average of 3.0 (4.0 scale).
9. An Application for Degree Candidacy, approved by the student's principal advisor and advisory

committee must be submitted to International Graduate Programs for Educators before the completion
of 15 credits Please refer to the section APPLICATION FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY.

TRANSFER CREDIT
Please contact the institution that granted the credits to verify that the credits granted by that institution
meet the Buffalo State, SUNY requirements.
A maximum of 15 credits of transfer work at the graduate-level may be applied to the Multidisciplinary Degree
program. Official transcripts for transfer credit must be sent directly to International Graduate Programs for
Educators, by the institution granting the graduate credit, if the credit is earned after formal admission to the
Graduate School, and as such was not included in your Graduate Admission Application.
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A. Transfer work earned at another accredited institution must:
1. be equitable to 500-, 600- or 700-level graduate semester courses. If the institution granting the
credit uses the quarter system, credit hours will be converted to semester hours using the following
equation:
1 quarter hour = 2/3 (.66) semester hour
2 quarter hours = 1-1/3 (1.33) semester hours
3 quarter hours = 2 semester hours
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2. be a coherent part of the required program of study and be approved by the student‟s program
advisory committee including the Dean of the Graduate School.
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3. be completed within the six-year period immediately preceding the date of graduation.
B.

Only grades of A or B are acceptable for transfer. Grades of S or P are not acceptable.

C.

Coursework taken to fulfill degree requirements for one Master‟s Degree or Certificate of Advanced
Study may not be applied toward another Master‟s Degree.

D.

Students whose coursework is NOT from a U.S. or Canadian college or university must obtain a courseby-course evaluation from either Josef Silny and Associates or World Education Services, Inc. (contact
information under Admission Requirements)

Decisions regarding the acceptance of credit for transfer will be made after official transcripts have been
evaluated by the Dean of the Graduate School. Approved transfer credit is added to the student‟s official record
when the student‟s approved degree candidacy application and/or official transcripts of transfer credit are
approved by the Dean. Students should use the requirements listed above to determine if coursework will be
accepted for their degree program prior to an official decision from the Dean. The International Graduate
Programs staff is not able to make that determination for you.
CAUTION! Several universities offer extension, professional development and/or continuing education courses.
Extension, professional development and/or continuing education credits cannot be transferred into the graduate
degree program. Students should contact the institution that granted the credits to verify that the credits
granted by that institution meet the above requirements.

APPLICATION FOR DEGREE CANDIDACY
Please contact Mr. William Irene, Assistant Director, with questions regarding Candidacy at
intlearning@buffalostate.edu.
Congratulations! Now that you have submitted your Graduate Admission Application and have been accepted
into the program, you can start choosing the courses that you will take in order to complete the degree programs
(30 credits). The Application for Degree Candidacy is your plan of study.
Please make copies of all of your submitted forms. It is important to use the same name on your
Application for Degree Candidacy form that was used on your Graduate Admission Application. If your
name has changed please refer to the STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES section.
Candidacy is a written agreement outlining the courses necessary to receive a degree. All students must
complete an Application for Degree Candidacy before the completion of fifteen (15) credits at Buffalo State.
The application lists the courses that the student will be taking to fulfill their requirements for their Master's
degree. It also lists the courses the student is transferring into the program. The Application for Degree
Candidacy, with additional details for its completion, will be sent to students at the time of acceptance into the
program.
Students must submit completed Applications for Degree Candidacy to International Graduate Programs for
Educators. The student‟s principal advisor, advisory committee and Dean of the Graduate School must approve
the degree candidacy. Applications are reviewed at one of two advisory committee meetings each semester.
Students will be notified by email if their application is incomplete or requires any additional documentation.
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titles on the Application for Degree Candidacy. Please keep copies of your course registration forms for course
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Students will be notified by email when their Application for Degree Candidacy has been approved. Failure to
develop an approved program and be admitted to degree candidacy, before the completion of 15 graduate-level
credit hours, will restrict further registration/graduation.

numbers and course titles. Numbers and titles also can be found on student transcripts and on the Buffalo State,
SUNY website at: www.buffalostate.edu/graduatestudies/gradcatalog/.

CHANGES TO APPROVED DEGREE CANDIDACY
Please contact Mr. William Irene, Assistant Director, with questions regarding changes in
approved candidacy at intlearning@buffalostate.edu.
Once a student's candidacy application is approved, changes can be made only with approval of the student‟s
advisor, advisory committee and the Dean of the Graduate School. A Request for Change in Approved Graduate
Degree Candidacy form must be completed and submitted to International Graduate Programs for Educators.
This includes potential transfer credits that are submitted for evaluation after the Application for Degree
Candidacy has already been approved.

COURSE REGISTRATION FORMS AND PROGRAMMATIC COURSE FEE
Please make copies of all of your submitted forms. It is important to use the same name on your course
registration forms that was used on your Graduate Admission Application. If your name has changed
please refer to the STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES section.
Students need to complete a Graduate Course Registration form for each Buffalo State course including the
final three-credit Master‟s Project. The course registration form should be completed on the first day of the
course. The Site Coordinator must return the completed registration forms along with the programmatic course
fee of $18 per student. Students will be registered for a course when we receive the completed registration form
with the programmatic course fee, payment as invoiced by our office to your school for tuition and airfare if
applicable, and payment to the professor.
Credits and grades for courses are recorded at the end of each semester. Approximate end of semester dates are
December 10th for the fall semester, May 10th for the spring semester, and August 10th for the summer semester.
The exact end of semester dates can be found on the Buffalo State website at www.buffalostate.edu. Please
make certain to complete all sections on every registration form, even if you have participated in previous
courses. A complete registration form eliminates the chance of error in duplicate name instances. After
completing registration forms, remember to keep a copy for your records.

ATTENDANCE POLICY
Students are required to attend all sessions with no exceptions due to the compressed time schedule of courses
and in accordance with Buffalo State, SUNY policy. Professors cannot give extra assignments or make any
provisions for students who are not able to attend all of the sessions. Thus, if a student has to miss any part of
the course sessions, the student cannot complete the course for credit as attendance at all sessions is required.
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We understand that a student may have special circumstances that prevent course participation. When a student
has a special circumstance and cannot complete a course, our staff will put together a plan for the student to
complete their program after the completion of the final on site course. Frequently the school decides to
continue offering the program and the student just continues with course(s) at the school site. If the school
doesn‟t continue offering our program, students have the option to complete coursework at other sites, take
courses through the Teachers‟ Training Center (TTC) and/or Principals‟ Training Center (PTC) in the summers
or complete courses independently.
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ADVISEMENT
The Director of International Graduate Programs for Educators, Carolyn Brunner, will be your principal advisor
(PA) and will serve with three additional graduate faculty members, including the Dean of the Graduate School
as your advisory committee. Members of the advisory committee understand the unique needs of overseas
educators and have considerable experience teaching graduate courses at schools overseas. The PA and advisory
committee approve the student‟s plan of study (Application for Degree Candidacy) and attest to the student‟s
successful completion of the approved program.

COMPLETING A COURSE INDEPENDENTLY
A student can complete a course independently with the written permission of his/her School Director. The
student must discuss the special circumstance with the School Director or his/her designee. The student needs to
ask their administrator to send the Program Director, Carolyn Brunner, an email explaining the student‟s
“special circumstance” for not attending a course. A “special circumstance” would include illness, childbirth,
death in the family, attendance at a school-sponsored event such as a field trip, etc.
The approval to complete courses independently because of “special circumstances” is in the best interest of the
school and fellow students in the program. The school and/or the students in the cohort have to pay for the costs
for each course. When a student doesn‟t take the course as scheduled with the cohort, the rest of the students and
school still have to pay the total cost of the course with one less person to help with that total cost. Requests to
complete a course independently must be made after a student has an approved plan of study.

COMPLETING COURSEWORK AFTER INITIAL ON-SITE COURSE
A student, who joins the cohort after the first course was offered, can complete a course independently. Our staff
will put together a plan for the student to complete their program after the completion of the final on site course.
Frequently the school decides to continue offering the program so the student is able to continue with course(s)
at the school site. If the school doesn‟t continue offering our program, students have the option to complete
coursework at other sites, take courses through the Teachers‟ Training Center (TTC) and/or Principals‟ Training
Center (PTC) in the summers or complete courses independently.
Please refer to the section COMPLETING A COURSE INDEPENDENTLY for additional information.

GRADES
Credits and grades for courses are recorded at the end of the semester. Unfortunately with the difficulties and
inconsistencies of overseas mailings, grade reports will not be sent to students. Due to confidentiality policies,
grades cannot be obtained from our office staff. However, the professor for the course can and will inform you
of your grade. Additionally, transcripts from Buffalo State, SUNY will list all of the courses completed with the
grades for each course.

TRANSCRIPTS FROM BUFFALO STATE
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Transcripts from Buffalo State list all of the Buffalo State courses completed and the grades that were recorded
for those courses. Transcripts serve as your official record of courses and grades. Transcript information is
updated approximately four (4) weeks after the end of each semester. Official transcripts are not issued directly

to students but are forwarded, upon request, to authorities that the student designates. Student copies may be
ordered for personal use.
Transcripts from Buffalo State must be ordered through the Registrar‟s Office. Transcript Request forms are
available at

http://www.buffalostate.edu/registrar/documents/transcript.html.

GRADUATION
Please contact Ms. Cathy Molenda, Graduation Coordinator,
with questions regarding graduation and diplomas at intlearning@buffalostate.edu.
Please make copies of all of your submitted forms. It is important to use the same name on your
Graduation Application form that was used on your Graduate Admission Application. If your name has
changed please refer to the STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES section.
In order for a graduate student to be awarded a master‟s degree the following requirements must be met:
1. Completion of your Application for Graduation, submitted to International Graduate Programs for
Educators one semester prior to your anticipated graduation. You must apply for graduation by the deadline
or your application for graduation will be processed for the following semester‟s graduation.
2. Completion of 30 graduate-level credits. All coursework must be completed and final grades awarded by
May 1st for spring semester graduation, August 1st for summer semester graduation and December 1st for fall
semester graduation. Courses completed and graded after those dates will be posted in the following
semester and your degree will be granted at the end of that semester.
Therefore, a student who takes a course with final assignments that will be graded after May 1st will
graduate in August. A student can request a Letter of Completion stating that all requirements for the degree
have been met, once all grades have been received in our office.
3. Receipt of official transcript(s) of approved transfer credit as listed on the candidacy form. Transfer credit
must meet all requirements as defined under Transfer Credit.
4. Approved candidacy and completion of all required coursework exactly as specified on your Application
for Admission to Candidacy and Change in Approved Graduate Degree Program (if required).
5. A minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0 (B) in all graduate coursework.
6. Completion of all coursework and degree requirements within the six-year period immediately preceding
the date of graduation.
7. Completion of a minimum of 15 credits of 600- or 700-level coursework.

Students who do not meet the requirements for graduation by the semester for which they applied must submit a
new application for graduation, in accordance with established deadlines, for the semester in which the
requirements will be completed.
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8. The Dean and appropriate staff of the Graduate School will review your academic file to determine if you
have met all requirements. Courses with a grade of I, N, or X must be completed and appropriate grades
submitted.

IMPORTANT! Your Master of Science Diploma and one student copy of your transcript will be sent to your
host school using trackable mail at no cost. If you would like to have your documents sent to an alternative
address, a payment of U.S. $25.00 must be sent with your Application for Graduation. Please be sure to print the
complete address on the form where you want to receive your diploma and transcript.
Documents are sent approximately 8 weeks after the end of the semester of your graduation date which allows
for graduation audits and processing. A student can request a Letter of Completion stating that all requirements
for the degree have been met, once all grades have been received in our office.

COSTS
Costs for educators at American/International schools are less than one third of the regular Buffalo State,
SUNY tuition. This reduced tuition rate is only available while you are employed at an American/International
School. Host schools are invoiced for the cost of the courses that are offered on site. The school sends payment
directly to our office. Students pay the host school for the courses that are hosted by the school. Costs for
textbook/materials vary with each course. Each professor will provide the host school Site Coordinator
textbook/materials ordering information, materials to be duplicated, and/or post text on a course wiki.
Each applicant pays a nonrefundable application for admission fee of $50.00 U.S. Anyone taking more than six
credit hours of coursework will need to apply for admission. Each student registering for a course will pay a
programmatic course fee of U.S. $18.00 per course.

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
You, as a graduate student, must assume full responsibility for knowledge of all of the deadlines, forms, rules,
regulations and requirements of the program as detailed in this document. Please make copies of all of your
applications, documents, course registrations, etc. Please keep this Program Detail document and refer to it as
often as necessary. Students should check the program website for updated program details once a semester at
www.buffalostate.edu/ilsc. Requirements and program details are subject to change, and students must be
aware of current regulations.
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Students are responsible for notifying International Graduate Programs for Educators of any official change of
name, The formal name that is written on your Application for Admission will be the only name that will be
recognized in the Buffalo State, SUNY system and by our office. All of your official records will be registered
under that name unless you notify our office of a change in name. Our staff, professors, and the Buffalo State
data system do not recognize nicknames or different last names. It is important to use the same name on all of
your forms including course registrations and all correspondence with our office. Likewise, please notify our
office of any changes of your email address or mailing address so that information and other mailings can be
properly directed.
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We kindly ask you to review these Program Details for answers to your questions. For questions not answered in
this document, please email the appropriate staff person as indicated in this document. By doing so, you will
lessen the time you wait for a response. Additionally, as we all know, emails aren‟t always received and we
want to make sure you get answers to your questions as soon as possible. You can expect our staff to respond to
your email within five U.S. business days, so please resend your email if you do not receive a response after five
days.
Graduate work is an extremely rewarding endeavor that demands rigorous scholarship, research, creativity, and
professional competence. We welcome you to our vibrant community of scholars, teachers and researchers.
Carolyn Brunner, Director

brunnece@buffalostate.edu

716-878-6832

Grace Vogt, Admissions

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-6832

Leah Loveless, Finance and PD

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-3643

William F. Irene, Candidacy/Plan of Study

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-3643

Cathy Molenda, Course registration/Graduation

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-3811

Brandon Kawa, Plans of Study/Finance

intlearning@buffalostate.edu

716-878-3643
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Website: www.buffalostate.edu/ilsc
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COSTS FOR HOST SCHOOLS
The costs for our overseas programs are less than one third of the regular tuition rates for
Buffalo State students and are as follows:
Tuition for up to 25 students in a three-semester credit course is U.S. $7,700.00.
Host schools can include additional staff that would like to participate in some of the
courses but not in the entire degree program. Schools also can include educators from
others schools to participate in individual courses or the entire degree program. Host
schools are responsible for all payment to our office and the professors for the
program. The $7,700.00 includes $5,200.00 for tuition for up to 25 individuals and
$2,500.00 for the professor‟s honorarium.
A programmatic course fee of U.S. $18.00 per student for each course is due when
the course registration forms are submitted. Course fees from most universities
range between $50-125, however, our fee is only U.S. $18.00.
Schools can have up to 34 students in some courses depending on the particular
course. The professor for the course must approve the increase in number of students.
If the professor agrees, the school pays an additional $400.00 per student above the
25 allotment. Of that amount, $350.00 is paid to the college and $50.00 to the
professor for each additional student. If there are more than 34 students, an additional
section of the course must be offered at the same costs of the first section of the
course. (see above)
Each applicant pays a nonrefundable application fee of U.S. $50.00. Anyone taking
more than six credits of coursework will need to apply for admission.
Travel expenses for the professor including lowest economy airfare and travel agent
fees, visas (if required), mileage and airport parking or taxi to/from airports, baggage
fees, and exit tariff.
Lodging, internet access fees and meals for the professor in transit if applicable.
Lodging, internet access fees, meals, and transportation expenses during the course.
Professors will present invoices with details.
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Textbook/materials for the course: Each professor will provide the host school Site
Coordinator with the textbook/materials ordering information. Professors frequently
will send you materials to be duplicated prior to the course to save on costs. Some of
our courses can be taken on-line, which saves on travel, lodging and meal expenses.
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PAYMENT INFORMATION
Please contact Mrs. Leah Loveless, Assistant Director,
with questions regarding payment at intlearning@buffaslostate.edu.
1.

Our Office will send you an invoice that includes the tuition cost of $5,200.00 for
25 students and the airfare for the professor (if applicable). If you have additional
students in the course, you will receive a second invoice for the additional course
registrants after we receive the course registrations. Payment for the professor‟s air
travel and the tuition for 25 students is due 10 days prior to the first day of the
course. Payment must be in U.S. dollars and made payable to the “RESEARCH
FOUNDATION OF SUNY”.

2.

Payment of the programmatic course fee of $18.00 per student must be sent with
the completed course registrations for students to be registered for the course.

3.

The professor‟s honorarium of $2,500.00 as well as any lodging or internet access
fees, food, textbook/materials, mileage and airport parking, baggage fees, visas, or
exit tariffs must be paid directly to the professor no later than the last day of the
course. Host schools are responsible for providing clean, secure hotel
accommodations with internet for the professor and transportation to/from the
school. The professor can provide you with any necessary receipts for their
expenses or you can provide per diem using U.S. Department of State foreign rates.
Any travel or extra ordinary living expenses incurred by the instructor unrelated to
the program or course, is the responsibility of the individual instructor including all
expenses for accompanying family or guests.

IMPORTANT!
Students will be registered for a course when our office receives:
 payment as invoiced by our office to your school for tuition and airfare if
applicable,
 completed course registration forms with the programmatic course fees, and
 payment is made to the professor.
Please let us know at any time if you have questions or concerns, and we will be
sure to respond promptly.
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International Graduate Programs for Educators
430 C South Wing
Buffalo State, State University of New York
1300 Elmwood Avenue Buffalo, New York 14222
Phone: (716) 878-6832 Fax: (716) 878-6809
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